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Abstract

Effects of Firn Ventilation on Geochemistry of Polar Snow

by Thomas A. Neumann

Chair of Supervisory Committee:
Professor Edwin D. Waddington
Department of Earth and Space Sciences

The effects of air motion in firn on geochemical species is examined. Stable isotope data from Taylor Mouth, Antarctica are compared with data from nearby Taylor Dome and are found to be significantly different. Three possible reasons for the difference between these two records are presented: (1) the standard stable isotope - surface temperature relationship, (2) mixing precipitation from several sources and (3) post-depositional isotopic change.

A two-dimensional model to estimate condensation and sublimation rates of water in firn based on firn-ventilation theory is presented. This model is used to investigate preservation characteristics of chemical species in snow and quantify the effects of post-depositional water-vapor motion. Results demonstrate the sensitivity of sublimation and condensation rates in the firn to hand-to-hand diffusion, grain size, wind speed and temperature.

The sensitivity of stable isotope ratios to firn ventilation quantify what other investigators have suggested: isotopic exchange in the upper few meters is more rapid than can be explained by existing models, isotopic equilibration with atmospheric
vapor is an important component of isotopic exchange and ventilation enhances exchange by creating regions of relatively rapid sublimation and condensation in the firn.

The concentration of irreversibly deposited species (e.g. non-sea-salt-sulfate) is decreased by condensation in pore spaces and increased by sublimation of surrounding ice grains. Results suggest that concentration changes induced by firn ventilation are on the order of 3%, making it unlikely that this effect can be detected in field data.

The concentration of reversibly-deposited species in snow (e.g. H₂O₂) is generally decreased by sublimation of the surrounding ice grain. Condensation increases the diffusion path from the grain interior to the surface and can scavenge species which exist as trace gases from pore-space air. Results suggest that firn ventilation has little effect on H₂O₂ concentration in firn, but may be more important to the preservation of other reversibly-deposited species.

In summary, results show that firn-ventilation induced water vapor motion is a key component of isotopic change in the firn, and may be important for reversibly-deposited geochemical species; but is probably not important for irreversibly-deposited geochemical species.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

The concentrations of aerosols, dust, and other species in polar snow record different aspects of climate at the time the snow was deposited (Legrand and Mayewski, 1997). The stable isotopic ratios of the water molecules in snow grains record information about the temperature at which the snow formed; the concentration of hydrogen peroxide ($H_2O_2$) in snow is used as proxy for the oxidizing capacity of the atmosphere; the concentration of sulfur aerosol particles in snow provide information about the energy balance of the atmosphere in which the snow was formed. Near-surface polar snow contains information about modern climate conditions at the site where the snow is collected. Similarly, ice recovered from deep ice cores contains information about past climates at the site of deposition.

Understanding how climate information from the atmosphere is incorporated into the ice is the forward problem in ice core paleoclimate studies. The inverse problem addresses the question in the reverse order: What can be determined about paleoclimate, based on geochemical records from ice cores? In order to relate measured ice core chemistry to past climates, we need to understand both the forward problem and the inverse problem. The forward problem can be separated into three main steps: (1) transportation of geochemical species to the polar regions, (2) transfer of these species to the ice sheet surface and (3) preservation of geochemistry in the snow after deposition.
This dissertation focuses on the third step: the preservation of different chemical species in firm. The goal is to understand how initial concentrations of impurities in snow have changed since they were deposited initially to the time that the ice is recovered from a core. This work focuses on changes in the upper few meters of the snowpack that are caused by firm ventilation (e.g. Waddington and others, 1996). The term firm ventilation refers to the forced airflow through snow as a result of wind blowing over the wavy snow surface.

1.2 Motivation and Goals

Observations of post-depositional chemical change (e.g. Grootes and Steig, 1992; McConnell and others, 1998; Wagon and others, 1999) and extensive theoretical work on firm ventilation (e.g. Gjessing, 1977; Clarke and others, 1987; Colbeck, 1989; Waddington and others, 1996; Colbeck, 1997; Albert, 2002) demonstrate that significant post-depositional redistribution of water and trace constituents is possible in the firm. Current models of post-depositional chemical change in snow either neglects the effects of firm-ventilation driven water vapor redistribution (e.g. McConnell and others, 1998) or treats the effects qualitatively (e.g. Waddington and others, 2002). The goal of this dissertation is to develop a quantitative model for the condensation and sublimation of water in firm based on firm-ventilation theory. I use this model to investigate modern preservation of different chemical species in polar snow and present a quantitative model of the effects of post-depositional water-vapor motion on different geochemical species in snow and determine the extent to which firm ventilation can cause measurable changes in the geochemistry of polar snow.

1.3 Synopsis/Organization

Chemical measurements on snow or ice cores are usually made in terms of the concentration of a particular impurity, i.e. the ratio of the amount of an impurity to an amount of ice. Therefore a change in chemical concentration can be caused by a change in the amount of chemical present, and/or a change in the amount of ice present. Through time, impurities deposited at the surface become buried by further accumulation of snow. In order to understand how the concentration of an impurity can change with depth, it is important to understand the mobility of both water vapor and chemical species with depth in the snowpack. Here I study both components.

Chemical impurities in polar snow are broadly classified into two main groups (e.g. Waddington and others, 1996): irreversibly-deposited (which are relatively immobile after deposition to the surface) and reversibly-deposited (which cycle between the atmosphere and snow after deposition) species. In addition, the stable isotopic composition of the ice matrix itself is of interest to ice core geochemists. An analysis of the effects of firm ventilation on each of these geochemical species is presented.

Chapter 2 examines the disparity between $\delta^{18}O$ records from two ice cores collected from Taylor Dome, Antarctica. I discuss possible reasons for the differences in the records and present a new model for post-depositional isotopic change. Chapter 3 presents a 2-D model for water vapor motion in the firm. I compare this model with an existing model (Albert, 2002) and use it to estimate sublimation and condensation rates in the firm for a variety of environmental conditions. The model suggests that air in firm pore spaces will always be nearly saturated (relative humidity $= 1$). The degree to which the relative humidity $\neq 1$ drives mass exchange between phases. Chapter 4 presents a new 2-D model for isotopic change in the firm, using the sublimation and condensation rates generated in Chapter 3. I compare the results of my model with existing models (Cuffey and Steig, 1998; Johnsen and others, 2000) and demonstrate that firm ventilation is an important component of isotopic exchange in the firm, as equilibration with atmospheric water vapor, sublimation and condensation are all significant processes in isotopic diffusion in firm. Chapter 5 examines the effect of firm ventilation on the concentration of irreversibly-deposited species in firm, using non-sea-salt (nss-) sulphate as a proxy for the behavior of other irreversibly deposited
species. I also investigate the effects of enhanced water vapor diffusivity (hand-to-hand diffusion) in snow on the vapor-motion model (Chapter 3) and on concentrations of nss-sulphate. Results suggest that the concentration changes induced by firn ventilation are much smaller than the annual variability of nss-sulphate in surface snow. Chapter 6 uses H$_2$O$_2$ as representative of other reversibly-deposited species, and I discuss the sensitivity of H$_2$O$_2$ concentration in firn to ventilation. This analysis suggests that firn ventilation is of secondary importance to H$_2$O$_2$ concentration, but it may be more important to the preservation of other reversibly-deposited species. Chapter 7 summarizes the results of this dissertation and suggests future directions for research on the geochemistry of snow. Some of the development necessary for completeness is presented as appendices.

Chapter 2

NON-CLIMATE INFLUENCES ON STABLE ISOTOPES AT TAYLOR MOUTH, ANTARCTICA

Material from the first half of this chapter was presented under the title ‘From the dome to the flank: Relating two stable isotope records’ as a poster at the American Geophysical Union 2000 Fall Meeting with co-authors E.D. Waddington, I.P. Marshall (both University of Washington), D.L. Morse (University of Texas) and P.M. Grootes (Leibniz Labor für Alterbestimmung und Isotopenforschung, Christian-Albrechts-Universität). Material from the second half of this chapter was presented under the title ‘Post-depositional changes in stable isotope ratios’ as an invited talk at the American Geophysical Union 2001 Spring Meeting.

2.1 Summary

The late Holocene trends in δ$^{18}$O differ significantly between the Taylor Dome and Taylor Mouth ice cores. Assuming that the Taylor Dome core records the local climate signal leaves three possible causes for the observed differences: (1) Ice at depth at Taylor Mouth originates at higher and colder elevations; the trend in the Taylor Mouth core may be due to a standard δ$^{18}$O - surface temperature relationship. (2) Taylor Mouth, unlike Taylor Dome, may receive precipitation from multiple sources with distinct isotopic compositions. (3) Taylor Mouth is a low accumulation rate area; the isotopic record may be affected by vapor motion and post-depositional isotope enrichment in the firn. Modelling firn pore-space vapor as a combination of vapor from the atmosphere and vapor from sublimating ice grains, we conclude that post-depositional processes can modify δ$^{18}$O values by several δ$^{18}$O in areas of low accumulation rate. Attributing the entire difference to process (1) requires an unrealistically large δ$^{18}$O - surface temperature slope. It is not likely that the observed difference between the Taylor Dome and Taylor Mouth isotope records are caused by
this effect. Additional field sampling strategies for isotopes could differentiate between possibilities (2) and (3).

2.2 Introduction

Taylor Dome (Fig. 2.1) is an ice dome located inland of the Transantarctic Mountains in south Victoria Land, East Antarctica. An ice core to bedrock was collected from near the summit of Taylor Dome in 1994 (Grootes and others, 1994). This core has provided a 150 kyr stable isotope record (Steig and others, 2000; Grootes and others, 2001) and an atmospheric CO₂ record for the past 60 kyr (Indermuhle and others, 2000). Several short (<100 m) firm cores were also collected in order to assess the spatial variability of climate and climate signal preservation in the area. One of these cores was collected approximately 30 kilometers NE of the main core site, at the head of Taylor Valley (Fig. 2.1), a site we refer to as Taylor Mouth. Assuming the ice geometry has not changed significantly, ice at the Taylor Mouth core site originates along a flowline from a saddle approximately 12 km to the north west (Fig. 2.2).

The north side of Taylor Dome receives less than 4 cm ice equivalent accumulation per year (Morse and others, 1999). Consequently, the Taylor Mouth core, although only 100 m long, provides an isotope record spanning 2100 years (Neumann and others, in preparation). Neumann and others (in preparation) generated a depth-age scale for the Taylor Mouth core which allows us to compare the Taylor Mouth isotope record with the Taylor Dome core. Although the two cores were collected only 40 km apart (Fig. 2.1), the Taylor Mouth and Taylor Dome isotope records show different trends in the Holocene, Taylor Mouth becoming less negative towards the present, Taylor Dome becoming more negative (Fig. 2.3).

In this paper, we explore three possible causes for the observed differences between the two cores: (1) Since the ice at depth in the Taylor Mouth core originates at progressively higher elevations with lower mean annual surface temperatures, the trend in the Taylor Mouth core may be due to spatial temperature variation following a standard δ¹⁸O - surface temperature relationship (Dansgaard and others, 1973; Jouzel and others, 1997) rather than temporal change. (2) The Taylor Mouth area may receive varying percentages of precipitation from multiple sources with distinct isotopic compositions. Precipitation could come from storms passing over Taylor Dome, or storms penetrating up Taylor Valley (Fig. 2.1), or snow blown from the polar plateau by the prevailing katabatic wind. Precipitation arriving at Taylor Mouth could be a mix of precipitation from these various source regions. (3) Wind-driven ventilation of the firm near Taylor Mouth could modify stable isotope ratios. Firn ventilation can cause vapor redistribution in the firm. Isotope ratios can then be modified by sublimation and condensation in the firn, resulting in the loss of light isotopes. This process can be important in low accumulation rate areas like Taylor Mouth, where snow remains near the surface for several years (Waddington and others, 2002). We present a model to examine how air flow through firm could modify the stable isotope ratios prior to deep burial. We find that the δ¹⁸O - surface temperature relation slope needed to match observation with only process (1) is unrealistically large. We show that either option (2) or (3) could be responsible for the observed trend in the Taylor Mouth δ¹⁸O record. We identify field measurements that could be used in the future to discriminate between these two possibilities.

2.3 Comparison of Taylor Dome and Taylor Mouth Isotope Records

We have measured oxygen isotope ratios δ¹⁸O in the Taylor Mouth core. Using the depth-age model of Neumann and others (in preparation), we can convert the measured δ¹⁸O(z) into a temporal record δ¹⁸O(t). We compare the Taylor Mouth isotope record with the Taylor Dome stable isotope record, which was collected nearby (Fig. 2.1). The oxygen isotope records for both cores were measured at the University of Washington Quaternary Isotope Laboratory; details of the measurement procedure
vapor cools at the lapse rate; this cooling results in condensation, and the condensate precipitates. Stable isotopes of oxygen and hydrogen fractionate upon condensation, causing the remaining vapor to preferentially lose heavy isotopes. Continued cooling of moisture results in progressively more negative $\delta^{18}$O of precipitation. In Antarctica, precipitation is believed to form just above the inversion layer (Robin, 1977). Consequently, the $\delta^{18}$O of precipitation is often used as a proxy for temperature at the inversion layer. Mean annual surface temperature is linearly related to the temperature at the inversion layer (Jouzel and Merlivat, 1984). In this way, the $\delta^{18}$O of precipitation can be linearly related to mean annual surface temperature. This spatial correlation becomes stronger as the range of surface temperatures spanned becomes greater. Sites that receive precipitation as a result of orographically-induced cooling of storm systems may therefore be expected to have a linear relationship between annual average $\delta^{18}$O values and mean annual temperature (Dansgaard and others, 1973). Since the ice in the Taylor Mouth core was originally deposited over a range of elevation (Fig. 2.2), we might expect the stable isotope record to include this elevation effect.

In order to investigate an elevation influence on $\delta^{18}$O at Taylor Mouth (process 1), we first need to remove the temporal changes. By subtracting the trend of the Taylor Dome Holocene record (Fig. 2.3), which we assume reflects only changing climate in the area, we remove the temporal climate signal from the Taylor Mouth record. This correction accentuates the trend in the Taylor Mouth record. The residual trend shown in Figure 2.4 must be due to processes other than climate change.

We use the same particle paths that provided ages for the Taylor Mouth core (Neumann and others, in preparation) to calculate the elevation at the point of origin for ice at any depth in the core. These origin sites span 100 meters vertically. Measured 10 meter firm temperatures at the two points marked by stars in Figure 2.2 indicate a surface temperature lapse rate of $-2^\circ$C per 100 meters of elevation along the Taylor Mouth flowline. This lapse rate together with the corrected $\delta^{18}$O trend in the core yields a temperature-isotope relationship of:

$$\delta^{18}O = 2.59 T_s + 56.9,$$

(2.1)

where $T_s$ is the mean annual surface temperature measured in degrees Celsius. In this analysis, we have made the critical assumption that the present slope of the $\delta^{18}$O - $T_s$ relationship has been constant during the past 2100 years. Although Jouzel and others (1997) discuss several factors that can change this slope with time, we assume that this relationship has been stable over the period spanned by the Taylor Mouth core.

The slope of Equation (2.1) is significantly higher than other values reported for East Antarctica. Dansgaard and others (1973) report a slope of 0.76% per $^\circ$C over a large range of surface temperatures in East Antarctica. However, the variation in both surface temperature and surface $\delta^{18}$O values at Taylor Mouth is small compared with the range of values used by Dansgaard and others (1973), so the coefficients in Equation (2.1) are very poorly constrained. Dansgaard (1964) calculated a maximum theoretical slope of 0.95 for entirely orographically-driven precipitation. Consequently, it is unlikely that the entire trend in the residual of the Taylor Mouth ice core (Fig. 2.4) is due to advection by down-slope ice flow and a causal $\delta^{18}$O - $T_s$ relationship.

2.5 Mixing of Snow From Different Sources

Most of the precipitation at Taylor Dome arrives from the south, with only a small contribution from the north (Morse and others, 1998). Since the dominant wind direction at the Taylor Mouth core site is downslope off Taylor Dome (Fig. 2.2), it is likely that some of the precipitation arriving at Taylor Mouth could be delivered by storms passing over the dome. This snow could have a slightly lighter $\delta^{18}$O value than the summit snow, if the storm continued to precipitate as it moved toward Taylor Mouth. Precipitation could also be wind-blown from the Dome or the polar
plateau, and would have the isotopic signature of the source area. In either of these cases, the $\delta^{18}O$ of the snow delivered to Taylor Mouth would not have a causal linear relationship with $T_s$ at Taylor Mouth.

We might also assume that some precipitation arrives by normal orographic processes in air masses arriving upslope from Taylor Valley, and that this snow, which may have a normal $\delta^{18}O - T_s$ relationship, is mixed in varying proportions with spatially uniform $\delta^{18}O$ snow from Taylor Dome or the polar plateau. If the amount of Dome or plateau snow delivered to the Taylor Mouth area decreases with distance from the plateau, we can create a mixing model to represent the spatial distribution of deposited snow. In the simplest version of this model, the amount of constant $\delta^{18}O$ snow from the plateau decreases linearly along the flow line. We further assume that the isotopic content $\delta^{18}O_{\text{valley}}$ of the orographic precipitation from Taylor Valley storms is related to surface temperature by the typical relation for East Antarctica (Dansgaard and others, 1973):

$$\delta^{18}O_{\text{valley}}(x) = 0.76 \ T_s(x) - 10 . \quad (2.2)$$

We can then set limits on the isotopic value of the incoming snow from the plateau, and on the mixing ratio along the flow line. We define $\psi(x)$ as the fraction of snow transported from the polar plateau as a function of $x$, $\delta^{18}O_{\text{plateau}}$ as the bulk isotopic value of that snow (treated as a constant), $\delta^{18}O_{\text{core}}$ as the stable isotope record from the core after removing the temporal climate signal from the Taylor Dome core (Fig. 2.4), and $\delta^{18}O_{\text{valley}}(x)$ as the isotopic content of snow delivered up Taylor Valley. We can represent the mixing of snow from these two sources (up-valley and plateau) by:

$$\delta^{18}O_{\text{core}} = (1 - \psi(x)) \ \delta^{18}O_{\text{valley}}(x) + \psi(x) \ \delta^{18}O_{\text{plateau}} . \quad (2.3)$$

In this way, we describe the Taylor Mouth record as a combination of orographic precipitation in storms from Taylor Valley, and wind-blown surface snow from the plateau. For a given $\delta^{18}O_{\text{plateau}}$ and measured $\delta^{18}O_{\text{core}}$, we vary the mixing ratio $\psi(x)$ to find a $\delta^{18}O_{\text{valley}}(x)$ that most closely matches the $\delta^{18}O_{\text{core}}$ profile assuming the Dansgaard and others (1973) relationship (Equation (2.2)). Snow from Taylor Dome has an average $\delta^{18}O$ of $-40.5\%_o$. Using this analysis, we find that snow from the summit of Taylor Dome cannot produce a $\delta^{18}O_{\text{valley}}(x)$ similar to Equation (2.2), regardless of the mixing ratio $\psi(x)$. Any input snow that is isotopically heavier than the minimum Taylor Mouth values ($\delta^{18}O = -41.5\%_o$) will increase the slope of the relationship between $\delta^{18}O$ and $T_s$ for up-valley precipitation. Measurements of $\delta^{18}O$ from snow pits west of the Taylor Dome core site have average values of $-45\%_o$. By using $\delta^{18}O_{\text{plateau}} = -45\%_o$, we can produce a $\delta^{18}O_{\text{valley}}(x)$ profile consistent with Equation (2.2) if $\psi(x)$ varies linearly from 0.45 at the upstream end of the flowline to 0.0 at the core site.

This analysis assumes that the precipitation at Taylor Mouth arrives continually throughout the year. However, we know that precipitation is episodic (McConnell and others, 1997a; van der Veen and others, 1999), and that $\delta^{18}O$ values of precipitation reflect the season of deposition (Steig and others, 1994). Equation (2.3) uses annual average $\delta^{18}O$ values, rather than seasonally weighted $\delta^{18}O$ values. If snow is blown to Taylor Mouth from the plateau or Taylor Dome predominantly in one season, Equation (2.3) will not reflect this. For example, winter precipitation at Taylor Dome typically has $\delta^{18}O = -45\%_o$ (Grootes and Steig, 1992), similar to the annual average $\delta^{18}O$ of the plateau. Using this analysis, we are unable to distinguish between mixing snow from the plateau throughout the year or mixing snow from Taylor Dome only in winter.

This simple mixing model illustrates two points about the Taylor Mouth isotope record. First, if the snow deposited upstream of Taylor Mouth includes a sizable contribution of isotopically heavy snow from Taylor Dome ($\delta^{18}O = -40.5\%_o$) then an up-valley contribution of snow must have a very steep $\delta^{18}O - T_s$ relationship. Second, a contribution of blown snow from the colder polar plateau ($\delta^{18}O = -45\%_o$) implies that any up-valley precipitation must have a lower slope $\delta^{18}O - T_s$ relationship, closer to what is seen elsewhere in the East Antarctic. We can explain the observed trend
in the Taylor Mouth isotope record with this mixing model if the source area for the blown snow has a more negative $\delta^{18}O$ value than the minimum Taylor Mouth values ($\delta^{18}O = -41.5^{\circ}/oo$).

2.6 Post-Depositional Isotopic Enrichment

Alternatively, the observed differences between the Taylor Mouth and Taylor Dome stable isotope records may be a result of post-depositional isotopic change at Taylor Mouth (process 3). Isotopic ratios may be modified by water vapor movement in the firm. It has been observed that ice core geochemistry can be complicated by sublimation and redeposition of water within the upper meters of the snow pack (McConnell and others, 1998; Wagonon and others, 1999). The effects of water vapor movement are intensified in low accumulation rate areas, where snow remains exposed to near-surface ventilation effects for several years (Waddington and others, 1996; Waddington and others, 2002). Wind-driven ventilation acts to increase the rate of water vapor motion in the firm. The strong spatial gradient of accumulation rate across Taylor Dome (Morse and others, 1999) creates an ideal environment to investigate the effects of ventilation on stable isotopes.

Grooges and Steig (1992) measured $\delta^{18}O$ in the upper two meters at sites on a 10 kilometer grid on Taylor Dome. The average isotopic values change from -42.7$^{\circ}/oo$ along the south side of the dome where the accumulation rate is highest, to -41$^{\circ}/oo$ at the summit, to -39.2$^{\circ}/oo$ along the north side of the dome where the accumulation rate is lowest. Air movement through the firm can cause sublimation and redeposition of water vapor within the firm; one commonly observed result is depth hoar. As noted by several authors (e.g. Vimeux and others, 2001), the phase changes associated with the formation of depth hoar will cause isotopic changes in the firm. By investigating fractionation processes in the firm, and estimating sublimation and redeposition rates, we explore the importance of firm ventilation on stable isotope ratios in low accumulation rate areas such as Taylor Mouth and the north side of Taylor Dome.

2.6.1 Model Description

Water vapor sublimates from ice with negligible isotopic fractionation, i.e. $\delta^{18}O_{\text{vapor}} = \delta^{18}O_{\text{ice}}$ (Friedman and others, 1991). However, as vapor recondenses, the heavier isotope $^{18}O$ is redeposited preferentially. Since the recondensed ice is isotopically heavier than the vapor from which it condenses, the remaining vapor is depleted in the heavy isotope. If we consider this as a Rayleigh process, we can quantify how the $\delta^{18}O$ of the remaining vapor and the condensate change as a function of the amount of vapor remaining. In a Rayleigh process, the condensate forms at isotopic equilibrium with the vapor, and is immediately removed from the vapor after condensation. Following Dansgaard (1961):

\begin{align*}
R_v &= R_v^0 \beta^{n-1} \\
R_c &= R_v^0 \frac{1 - \beta^n}{1 - \beta}
\end{align*}

where $R_v$ is the stable isotope ratio in the vapor, $R_v^0$ is its initial value, $\alpha$ is the temperature-dependent fractionation coefficient which determines how heavy and light isotopes are partitioned between the vapor and condensed phases, $\beta$ is the fraction of vapor that does not condense in the firm (i.e. remaining fraction of the vapor phase), and $R_c$ is the stable isotope ratio of the total condensate. (See Appendix A for details.) We construct an analytical model of $\delta^{18}O$ changes in a mass of firm as a result of air flow through the firm using the above relations.

Massey (1995) studied the isotopic composition of water vapor above the snowpack-air interface at Summit, Greenland. The $\delta^{18}O$ of the atmospheric water vapor ($\delta^{18}O = -45^{\circ}/oo$) was approximately in isotopic equilibrium (Criss, 1999) with the average $\delta^{18}O$ of the snowpack ($\delta^{18}O = -30^{\circ}/oo$). Massey (1995) experimented with forcing this
atmospheric vapor through 2 m of firn. By comparing the \(\delta^{18}O\) of the atmospheric vapor with the \(\delta^{18}O\) of the vapor that had been pumped through the snowpack, Massey found that the pumped vapor was a mixture of atmospheric vapor, and vapor sublimated directly from the average snow grains.

Following this result, we model the pore-space vapor as a mix of vapor with the \(\delta^{18}O\) of atmospheric vapor (which is in isotopic equilibrium with the snow) and vapor with the \(\delta^{18}O\) of vapor sublimated from the snowpack. We assume that the air in the snowpack pore space is always at saturation vapor density. The total mass \(m_v\) of the vapor in the pore space is then constant (number concentration of moles \(\times\) pore space volume \(\times\) molar mass of water).

We let \(\tau\) specify the characteristic residence time for air in firn. We define \(\mathcal{R}\) as the fractional rate at which the remaining mass of firn sublimes. The fraction of the firn that sublimes per characteristic time is then \(\mathcal{R}\tau\). We again let \(\beta\) specify the fraction of the pore-space vapor \(m_v\) that is lost to the atmosphere. The fraction \((1-\beta)\) of the pore-space vapor is therefore redeposited (condensed) in the firn. The fraction of the pore-space vapor that is derived from sublimating snow grains is determined by the relative humidity \(RH\) of the atmosphere. If the relative humidity of the incoming air is near saturation, the fraction of the pore-space vapor that comes from sublimating snow grains is small. Conversely, if the \(RH\) of the incoming air is small, the fraction of pore-space vapor from sublimating snow grains is large. Consequently, the fraction of the firn the sublimes per characteristic time \(\mathcal{R}\tau\) is limited by the \(RH\) of the air entering the firn.

Values of \(\mathcal{R}\) are determined by the vapor density of air entering the firn, the saturation vapor density (determined by firn temperature) and the pore space volume of the firn (determined by firn porosity). We assume that the time required for the pore-space air to reach saturation vapor density is small relative to the characteristic time \(\tau\), an assumption discussed in Section 2.6.2. This means that we assume that the air in the pore spaces is always at saturation vapor density.

Using these parameters, we can calculate how the net solid mass of firn \(m_f\) changes as a function of time, how the isotopic content of the condensate \(\delta^{18}O_c\) changes as a function of time, and how the bulk isotopic content of the remaining firn \(\delta^{18}O_f\) changes.

We normalize both mass terms (net mass of solid firn \(m_f\) and total mass of vapor in pore space \(m_v\)) by a reference mass \(m_0 = 1\) kg in order to express the changes as per kg of snow (see Appendix A for details):

\[
m_f(t) = \frac{(1-\beta)}{\mathcal{R}\tau} m_v + \left( m_f(0) - \frac{(1-\beta)}{\mathcal{R}\tau} m_v \right) \exp\left( -\mathcal{R}t \right) \quad (2.6)
\]

\[
\delta^{18}O_c(t) = \left( \frac{1000 + \delta^{18}O_{\infty}(t)}{1000} \right) F - 1000 \quad (2.7)
\]

\[
\delta^{18}O_f(t) = \frac{Fb - 1000}{Fa - 1} + \left( \frac{\delta^{18}O_t(t) - Fb - 1000}{Fa - 1} \right) \times \exp\left( \left( 1 - Fa \right) \ln(m_v(t) + \mathcal{R}t) \right) \quad (2.8)
\]

where

\[
\delta^{18}O_{\infty}(t) = (1 - RH) \delta^{18}O_t(t) + RH \left( \frac{\delta^{18}O_t(t)}{\alpha} + 1000 \left( \frac{1}{\alpha} - 1 \right) \right) \quad (2.9)
\]

\[
F = \frac{1 - \beta^n}{1 - \beta^n} \quad (2.10)
\]

\[
a = (1 - RH) + \frac{RH}{\alpha} \quad (2.11)
\]

\[
b = 1000 \frac{RH}{\alpha} \left( \frac{1}{\alpha} - 1 \right) + 1000 \quad (2.12)
\]

and \(\delta^{18}O_{\infty}(t)\) is the isotopic composition of the pore-space vapor. \(a, b, \) and \(F\) are constants and the factor of 1000 arises from the definition of the \(\delta^{18}O\) scale (e.g. Paterson, 1994, p. 380). \(\beta\) is the fraction of vapor that does not recondense in the firn, as defined above, and \(\alpha\) is the equilibrium isotopic fractionation coefficient. Although we derived this model for \(\delta^{18}O\), we can also predict changes of \(\delta D\) in the firn by using the isotopic fractionation coefficient \(\alpha\) appropriate for deuterium.
2.6.2 Discussion of Assumptions

First, we assumed that vapor condensation proceeds as a Rayleigh process. Jouzel and Merlivat (1984) also explored an isotopic kinetic effect that can modify the Rayleigh process in condensation. Since the heavy and light isotopes of water have different masses, their diffusivities in air differ by about 3\% (Merlivat, 1978). This modifies the equilibrium fractionation coefficient \( \alpha \). This kinetic effect is a function of the relative humidity of the air mass, and a coefficient that depends on the size and geometry of the condensing crystals. This effect is critically important in clouds, where the relative humidity (RH) can be as high as 1.3. In the snowpack, where relative humidity is very close to 1, this additional fractionation factor modifies the equilibrium fractionation coefficient by at most 4\%. Given the wide range of possible values of other parameters, this is a secondary effect.

Second, we assume that the average isotopic content of the vapor sublimated from the firn equals the average isotopic content of the firn, i.e. the water in the remaining snow grain is continually well-mixed. There are a number of processes that act to isotopically homogenize grains in the snowpack. Whillans and Grootes (1985) examined isotopic diffusion through solid ice grains. They found that the diffusion time scale for isotopic perturbations within the grain to decay to half amplitude was:

\[
\tau_{1/2} = 0.057 \frac{l^2}{D_{\text{eff}}}
\]  
(2.13)

where \( l \) is the path length from the interior of the grain to the air-ice interface, \( D_{\text{eff}} \) is the temperature-dependent diffusivity of stable isotopes in ice, and the factor of 0.057 arises because an ice grain is three dimensional. In summer at Taylor Dome, temperatures are typically -20°C. For a spherical grain of radius 0.25 mm, this diffusion time scale is about 20 days. In the winter, when the temperature is much lower, the diffusion time scale is about 100 days.

In addition, grain metamorphism will homogenize the remaining mass isotopically, as smaller grains are consumed and incorporated into larger grains. There are a number of processes that lead to grain metamorphism; here we discuss two of them. (1) The differences in the radius of curvature of snow grains result in local differences in saturation vapor pressure. Small grains have a large radius of curvature and an associated high saturation vapor pressure over their surface. They are consumed by larger grains which have a small radius of curvature and a lower vapor pressure. At -40°C (the mean annual temperature at Taylor Dome), the time scale for radius of curvature metamorphism (Colbeck, 1980) ranges from 20 minutes for small grains (radius = 1 \( \mu \text{m} \)) to decades for large grains (radius = 1 mm). (2) In addition, temperature gradients in the snow will also cause vapor pressure gradients, which lead to grain metamorphism (Colbeck, 1983a). At -40°C and a temperature gradient of 5°C per meter, the time scale for grain consumption varies from 18 hours for small grains (radius = 1 \( \mu \text{m} \)) to 2 years for large grains (radius = 1 mm).

Clearly, diffusion within the grains acts to homogenize the grains isotopically more quickly than the above grain metamorphism processes for an average grain size of 100 \( \mu \text{m} \). We treat the grains as isotopically well-mixed, an assumption that may be valid only in the summer season.

Third, we assume that \( \alpha, R, \) and \( \beta \) are constant with respect to time. In practice, the fractionation coefficient \( \alpha \) is an exponential function of temperature which changes throughout the year. For the 30°C temperature range at Taylor Dome, \( \alpha \) varies from 1.014 to 1.018 (Whillans and Grootes, 1985); in our model we use a value of 1.016, which corresponds to about -40°C.

\( R \) and \( \beta \) vary with the relative humidity RH of the air entering the snowpack. In general, the relative humidity of air just above the snowpack is not known. When air enters with a high relative humidity, the firn sublimation rate \( R \) will be low, since the air cannot hold more vapor. Conversely, air entering with low relative humidity will result in a higher value for \( R \), since the air mass approaches equilibrium saturation vapor density as it moves through the firn. In Chapter 3, I demonstrate that the time required for pore space air to reach saturation density is much smaller than the
residence time $\tau$ of air in the firn. Massey (1995) found that at Summit, Greenland, in the summer of 1990, the isotopic mixing ratio between vapor from the atmosphere and vapor from sublimating snow grains was between 0.5 and 0.25. This suggests that the atmospheric relative humidity at the time of the study was between 0.5 and 0.75. Recent measurements of relative humidity at South Pole (S. Warren, personal communication) also fall in this range.

Our model also assumes that the firn is isothermal. Since saturation vapor density is a function of temperature, the temperature profile of the firn is important. A model that accounts for variable temperature and the associated variation in saturation vapor density along a trajectory, such as the model described by Albert and McGilvary (1992), will be an important component of the full solution of the effect of air movement on $\delta^{18}$O values in firn.

This analysis does not include a full treatment of other physical processes in the firn, such as mass-transfer rates from the ice crystals to the vapor, or air flow rates through the firn. The residence time $\tau$ of air in the firn depends on the physical properties of the firn such as surface microporosity and permeability (Waddington and others, 1996). These properties may change throughout the year, leading to variations in $\tau$. Our model uses a constant $\tau$. The ratio of the characteristic time for the mass transfer to the characteristic residence time of air in firn will determine to what extent saturation vapor density is reached as air moves through firn, and whether isotopic equilibrium is reached between the vapor in the pore space and in the surrounding snow grains. Consequently, better understanding of the time scale for mass transfer from ice grains to vapor will be another important part of the full solution. This analysis assumes that the air in the pore spaces is always saturated, and that the pore-space vapor leaves the firn before reaching isotopic equilibrium with the snow grains.

2.6.3 Model Application

To estimate an upper limit for $R$, the fractional rate of snow mass sublimation, we consider the end member case where all the pore-space vapor originates from sublimated ice grains. We first estimate the saturation vapor density in the pore space using the Clausius-Clapeyron equation (Appendix E):

$$\rho^{sat} = \rho_v \exp \left( C \left( \frac{1}{T_0} - \frac{1}{T} \right) \right),$$

where $\rho_v$ and $T_0$ are reference vapor density and temperature (usually taken at the triple point), $T$ is absolute temperature and $C = 6145 K$ is a constant. This formulation ignores the vapor density dependence on radius of curvature of snow grains. However, for average grain sizes in snow ($r = 100 \mu m$ to $1000 \mu m$), the bulk temperature dominates the local saturation vapor density (Colbeck, 1982).

Surface snow at Taylor Dome has porosity of the order 0.5 to 0.6 m$^3$ of void space per m$^3$ of snow. For the range of porosities and saturation vapor densities that we expect, the total mass of vapor in the pore spaces will be around $10^{-4}$ kg of vapor per cubic meter of snow, or about $10^{-6}$ kg of vapor per kg of snow. This sets an upper limit on the fraction $R_\tau$ of the firm that can be sublimated per characteristic time $\tau$.

Another key parameter in this analysis is the characteristic residence time $\tau$ for vapor in the firn. Based on the ventilation modeling of Colbeck (1989) and Waddington and others (1996), we expect that residence times in the upper 50 cm of firm will be of the order 10 seconds. These estimates result in an upper estimate of $R$ (i.e. $R_{max}$ on the order of $10^{-7}$ s$^{-1}$).

Since air entering the firn already contains water vapor, the above estimate for $R$ is an upper bound. In fact, incoming air will also have some initial isotopic composition, which then mixes with vapor sublimated from the firn, as discussed above. Although $RH$ and $R$ are independent parameters in our equations, physically we can link these parameters. If we assume that saturation vapor density in the firn cannot be exceeded, then $R = (1 - RH) \times R_{max}$. For example, for $RH = 0$, we assume that all pore-space
vapor is due to sublimating ice grains and $\mathcal{R}$ takes its maximum value.

The parameter $\beta$, which defines the fraction of vapor lost to the atmosphere, is also poorly known. Air may exit the snow pack with some degree of either under- or super-saturation relative to the temperature of the snow. Albert and McGilvary (1992) demonstrated that for moderate air flow speeds, air can exit firn with some super-saturation (order of 1%). By using a range of $\beta$, we can study a range of both under- and super-saturation of air leaving the firn. In this model, as $\beta$ goes to zero, the relative humidity of air leaving the firn goes to zero, and all pore-space vapor is condensed in the firn.

Figure 2.5 uses Equation (2.8) to calculate the isotopic change in the remaining firn after one year, for various $(\mathcal{R}, \beta)$ combinations. The horizontal axis represents a range of mass vaporization rates from a minimum of $\mathcal{R} = 0$ (no sublimation) to $\mathcal{R}_{\text{max}}$ (all pore-space vapor due to sublimation). The vertical axis represents a range of possible $\beta$ values, from a minimum of 0 (no vapor is lost to the atmosphere - all vapor is condensed in the firn) to a maximum of 1 (all vapor lost to atmosphere - no vapor is condensed in firn).

We verify that this model behaves as expected for a few end-member cases. For $\beta = 1$, all pore-space vapor is lost to the atmosphere, and no vapor is condensed in the snowpack. Since there is no condensation, and therefore no isotopic fractionation, we expect that the average $\delta^{18}O$ value of the snowpack will not change, regardless of the mass vaporization rate $\mathcal{R}$. As Figure 2.5 shows, along the horizontal line $\beta = 1$, our model predicts that there is no change in $\delta^{18}O$ of the firn.

If all the pore-space vapor is derived from sublimating snow grains, $\mathcal{R} = \mathcal{R}_{\text{max}}$. If all of this vapor is recondensed in the snow pack ($\beta = 0$), we again expect that the average $\delta^{18}O$ value of the snow will not change. This situation occurs in the lower right corner of Figure 2.5. As expected, the model predicts no change in $\delta^{18}O$.

Finally, if no snow sublimes ($\mathcal{R} = 0$), and undersaturated air leaves ($\beta < 1$), then atmospheric vapor is deposited in the snow. Atmospheric vapor is assumed to be in equilibrium with the snow, and therefore to be more negative than the snow. This situation, while not likely to be widespread in nature, would lead to a decrease in the bulk $\delta^{18}O$ of the firn, as seen in the lower left corner of Figure 2.5.

Figure 2.5 allows us to explore many different environmental scenarios. For example, if the relative humidity of air exiting the snowpack is approximately equal to the relative humidity of air entering the snowpack, solutions are found along the diagonal from the upper left corner to the lower right corner. Furthermore, we anticipate that atmospheric relative humidity $RH$ will be greater than 80%, which corresponds to $\beta > 0.5$. Figure 2.5 shows that, for a range of $\beta$, after one year the average isotopic content of the snowpack could change by a few tenths of 1‰. Even for very low $\mathcal{R} = 0.1 \mathcal{R}_{\text{max}} = 10^{-8}$ (corresponding to $RH = 0.9$), our model predicts a change of 0.05‰ after 1 year. For $\mathcal{R} = 0.3 \mathcal{R}_{\text{max}} = 3 \times 10^{-8}$ (corresponding to $RH = 0.7$), our model predicts a change of 0.2‰ after 1 year. At Taylor Mouth, the net accumulation rate is low, as shown in the upper panel of Figure 2.6. Firn remains near the surface for ~ 5 years or longer near the core site. Even though the post-depositional isotopic change proceeds slowly, the total offset could be as much as a few permil at Taylor Mouth.

We expect the effects of this process to scale inversely with accumulation rate. High accumulation rates bury surface snow before post-depositional isotope fractionation can modify the $\delta^{18}O$ values of the deposited snow. Conversely, low accumulation rates allow snow to remain near the surface and open to the effects of this process for several years.

The accumulation rate along the Taylor Mouth flowline (see upper panel of Fig. 2.6) varies from a low of ~ 5 cm ice equivalent per year near the core site, to a high of ~ 12 cm per year at 3200 m along the flow line. Consequently, we expect the effects of post-depositional modification to vary along the flow line. The general effect of this process is to remove the lighter isotope preferentially. Isotope values in the firn become heavier (less negative) through time.
By comparing the surface origin sites of ice in the Taylor Mouth core with the accumulation rate along the flow line (see lower panel of Fig. 2.6), we can predict how the effects of this process may change with increasing depth in the core. Ice that originated near the core site, where the accumulation rate is low, experienced the largest post-depositional modification. Ice originating near the core site may have been a few permil more negative when first deposited. Conversely, ice from deeper in the core originated farther up the flowline where the accumulation rate is higher, and therefore experienced less post-depositional modification. Since the effect of this modification is to make $\delta^{18}O$ values heavier, the surface snow along the flow line may have had a more uniform stable isotope distribution originally.

We can explain some of the residual trend in the Taylor Mouth $\delta^{18}O$ record (Fig. 2.4) with this model of post-depositional isotopic enrichment. Based upon our calculations, it is relatively easy to change the isotopic composition of surface snow by several permil prior to deep burial at Taylor Mouth. The sign of the change will depend on poorly-constrained knowledge, such as the relative humidity of the atmosphere above the snow surface and the isotopic composition of water vapor in the atmosphere. As shown in Figure 2.5, it is possible to either enrich or deplete the firm of heavy isotopes. If the firm temperature is lower than the air temperature, we may expect air leaving the firm to be under-saturated relative to the air, due to the temperature sensitivity of saturation vapor density (Equation 2.14). This situation may result in a net transport of atmospheric vapor into the firm, and a corresponding decrease in the $\delta^{18}O$ value of the firm. Conversely, if the firm is warmer than the atmosphere, air may leave the firm with some degree of supersaturation. The net result of this situation may be to remove water vapor from the firm into the atmosphere, and enrich the remaining firm in heavy isotopes.

In order to make a quantitative prediction about post-depositional changes in near-surface snow, the firm evolution model should be coupled with models for other physical processes. Modelling the temperature of the firm as a function of depth and time of year, and better understanding of the time scale for transfer of water molecules from the solid to the vapor phase will both be important. By using our equations with a 2-D model which solves the coupled equations of energy conservation and water vapor movement (such as that of Albert and McGilvary, 1992 and Albert, 2002) we will be better able to predict the pattern of post-depositional isotopic change with depth in the snowpack.

This model can be used to interpret the measurements of Grootes and Steig (1992) mentioned above. Our model suggests that isotope profiles from low accumulation rate areas (such as the north side of Taylor Dome) will show isotopic enrichment relative to higher accumulation rate areas. Other investigators have shown similar results. Satake and Kawada (1997) used measurements of $\delta D$ and $\delta^{18}O$ to estimate heavy isotopic enrichment as a result of depth hoar formation in East Queen Maud Land, Antarctica. They assumed that vapor from sublimating snow grains always forms at isotopic equilibrium with the snow grains. Assuming an initial isotopic composition of the snow, Satake and Kawada (1997) used a Rayleigh model to determine that as much as 35% of precipitation was sublimated prior to deep burial, leading to an isotopic enrichment of 6‰, for $\delta^{18}O$ and 50‰ for $\delta D$. The study site has a low accumulation rate, with snow remaining near-surface for as long as 40 years. Our more detailed model supports the findings of Satake and Kawada (1997), and further demonstrates the importance of understanding post-depositional changes in low accumulation rate areas.

2.7 Discussion

We have presented three options for explaining the residual trend in the Taylor Mouth stable isotope measurements (Fig. 2.4). Although deeper ice in the Taylor Mouth core originates at higher elevation and lower mean annual temperature, it is unlikely that the entire trend is due to a causal $\delta^{18}O - T_e$ relationship. The slope of the required
relation is too large, and down-slope storm paths from the south should not be expected to follow the standard relation (2.2), which was derived for orographic lifting. It is possible to explain the Taylor Mouth measurements if the precipitation at Taylor Mouth is a mix of orographic precipitation from storms travelling up Taylor Valley and surface snow blown from the polar plateau. Alternatively, post-depositional isotopic change can explain the residual trend in the Taylor Mouth isotope record.

Further measurements may make it possible to differentiate between mixing of precipitation from different sources, and post-depositional isotopic change. The effects of post-depositional isotopic change should increase with decreasing accumulation rate. Ice at the bottom of the Taylor Mouth core (100 m depth) originates on the surface in an area of relatively high accumulation rate (Fig. 2.6). Of all the ice in the core, snow deposited at this point along the Taylor Mouth flowline should be modified least by post-depositional change. Upstream of this point, accumulation rate decreases toward the nearby topographic saddle (Fig. 2.2). Snow deposited close to the saddle where accumulation rate is low may have experienced more post-depositional modification and therefore have a heavier isotopic signature, compared with snow deposited farther downstream, where the accumulation rate is higher. The dotted curve in Figure 2.6c shows the predicted variation in $\delta^{18}O$ along the flow line if the variations seen in the core are due entirely to post-depositional changes. Snowpit samples collected from below the ventilated zone along the length of flowline would then show heavy values near the saddle, lighter values in the higher accumulation rate area (Fig. 2.6), and heavy values close to the core site. This prediction could also be confirmed by samples from a longer core from the Taylor Mouth site.

Alternatively, if precipitation at Taylor Mouth is a mix of snow from different sources, we expect surface isotopic values to become progressively lighter upstream close to the saddle. Surface snow collected along the flowline would then progress from isotopically light snow near the saddle (reflecting a polar plateau source) to isotopically heavy snow (reflecting an up-valley component to precipitation at Taylor Mouth), as shown by the dashed curve in Figure 2.6c. By collecting snow samples near the up-stream saddle, we could differentiate between this mixing model and post-depositional isotopic change. Isotopically heavy values would suggest that post-depositional processes are active, while isotopically light values would suggest that some redistribution of snow from the nearby plateau occurs.

A second way to discriminate between these two possibilities is to study deuterium excess. The deuterium excess ($d$) in precipitation is defined as (Dansgaard, 1964):

$$d = \delta D - 8 \delta^{18}O.$$

(2.15)

Deuterium excess variations in polar snow can be used as a proxy for variations in evaporation temperature and relative humidity at the moisture source (Clais and others, 1995).

If precipitation at Taylor Mouth is mixed, snow arriving from the polar plateau is likely to have a different moisture source than precipitation arriving up-valley. Consequently, Taylor Mouth precipitation might have two distinct deuterium excess components reflecting the two distinct moisture sources. If this is the case, the deuterium excess of surface snow along the flowline should vary from $d$ values characteristic of surface snow on the polar plateau to $d$ values consistent with precipitation arriving up Taylor Valley. Surface measurements of $d$ could be used to determine if there are separate moisture sources for precipitation at Taylor Mouth.

Deuterium excess measurements may also enhance studies of post-depositional change. If spatial and temporal variations in $\delta^{18}O$ or $\delta D$ of precipitation at a site are larger than the predicted post-depositional change of a few permil, the effects of post-depositional change may be indistinguishable from variations in initial stable isotope ratios through time. However, the natural variation in deuterium excess in precipitation is $\sim 20\%$ of the variation of either $8 \delta^{18}O$ or $\delta D$ (Vimeux and others, 2001). We can use our model of post-depositional isotopic change to predict changes in deuterium excess, in addition to $\delta^{18}O$ or $\delta D$ individually. Using deuterium
excess may be a more robust way to predict the effects of post-depositional isotopic change. Our model predicts that $d$ values may change by a few tenths of 1$\%$ per year; leading to a change of a few $\%$ in $d$ in areas with low accumulation rate.

2.8 Conclusions

Interpretation of the stable isotope record from the Taylor Mouth ice core is non-unique with the available data. However, we can comment on several possible complicating factors. The record is probably affected by precipitation arriving from multiple sources, including snow blown from Taylor Dome or from the plateau surface inland of Taylor Dome, snow precipitated from storms passing over the summit of Taylor Dome, and snowfall from storms coming upslope from Taylor Valley. Only the last of these might be expected to show a causal $\delta^{18}O - T_s$ relationship. The record may also be influenced by post-depositional modification of the stable isotopes by near-surface ventilation. We predict a post-depositional enrichment trend opposite to the trend in accumulation rate. Further measurements of stable isotope ratios at the surface along the flow line to the core site would help to differentiate between these possibilities. The large accumulation rate gradient across Taylor Dome makes it an attractive site for further study of post-depositional geochemical changes. Studies of spatial climate patterns using ice cores (e.g. ITASE) may help to address these issues by sampling over a large spatial distance, but in low accumulation rate areas, increased spatial sampling will be of value only if post-depositional processes are better understood.

Figure 2.1: Location of Taylor Dome study area. Solid dot marks location of 554 m Taylor Dome ice core, at elevation 2425 m. Surface elevation contour interval is 50 m. Box denotes Taylor Mouth study site, shown in more detail in Figure 2.2
Figure 2.2: Surface elevation of Taylor Mouth area. Local coordinate system is described by Morse and others (in preparation). Poles in strain grid (dots) were surveyed in successive seasons to derive surface ice flow velocities. The flow line through the core site is inferred from these measurements. Stars mark locations of 10-meter firm temperature measurements. Core site is located at (42.5 km, 11 km). Shaded area in lower right is a nunatak.

Figure 2.3: The Taylor Dome and Taylor Mouth $\delta^{18}$O records. The Taylor Dome record (upper) is plotted on the "sst9810" time scale Steig and others, 1998. The Taylor Mouth record is plotted on the time scale of Neumann and others (in preparation). The dashed lines show the time series after low-pass filtering with a cut-off at 1500 years.
Figure 2.4: The dashed line is the low-pass filtered Taylor Mouth isotope record. The solid line shows the Taylor Mouth isotope record after removing the local climate trend, represented by the Taylor Dome record (Fig. 2.3).

Figure 2.5: The change in the bulk isotopic content of an idealized mass of snow in units of permil after one year for a range of $\beta$ (fraction of vapor leaving the firn) and $R_T$ (fraction of firn sublimated in time $\tau$). Contour interval is 0.25 $\%_o$. Our models show that it is possible to either enrich or deplete heavy isotopes in the firn. Additional environmental information at a site, such as the temperature of the firn as a function of depth and time of year, make it possible to use this model to predict the pattern of post-depositional change.
Chapter 3

VAPOR MOTION IN THE FIRN

3.1 Summary

I describe my model for water-vapor motion in the firn, and present the relevant equations and boundary conditions. I present both analytical and numerical tests and compare this model with results from a similar model by Albert (2002), which has been applied at a specific site with specific environmental conditions. In this chapter, I develop a computationally simpler model than that of Albert (2002) in order to examine water-vapor motion in the firn for a variety of environmental conditions, rather than specific values at a particular site. This new model is used to verify prior results and highlight possible problems with earlier work. I use my model to estimate subsurface mass-exchange (sublimation and condensation) rates on the Antarctic Plateau. I explore the effect of (a) changes in environmental conditions (wind speed and grain size) and (b) the numerical procedure (particularly choices of grid size and time step) on modeled mass-exchange rates in the firn. I use the model to estimate surface sublimation rates and compare these with published measurements and other models, and show that my results compare favorably. In order to make predictions about a specific site, observations such as measurements of ice grain size, surface topography, and variations of surface temperature, wind speed and atmospheric relative humidity through time are necessary. In conclusion, I describe future modifications that may generate improved surface mass exchange estimates, and I highlight some of the general results of this model.
3.2 Introduction

It has long been recognized that redistribution of water vapor below the snow surface occurs in polar environments (e.g. Gow, 1965) and this process is important in many different contexts. The effects of water-vapor motion are most readily observed in snow pits: low-density depth hoar layers are found below the surface, while at the surface, higher-density wind-packed slabs are often found, especially in low accumulation rate environments. Water-vapor motion is an important aspect of grain growth in firn and snow metamorphism in general (de Quervain, 1973; Colbeck, 1983a). It is also an important component of snow geochemistry. Sublimation at depth in the firn releases volatile species (McConnell and others, 1998; Wagon and others, 1999), promoting equilibration with atmospheric concentration. Most models of isotopic diffusion in the firn (Cuffey and Steig, 1998; Johnsen and others, 2000) assume that isotopic ratios are modified through diffusion of water vapor along temperature gradients in the firn. Other models of isotopic change require knowledge of mass exchange rate explicitly (Neumann, 2001). Sublimation at the snow surface can also be an important component of both the mass balance and the surface energy balance (Bintanja, 2001). An improved understanding of the mechanisms and magnitudes of water-vapor motion in the firn would be useful in all of these considerations.

Past work on water-vapor motion in firn has focused on the impact of firn microstructure and the layered nature of snow on vapor transport properties (Albert and others, 1996; Davis and others, 1996) and air flow through firn (ventilation) (Colbeck, 1989; Waddington and others, 1996; Colbeck, 1997). For example, the presence of a low-permeability surface windpack can reduce overall ventilation rates in the subsurface, yet the presence of high-permeability buried layers can cause flow channeling, or increased flow in buried hoar layers (Albert, 1996). Prior models of water-vapor motion in firn (Albert, 1996; Albert and McGillyvray, 1992; Albert, 2002) demonstrate the relevant equations, parameters, and conditions where we expect significant water-vapor motion in the firn.

This chapter describes my model for tracking vapor motion through firn in two dimensions. Air flow over a specified snow surface topography generates pressure fluctuations along the snow surface. For specified values of firn permeability and porosity, the two-dimensional air flow through the firn is calculated using Darcy’s Law (Equation (3.5)). This air flow field is required to satisfy the continuity equation (Equation (3.6)) and is used as input to numerical models for heat flow and water vapor flow in the firn. The heat and vapor flow models (Equations (3.7) and (3.8)) are coupled through phase changes of water between the solid and vapor phases (sublimation and condensation). The mass exchange (Equation (3.9)) impacts the energy balance in the firn through latent heat effects, and it also changes the local vapor density. The primary model outputs are the time-dependent temperature distribution and the vapor flow divergence, which shows locations of sublimation and condensation.

The model physics is similar to that in other vapor-motion models (e.g. Albert, 1996; Albert, 2002). This model is different in that I use the control-volume technique (Patankar, 1982), whereas Albert (2002) uses the finite-element method; I use a different method of calculating air-flow velocities (Section 3.3); I use a different method of calculating saturation vapor density in the firn (Appendix E) and I make several different simplifying assumptions.

The ratio \( \tau_d / \tau_s \) is a Damköhler number \( D \) (e.g. Conklin and others, 1993) that estimates the extent to which the pore spaces in the firn are expected to reach saturation vapor density, where \( \tau_s \) is the residence time for air in the pore space and \( \tau_d \) is the characteristic time for vapor diffusion in a typical pore. If \( \tau_d > \tau_s \), pore spaces in the firn will always be saturated; if \( \tau_d < \tau_s \), air will be advected through the pore spaces before reaching saturation. Using typical values of the vapor diffusivity in air and pore size, I estimate \( \tau_d \) as 0.1 s; typical values of the sub-surface air flow through the firn suggest that \( \tau_s \) as 0.1 s. The ratio \( \tau_d / \tau_s = D \approx 1 \) and suggests that pore space air will be near saturation, but may be slightly above or below. Model results
presented below confirm this and suggest that the relative humidity in the firn differs from 1 by less than 0.1%. This analysis also suggest that firn could change from a regime dominate by \(\mathcal{D} \leq 1\) to a regime dominated by \(\mathcal{D} \geq 1\) throughout the year as wind speed and temperature change.

This model is the foundation for the following chapters where I examine the impact of subsurface vapor motion on snow geochemistry. The three main components of the model (air flow, heat flow and vapor flow) plus the appropriate boundary conditions are described in the following sections. I then test the model against several analytical and numerical results. I use the model to estimate the pattern and magnitude of subsurface water-vapor motion on the Antarctic Plateau during the winter and summer with both strong wind (10 m s\(^{-1}\)) and moderate wind (5 m s\(^{-1}\)). I also investigate the importance of grain size in the model, and compare model results with published estimates of subsurface mass exchange and measurements of surface sublimation rate.

### 3.3 Air Flow Field

In both the heat-flow model and the vapor-flow model, I calculate the two-dimensional air-flow velocity field \(\mathbf{u}\) in a vertical slice of firn, following the method of Colbeck (1989) and Waddington and others (1996). I used a coordinate system where \(x\) is positive to the right, \(y\) is positive down, \(u\) is the air-flow velocity in the positive \(x\) direction, and \(v\) is air-flow velocity in the positive \(y\) direction (Fig. B.1). I assume that the snow surface topography is sinusoidal, with specified amplitude \(\lambda\) and wavelength \(\lambda\). Since firn is a porous and permeable medium, steady air flow over the sinusoidal topography can induce significant air flow through firn, as noted by Gjessing (1977). For steady air flow, and for uniform porosity \(\phi\) and permeability \(K\), the two-dimensional subsurface pressure field can be calculated using the Laplace equation:

\[
\nabla^2 p(x, y) = 0, \tag{3.1}
\]

where \(p(x, y)\) is the pressure field. Assuming sinusoidal surface topography on the snow, variation of pressure along the surface is (Colbeck, 1989): \[
p(x, 0) = p_0 \cos \left(\frac{2\pi x}{\lambda}\right), \tag{3.2}\]

where \(\lambda\) is the bump wavelength and \(p_0\) is the magnitude of the pressure variation along the snow surface and is given by (Colbeck, 1989; Waddington and others, 1996):

\[
p_0 = C \rho_{air} U_{10} \frac{h}{\lambda}, \tag{3.3}\]

where \(\rho_{air}\) is the density of air, \(U_{10}\) is the wind speed at 10 meters above the snow surface and \(h\) is the bump height. \(C\) is a proportionality constant between the pressure drop across a dune on the surface and the aspect ratio of the dunes and is \(\approx 3\). The two-dimensional subsurface air-pressure field is (Colbeck, 1989):

\[
p(x, y) = p_0 e^{-2\pi y/\lambda} \cos \left(\frac{2\pi x}{\lambda}\right). \tag{3.4}\]

The volumetric air flux density \((Q_x, Q_y)\) is calculated from the pressure field and Darcy’s Law, and is given by (Waddington and others, 1996):

\[
(Q_x, Q_y) = \frac{2\pi K p_0}{\lambda \mu \phi} e^{-2\pi y/\lambda} \left(\sin \left(\frac{2\pi x}{\lambda}\right), \cos \left(\frac{2\pi x}{\lambda}\right)\right), \tag{3.5}\]

where \(\mu\) is the viscosity of air. The subsurface air flux density decreases exponentially with depth with e-folding depth \(\lambda/2\pi\). The surface topography in the polar regions exhibits roughness at a variety of length scales (Gow, 1965). Waddington and others (1996) demonstrated that microtopography (\(h\) between 1 and 10 cm, \(\lambda\) between 50 cm and 3 m) is the most effective way to induce large air flux through snow. Microtopography will typically lead to subsurface air-flow velocities with e-folding scales \(\leq 50\) cm. Because of these findings, it is reasonable to expect that advection will be important only in the upper 2 meters of the firn, below which air-flow velocities are negligibly small for most surface topographies. I use the Darcy velocities \((Q_x, Q_y)\) as the sub-surface air-flow velocities \(\mathbf{u} = (u, v)\) in my model.

Other models of vapor motion in the firn (e.g. Albert, 2002) numerically calculate the air-flow field using Darcy’s Law. Albert and others (2000) measured the
two-dimensional permeability tensor $K_{ij}$ at Siple Dome, Antarctica. Using these permeability measurements and measurements of the pressure drop due to air flow over surface topography, Albert (2002) numerically calculated the subsurface air-flow field $\mathbf{u}$ in the snow. I found that the air-flow velocities calculated using the method of Colbeck (1989) and Waddington and others (1996), which uses a constant permeability and calculated pressure variation along the snow surface, are within the uncertainty of the more elaborate calculation of Albert (2002). As a result, I have used the method of Colbeck (1989) and Waddington and others (1996) in my model of vapor motion in firn.

The subsurface air-flow field $\mathbf{u}$ calculated following the methods of Colbeck (1989) and Waddington and others (1996) satisfies the continuity equation:

$$\frac{\partial}{\partial t} (\phi \rho_a) + \mathbf{\nabla} \cdot (\phi \rho_a \mathbf{u}) = 0, \tag{3.6}$$

where the air density $\rho_a$ is held constant. The extent to which my discretization of $\mathbf{u}$ satisfies Equation (3.6) under a variety of grid sizes and time steps used in my model is described in Section 3.7.1.

McConnell and others (1998) calculated subsurface air-flow velocities using the method of Albert (1996) for several different permeability distributions at South Pole. Their calculations demonstrated that the subsurface air-flow velocity can vary by up to 2 orders of magnitude depending on the microstructure (permeability and porosity) of the firn. In particular, the low permeability wind-packed surface layer, which typically form in winter and spring, substantially reduce subsurface air-flow velocities. As stated above, my model uses uniform firn microstructure for all times of the year. Consequently, the subsurface air-flow velocities presented here may be too large for some sites. If this model is to be applied at a particular site, the firn microstructure should be measured and the method of Albert (1996) should be used to estimate the subsurface air flow velocity.

### 3.4 Heat Flow

My model for conservation of energy in the firn tracks energy flow as a result of heat conduction, the advection of sensible heat due to air flow through the firn (ventilation) and latent heat release or uptake due to the condensation of water vapor or sublimation of snow grains in the firn.

There are additional energy terms that one may include in this type of model. The additional kinetic energy introduced by air moving through the firn is several orders of magnitude smaller than the other terms, and is not considered in this analysis. I assume that the accumulation of snow transports a negligible amount of heat. Benfield (1951) studied the advection of heat by accumulating snow and found that this is a first order effect for large accumulation rates ($\sim 8$ m yr$^{-1}$). However, when accumulation rate is less than 1 m yr$^{-1}$, snow accumulation has a negligible impact on the energy balance of the firn. In this dissertation, I apply this model to conditions typical of the Antarctic Plateau, which has accumulation rates $\ll 1$ m yr$^{-1}$, and so I assume that sensible heat is carried by the moving air only.

In Appendix B, I derive the following expression for the two-dimensional time-dependent temperature $T$ of the firn from a statement of energy conservation in the firn:

$$\frac{\partial}{\partial t} \left[ T \left( \phi (\rho \varepsilon) + (1 - \phi) (\rho \varepsilon) \right) \right] + \mathbf{\nabla} \cdot \left( (\phi (\rho \varepsilon) \mathbf{u}) - \mathbf{\nabla} (K \nabla T) \right) - Q = 0, \tag{3.7}$$

where $\rho$ is the density, $c_p$ is the specific heat capacity, $\phi$ is the porosity of the firn, $\mathbf{u}$ is the air flow velocity ($u, v$) and $K$ is a bulk effective thermal conductivity of the firn and accounts for heat conduction through the ice-air-water vapor mixture. The subscripts $a$ and $i$ refer to air and ice, respectively. $Q$ represents the energy contribution per unit volume due to phase changes of water between ice and vapor. $Q$ is calculated as $Q = LS$, where $L$ is the latent heat release per mass for the phase change, and $S$ is the mass of water changing phase per unit time per unit volume.
(mass-exchange rate). \( S \) is calculated in the vapor-transport model described below (Section 3.5). Consequently, the energy-conservation model and the vapor-transport model are linked through the source term \( S \).

Equation (3.7) and (3.6) are solved simultaneously for the time-dependent firm temperature \( T(x, y, t) \) using the control-volume technique of Patankar (1982) using software I have written to use with the MATLAB\(^{1}\) package. The discretization and solution technique used are presented in Appendix B.

### 3.5 Vapor Flow

My model for vapor transport in the firm closely follows other published models (Albert and McGilvary, 1992; Albert, 2002). Water vapor diffuses through the pore spaces in the firm as a result of temperature gradients, which cause vapor pressure gradients in the firm. Water vapor can also be advected by air flow through firm as a result of surface-pressure variations (e.g. Colbeck, 1989).

Water vapor can be added to the pore space through the sublimation of surrounding ice grains, or removed through condensation onto neighboring ice grains. Throughout this work, sublimation refers only to the transfer of water from the solid to the vapor phase; condensation refers to the transfer of water from the vapor to the solid phase; and mass exchange refers to both the sublimation and condensation rates. Mass exchange is driven by a mismatch between local vapor density \( \rho_v \) and local saturation vapor density \( \rho_{sat} \). For example, if \( \rho_v < \rho_{sat} \), some of the surrounding ice grains will sublimate to increase \( \rho_v \) toward the equilibrium value \( \rho_{sat} \).

I assume that \( \rho_{sat} \) is determined only by temperature. In reality, one may also consider the radius of curvature of the ice grains, but for radii larger than about 1 \( \mu \)m, the temperature effect dominates (Colbeck, 1983a). I present my model for calculating \( \rho_{sat} \) in Appendix E. In Appendix D, I express the changes in vapor density \( \rho_v \) based on water mass conservation in the pore space, as in Albert and McGilvary (1992):

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial t} \rho_v + \nabla \cdot (\rho_v \vec{u}) - \nabla \cdot (\kappa \nabla \rho_v) - S = 0 ,
\]

(3.8)

where \( \vec{u} \) describes the air-flow field \((u, v)\) and \( \kappa \) is the diffusivity of water vapor in the firm. The source term \( S \) accounts for the mass of water changing phase per unit time per unit volume (mass exchange), and couples the vapor-transport model to the energy-conservation model, as described above. The mass exchange rate \( S \) is driven by the difference between local vapor density, and local saturation vapor density and is calculated as (Appendix E):

\[
S = h_m a_s (\rho_v - \rho_{sat})
\]

(3.9)

where \( h_m \) is the mass exchange coefficient, and \( a_s \) is the surface area to volume ratio for snow of a given density. For a given volume of snow, a larger \( a_s \) will produce a larger mass exchange rate. \( a_s \) is determined by the snow grain radius. This model assumes a uniform grain size and parameterizes \( a_s \) by using an effective diameter for grains. The mass-exchange rate \( S \) is sensitive to choice of effective grain size, as discussed in Section 3.8.5 below. The model presented here uses a single value for the mass exchange coefficient \( h_m \). In fact, this coefficient is likely also a function of the pore size as well as a kinematic term defining the rate at which water molecules can change phase. The average pore size will also influence the subsurface air flux. In this model, average pore size has been parameterized through the bulk porosity of the firm, and the single value used for \( h_m \) implicitly assumes a single value for the mean pore size.

The air-flow field \((u, v)\) is required to satisfy the continuity equation (Equation (3.6)). Equations (3.8), (3.9) and (3.6) are solved simultaneously for the time-dependent vapor density in the firm pore space \( \rho_v(x, y, t) \) using the control-volume technique of Patankar (1982). The discretization and solution techniques are presented in Appendix D.

---

\(^{1}\)MATLAB\(^{\text{TM}}\) is a registered trademark of The Math Works, Inc. 3 Apple Hill Drive, Natick, MA 01760-2088, 508-647-7000
3.6 Boundary Conditions

I solved for the time-dependent vapor density and temperature on a rectangular two-dimensional grid. The principle boundary conditions are:

- **Left and right** In the energy-conservation model (Equation (3.7)), I insulate the right and left boundaries, such that there is no heat flux into or out of the solution space. This is equivalent to a Neumann boundary condition (Trim, 1990), where $\nabla T = 0$. I also use Neumann no-flux boundary conditions for the left and right boundaries in the vapor-transport model (Equation (3.8)). The locations of the left and right boundaries coincide with locations where the horizontal air flow velocity is zero. At these locations, there is no heat or vapor flow due to model symmetry as a result of the periodic surface topography.

- **Basal** Along the basal edge in the energy-conservation model, I assume a constant geothermal heat flux $q_{geo}$. This is another form of a Neumann boundary condition. In the vapor-transport model, I assume that there is no vapor flux across the basal boundary.

- **Upper** The upper boundary condition for air flow (Equation (3.2)) is applied along a flat surface at $y = 0$ as in Colbeck (1989), rather than along the actual wavy surface topography. Cunningham and Waddington (1993) studied this approximation and found that the method used by Colbeck (1989) to determine volumetric air flux retains the essential physics of the problem as long as the aspect ratio $h/\lambda$ of the surface topography is much less than 1. All surface topographies used in this dissertation have aspect ratios much less than 1.

Along the upper edge of the solution space, there are regions of both air inflow and air outflow, corresponding to the air-pressure variations across the snow surface (Equation (3.2)). Over the regions of air inflow, I use a Dirichlet (Trim, 1990) boundary condition and prescribe the temperature $T_a$ and vapor density $p_{v0}$ along the upper row of grid cells based on the temperature and vapor density of the atmosphere. The upper boundary condition can be changed through time, as the atmospheric surface temperature and vapor density change. This upper boundary condition assumes that the atmosphere acts as an infinite reservoir of heat and water vapor.

Over the regions of air outflow, I specify the temperature gradient and vapor density gradient at the snow surface (a Neumann boundary condition). This gradient is defined by the corresponding gradient in the grid cells just below the snow surface. This procedure extrapolates the temperature and vapor density to

![Figure 3.1: Schematic of boundary condition used in regions of air outflow. Solid horizontal line indicates snow surface, dashed lines indicate grid cell interfaces and open circles are grid centers where temperature and vapor density are calculated. Temperature gradient between two nodes nearest the surface (solid line) is extrapolated to determine temperature gradient at the snow surface (dash-dot line). A similar extrapolation is used to determine the vapor density gradient at the snow surface.](image-url)
gradients from the uppermost two nodes to the last half grid cells bordering the surface (Fig. 3.1). This boundary condition changes with time, as the temperature and vapor density gradient near the upper surface change. Consequently, the temperature and vapor density fields at the snow surface are not calculated independently, but are extrapolated based on the gradient of temperature and vapor density between the upper two rows of grid cells.

To close the set of equations, the model also requires an initial condition for both the temperature and vapor density pattern in the firn. The initial conditions depend upon the context in which the model is to be used. Several scenarios are described below.

3.7 Model Verification

I used a number of tests (both analytical and numerical) in order to verify that my model for vapor transport in the firn works as expected. Since it is not possible to test all components of the model simultaneously against an analytical solution, I tested each component individually. I then compared the output of the entire model with other published results from similar models (e.g., Albert and McGilvary, 1992; Albert, 2002). My model compares favorably with other models, and highlights some possible problems with earlier work.

3.7.1 Flow-Field Continuity

In order to test whether my specified air-flow field \((u, v)\) satisfied the continuity equation, I calculated the total air flux across each boundary. Adding the fluxes into and out of each control volume allowed me to calculate to what degree the flow field satisfied the continuity equation. I used a surface topography of \(h = 10\) cm, \(\lambda = 3\) m and \(U_{in} = 10\) m s\(^{-1}\), which generated a maximum surface air velocity of 0.11 m s\(^{-1}\). For equidimensional control volumes of 1 cm on a side, a maximum error of \(1.4 \times 10^{-4}\) m\(^2\) s\(^{-1}\) occurred near the surface, where flow velocities were greatest. Decreasing the control volume size to 1 mm on a side decreased the maximum error to \(1.4 \times 10^{-6}\) m\(^2\) s\(^{-1}\). I was able to continue to decrease the maximum error by decreasing the dimensions of the control volumes.

During the model applications described in Section 3.8, I have generally used a grid spacing of 10 cm horizontally and 1 cm vertically. With this grid size (and bump height \(h = 10\) cm and wavelength \(\lambda = 3\) m) I calculated a maximum error of \(4 \times 10^{-3}\) m\(^2\) s\(^{-1}\). This grid size was an acceptable compromise between computational efficiency and solution accuracy. The maximum near-surface air-flow velocity in the following applications is \(1 \times 10^{-2}\) m s\(^{-1}\), which represents a maximum flux of \(1 \times 10^{-3}\) m\(^3\) s\(^{-1}\). Using this grid size and surface topography, the maximum error in air flux is \(\sim 4\) %, which is acceptably small.

3.7.2 Energy Conservation

I tested the energy-conservation model stability and the stability of my parameterization of the boundary conditions with a steady-state test. By running the energy-conservation model with surface topography as described above and a uniform initial temperature field, I determined to what extent the model conserves energy. The temperature of the inflowing air was equal to the initial firn temperature. Under a variety of time steps and grid spacing, the temperature range in the 2-D model \((T_{max} - T_{min})\) increased over the first \(\sim 1000\) iterations to a steady value of at most \(1 \times 10^{-10}\) K, an acceptably small temperature deviation. Based on this result, I assumed that energy was neither created nor destroyed as a result of my parameterization of the boundary conditions.

I tested the heat conduction aspect of the energy-conservation model by setting the air-flow velocity to zero, eliminating latent heat release from phase changes and imposing a temperature variation at the firn surface which was sinusoidal in time. This allowed me to compare the energy-conservation model with the well-known analytical
solution to propagation of seasonal temperature changes in firn, given by Paterson
(1994, p.206):  
\[ T(y,t) = T_0 e^{-\frac{\pi y}{\omega/2k}} \sin \left( \omega t - y\sqrt{\omega/2k} \right), \]  
(3.10)
where \( t \) is time, \( y \) is the vertical coordinate, \( k \) is the thermal diffusivity in firn, \( T_0 \) is the amplitude of the seasonal cycle and \( \omega/2\pi \) is the frequency. Using a time step of 1 day, a forcing period \( \omega \) of one year, and a 10 cm grid spacing down to 75 m, the maximum error in my model was 0.022 K. I can reduce this error by either decreasing the time step, or the size of the control volumes. This result demonstrated that the heat conduction aspect of my energy-conservation model was working properly.

By making a few modifications to the model set-up, I tested the energy-conservation model with advection and diffusion against the analytical solution for steady, one-dimensional heat conduction with vertical advection, given by Paterson (1994, p. 218):  
\[ T(y) = T_0 + \frac{\sqrt{\pi}}{2} \int_0^y \left( \frac{dT}{dy} \right)_B \left( \text{erf} \left( \frac{y}{l} \right) - \text{erf} \left( \frac{h}{l} \right) \right), \]  
(3.11)
where \( T_0 \) is the surface temperature (constant in time), the geothermal heat flux is \( \left( \frac{dT}{dy} \right)_B \), \( h \) is the ice thickness, \( k \) is the thermal diffusivity, \( c \) is the vertical advection velocity (accumulation rate), erf is the error function and \( l \) is given by \( l = \sqrt{2kh/c} \). In order to compare my model to this analytical solution, I eliminated the latent heat effects from phase changes, assumed that the air-flow velocity was zero, set the porosity of the firn to 0 (i.e. solid ice) and assumed that the vertical velocity is given by \( -by/h \). I also assumed that sensible heat is carried by the ice, rather than the air. These changes were made in defining the values of constants in the model, and no substantial changes were made to the energy conservation algorithm.

Using a time step of 10 years, and a vertical grid spacing of 10 cm, I started the model with a uniform temperature distribution and a geothermal heat flux of 75 mW/m². Through time, my modeled temperature profile approached the analytical solution. After 10,000 model years, the error was 0.1 K; after 60,000 years, the error had dropped to 0.008 K. After 100,000 years, the error between the analytical and modeled temperature profile was 0.001 K. From this test, I concluded that the advective and diffusive parts of the energy-conservation model were behaving as expected.

From the three tests described above, I concluded that the energy-conservation model was working as expected. The desired level of accuracy in the model can be achieved by refining the time step, the grid size or by running the model for a long period of time. All of these are familiar trade-offs in numerical modeling. The algorithm for the vapor-transport model described above is nearly identical to the algorithm for the energy-conservation model. Since there are no analytical tests possible for vapor transport through a porous media (such as firn), I relied on the above tests of the energy conservation algorithm to demonstrate the stability and reliability of the vapor-transport algorithm.

3.7.3 Numerical Tests

Albert and McGilvary (1992) I tested my model for vapor transport in the firn against published results from a similar numerical model (Albert and McGilvary, 1992; henceforth A&M). A&M uses the finite-element method to solve many of the same equations outlined above. The main differences between my model and the model of A&M are in the solution technique, the method of calculating air-flow velocities (Section 3.3) in the firn and the method of calculating saturation vapor density (Appendix E).

A&M use their model to calculate the thermal effects of forced air flow and vapor transport through a cylinder of snow. They compare the model results with laboratory measurements of temperature in a snow sample and relative humidity at the outflow end of the snow sample.

Before attempting to fully model forced air flow through a snow cylinder, they present several simplified calculations designed to test different aspects of the model:
heat conduction only, heat conduction with advection, heat conduction with advection and phase changes. I was able to match the model results of A&M in all cases to within 0.1 K, which is the resolution of the published figures. I inferred slight differences in the values of several constants between my model and that of A&M. For example, with small reasonable adjustments to values for the heat capacity of moist air and the vapor pressure at the triple point of water, I was able to match all of the results presented in A&M.

Figure 6 of A&M show calculated vapor density and relative humidity along the length of the snow sample. This calculation uses a specified temperature at both ends of the snow sample, and a specified relative humidity at the upstream end. Their model shows a marked decrease in relative humidity at the outlet end of the snow sample, suggesting that local saturation vapor density was not reached before the air exited the snow sample. By increasing the effective particle diameter by an order of magnitude (to 3 mm), I matched the value of their relative humidity at the outlet, but not the slope of the relative humidity curve near the outlet. The particle diameter affects the surface area to volume ratio, which is an important component of the algorithm to calculate the mass of water changing phase per unit time in the model (Appendix E). There are several other possible explanations for the mismatch between my model calculations and those presented in Figure 6 of A&M, such as differences in the grid size, the time step, differences in other model parameters or interpolation scheme. Among these possible explanations, differences in other model parameters is the most likely cause; although A&M defined many of the constants used in the model, others were not defined.

Albert 2002 I was able to do a more comprehensive test by comparing my full model estimates of mass exchange rate and pattern in the firn (including advection, diffusion and phase changes) against those of Albert (2002). Albert (2002) used the same numerical scheme as A&M to calculate temperature and vapor density changes (finite-element method). The study also used the measured firn permeability tensor from Siple Dome of Albert and others (2000) when calculating the subsurface air-flow velocities (Section 3.3).

My model uses a simpler solution technique than the model of Albert (2002), a simplified approach to calculating sub-surface air flow rates, and a different method for calculating saturation vapor density in the firn. I expected that my mass exchange rate and pattern would be somewhat different, since I used an isotropic permeability, rather than an anisotropic permeability. This difference in permeability will primarily affect the subsurface air-flow velocity. By tuning the height and 10-meter wind speed

![Figure 3.2: Near-surface air-flow velocities for \( \lambda = 7 \text{ m} \), \( h = 17 \text{ cm} \), and 10-meter wind speed \( \text{8.25 m s}^{-1} \). Horizontal and vertical velocities were calculated following the method of Colbeck (1989) and Waddington and others (1996), as described in Section 3.3. Horizontal velocities are positive to the right; vertical velocities are positive down. The surface topography parameters \( \lambda \) and \( h \) were tuned to produce the same pressure drop (5 Pa) over surface bumps used by Albert (2002). Air flows into the firn (vertical velocity is positive) on the intervals \( x = 0 \) and 17.5 m. Air flows out of the firn (vertical velocity is negative) between \( x = 1.75 \) and 5.25 m. Since I use a constant permeability, the magnitude of the velocities decrease exponentially with depth with an e-folding scale of \( \lambda/2\pi \) (Equation (3.5)).](image-url)
in my model (bump height = 17 cm, bump wavelength = 7 m, 10-meter wind speed = 8.25 m s⁻¹), I was able to generate a pressure variation of 5 Pa across the upper surface, which is the value measured by Albert (2002) at Siple Dome, Antarctica. I used the methods described above in Section 3.3 to determine the subsurface air-flow velocity, and found that my laterally-averaged air-flow velocities are within the error bars of the air flow calculations presented in Albert (2002). There could be potentially large differences between my air-flow velocities and those of Albert (2002), since areas of high or low permeability will create areas of larger or smaller velocities at depth. The near-surface air-flow velocities that I calculated are shown in Figure (3.2). These surface velocities are the same as those used by Albert (2002).

In the following comparisons with Albert (2002), I used a horizontal and vertical grid spacing of 10 cm, a time step of 15 seconds and the boundary conditions described in Section 3.6. Air flowing into the firn had a prescribed temperature $T = -5$°C, and relative humidity = 1.

My calculated temperature field (Fig. 3.3) is similar to the temperature field shown in Figure 3 of Albert (2002). In regions of air inflow (Fig. 3.2; $x = 0:1.75$ m and $5.3$ m to $7$ m), the temperature field was dominated by the downward advection of relatively warm air. This advection resulted in a nearly isothermal region in the upper 50 cm of the firn. In regions of air outflow (Fig. 3.2; $x = 1.75:3.3$ m), the near-surface temperature was dominated by the upward advection of relatively cold air from below, and the diffusion of heat from the adjacent warm regions. Below about 5 m depth, advection was no longer important, the temperature field was dominated by conduction, and the isotherms were parallel. My calculated near-surface horizontal gradients in temperature were somewhat larger than those presented in Albert (2002). This could be a manifestation of differences in the thermal constants used in the two models (not all of which were defined in Albert (2002)), more vigorous air-flow velocities in my model, or differences in calculating the latent heat effects (see Appendix E).

Qualitatively, the models predicted similar temperature fields; quantitatively, there were significant differences. High resolution temperature measurements of the firn in the vicinity of surface topography, although difficult, would help further refine these temperature models.

I also compared my calculated subsurface sublimation rates (Fig. 3.4) with the subsurface sublimation rates plotted in Figure 4 of Albert (2002). These two figures are qualitatively similar. In regions of air inflow (Fig. 3.2; air enters the firn between $x = 0:1.75$ m and $5.3$ m to $6.8$ m along the snow surface, where $x$ is the lateral spatial coordinate. This notation is used through this work to denote regions where air enters the firn and leaves the firn.), there was little sublimation or condensation in the upper
25 cm as a result of the nearly isothermal temperature profile. Below this near-surface region, warm and moist air was advected into cooler and drier regions, resulting in local super-saturation. Consequently, water vapor condensed onto neighboring snow grains. I found that the locus of condensation was at \( \sim 1 \) m depth in regions of air inflow. Figure 4 of Albert (2002) shows similar features. Since the spatial temperature gradients were not as pronounced in Albert (2002) and there was no large near-surface isothermal zone, the locus of condensation was closer to the surface (centered at \( \sim 40 \) cm depth). Similarly, my model predicted significant condensation down to \( \sim 2 \) m, while Figure 4 of Albert (2002) shows no significant phase change beneath 1.25 m.

Figure 3.4: Contours of mass exchange rate (given in \( 10^{-6} \) kg m\(^{-3}\) s\(^{-1}\)) calculated using parameters of Albert (2002). Contour interval is \( 0.05 \times 10^{-6} \) kg m\(^{-3}\) s\(^{-1}\). Positive values indicate sublimation, negative values indicate condensation. I solved for the mass exchange rate on a grid of \( x = 0.01.7 \) m and \( y = 0.01.10 \) m, although only the upper 5 m are shown here. Air flowing into the firm was saturated (i.e. relative humidity = 1). The left and right margins were insulated (no vapor flux), as was the basal boundary.

Figure (Fig. 3.4) shows that in regions of air outflow (Fig. 3.2; located between \( x = 1.75:5.3 \) m), my model predicted a small region of sublimation (located between \( x = 3 \) m and \( x = 4 \) m), where cold and dry air from the firm interior was advected through relatively warm near-surface layers. On the edges of this sublimation area, there were two adjacent areas of condensation (\( x = 1.5:3 \) m and \( x = 4:5.3 \) m). This was the result of horizontal advection from the warm and nearly isothermal areas in regions of air inflow to colder and drier areas dominated by airflow out of the firm. This horizontal advection created a region of local super-saturation, and consequently, condensation. In contrast, the model of Albert (2002) has much smaller horizontal temperature gradients, possibly as a result of differences in the value used for the thermal conductivity of the firm, or the total time the model was run. Consequently, regions of air outflow in Albert (2002) are entirely dominated by sublimation, as cold and dry air from the firm interior is advected into warmer near surface layers.

Qualitatively, the pattern of sublimation and condensation generated by the model matches the published results of Albert (2002). The differences in the pattern can again be attributed to either differences in the thermal constants used in the two models, to the calculated velocity fields or to the way the source terms were calculated. Quantitatively, there are significant but explainable differences in the absolute values of sublimation and condensation rate predicted by the two models. Albert (2002) predicts maximum rates of 0.050 kg m\(^{-3}\) s\(^{-1}\), which are unrealistically large by several orders of magnitude (0.050 kg m\(^{-3}\) s\(^{-1}\) results in a mass exchange of 5 kg m\(^{-3}\) every 2 minutes). My model predicted maximum rates of \( 1.5 \times 10^{-7} \) kg m\(^{-3}\) s\(^{-1}\), which are similar to values suggested by others (e.g. Bintanja, 2001; van den Broeke and others, 1997; Section 3.8.6). The unrealistically large values reported by Albert (2002) are most likely typographical error.

The above tests have demonstrated that my model agrees with a number of analytical models, and reproduces several published numerical results. Air flow in my model satisfies the continuity equation and satisfies analytical tests for stability, heat
conduction and heat advection and conduction. My model also reproduces the major results of both Albert and McGilvary (1992) and Albert (2002). My model uses a simpler solution technique than the model of Albert (2002), a simplified approach to calculating sub-surface air flow rates, and a different method for calculating saturation vapor density in the firn. With confidence and insight gained from the above tests, I now use the model to predict sublimation and condensation rates in the firn under several environmental conditions.

3.8 Application

Using the above models for conservation of energy and vapor motion in the firn, I calculated the fields of temperature $T$ and mass exchange $S$ for winter and summer, under both strong and moderate winds, and for several grain sizes.

3.8.1 Winter Conditions

Winter temperature profiles in firn are characterized by cold surface temperatures and warmer temperatures at depth. For calculating the temperature and mass exchange fields, I began with an initial estimate of firn temperature based on Equation (3.10). At this point I neglect advection to establish an approximate starting point. I used environmental parameters typical of the Antarctic plateau in winter: -40 °C mean annual temperature, 0 °C minimum winter temperature, bump height $h = 10$ cm, bump wavelength $\lambda = 3$ m and a 1 mm grain size.

I conducted two series of simulations: one with high winds (10 m wind speed = 10 m s$^{-1}$; amplitude of pressure variation along the surface topography (pressure drop) of 10 Pa) and another with moderate winds (5 m s$^{-1}$; amplitude of pressure variation along the surface topography of 2.5 Pa). Benson (1971) studied a 7 year record of mean monthly wind speed at Byrd Station, Antarctica and found that wind speed during all 84 months studied was between 5 and 10 m s$^{-1}$. Observations from the Climate Monitoring and Diagnostics Lab (CMDL) South Pole weather station are generally lower than the values at Byrd, but are also within these limits. In both strong and moderate wind scenarios, I used a horizontal grid spacing of 10 cm, and a constant vertical grid spacing of 1 cm. I assumed that air flowing into the firn had a constant temperature $T = -50$ °C, and an atmospheric relative humidity of 95%.

Figure 3.5: Near-surface air-flow velocities for winter conditions with strong winds. Horizontal and vertical velocities were calculated following the method of Colbeck (1989) and Waddington and others (1996), as described in Section 3.3. Horizontal velocities are positive to the right; vertical velocities are positive up. This simulation used surface topography parameters $\lambda = 3$ m and $h = 10$ cm with 10 meter wind speed $U_0$ of 10 m s$^{-1}$ which generated a pressure drop at the surface of 10 Pa. Air enters the firn (vertical velocity is positive) on the intervals $x = 0.75$ m and 2.25 m. Air flows out of the firn (vertical velocity is negative) between $x = 0.75$ and 2.25 m. Since I use a constant permeability, the magnitude of the velocities decrease exponentially with depth with an e-folding scale of $x/2\pi$ (Equation (3.5)).
Strong winds: In the strong wind case, the maximum air-flow velocities into the firn were 0.97 cm s$^{-1}$, which lead me to choose a time step of 1 second. The air-flow velocities are shown in Figure (3.5). The e-folding depth, given this microtopography, is $\sim 50$ cm. Since the left- and right-hand edges are insulated and a constant heat flux is imposed along the base, the firn loses heat to the atmosphere as time progresses. I ran the model until transients in the near-surface temperature and mass exchange fields had died out, which took around $10^2$ model seconds (approximately 11.5 model days). Beyond this point, changes in the temperature field were due primarily to thermal diffusion below the near-surface ventilated zone. I accepted this as an equilibrated solution which approximated the temperature and mass exchange fields in the firn at midwinter.

The upper 3 m of the temperature field is shown in Figure 3.6. The near-surface temperature field is dominated by advection. Regions of inflowing air are nearly isothermal in the upper $\sim 40$ cm, as a result of the advection of cold air from the atmosphere into the firn. In regions of outflowing air, relatively warm air from at depth in the firn is carried towards the surface. Between the regions of strong vertical advection, horizontal advection carries cold air laterally from regions of air inflow to regions of air outflow, creating the sinusoidal pattern of the near-surface isotherms. Below about 2.5 m depth, advection is less important, and the temperature field is dominated by conduction, resulting in parallel isotherms.

The upper 3 m of the mass exchange field is shown in Figure 3.7. Since the air in the atmosphere is undersaturated, there is rapid sublimation in the near-surface control volumes in regions of inflowing air. Since my grid size was too coarse to resolve the details of this strong sublimation, I conducted a separate high-resolution calculation of this (essentially) surface sublimation phenomenon. I found that the incoming under-saturated air reached saturation vapor density in the upper 1 cm, and sublimation rates were typically $2 \times 10^{-6}$ kg m$^{-3}$ s$^{-1}$ in the upper cm. The quantifies what the Damkohler number (ratio of characteristic time for vapor diffusion in a pore and residence time of air in a pore) presented above suggests; that air in pore spaces should always be near saturation. Mass exchange between the pore space air and surrounding snow grains keep the relative humidity close to 1. In regions of air outflow, there is no near-surface sublimation, as the air leaving the firn is slightly supersaturated, as a result of advection from the (relatively) warm firn interior.

Below the upper 1 cm in regions of air inflow ($x = 0$: 0.75 m and 2.25: 3 m; Fig. 3.5), there is very little mass exchange in the near-surface isothermal zone (upper $\sim$ 40 cm). Below $\sim$ 40 cm, cold dry air from the atmosphere is advected into increasingly warmer regions (Fig. 3.6). A mismatch between the vapor density of the inflowing
air and the local saturation vapor density develops (purely a function of temperature (Appendix E)), resulting in sublimation. For this model run, the maximum sublimation rate in regions of inflowing air ($\sim 8.2 \times 10^{-9}$ kg m$^{-3}$ s$^{-1}$) was centered at 1 m depth. Below this, air-flow velocities and temperature gradients decrease, and large differences between the vapor density of the air and local saturation vapor density do not develop. All advection-driven mass exchange is found in the upper 1.75 m of the firn, where air-flow velocities are significant. Below this depth, the only mass exchange results from diffusion of water vapor along temperature gradients in the firn, and is several orders of magnitude smaller than advection-driven mass exchange.

The horizontal advection of cold and dry air from regions dominated by air inflow to warmer regions dominated by air outflow curves the locus of large sublimation rate (Fig. 3.7). The horizontal air flow extends the size of the region characterized by inflowing air into areas warmed by vertical air flow from depth towards the surface. This is a general result seen in many of the model results presented here: the horizontal advection of air, coupled with lateral temperature gradients, result in an increase in the size of the region characteristic of inflowing air. In the case of winter conditions, the result is a larger than expected region of sublimation; in summer, the result is a larger than expected region of condensation.

In regions of air outflow ($x = 0.75$: 2.25 m; Fig. 3.5), warm air from the firn interior is advected towards the surface. Condensation results, as the local vapor density in the outflowing air exceeds the local saturation vapor density of the cooler near-surface firn. The maximum condensation rate ($-2 \times 10^{-8}$ kg m$^{-3}$ s$^{-1}$) is centered on the region of greatest vertical velocity ($x = 1.5$ m). All near-surface condensation is concentrated in a relatively narrow region from $x = 1.3$ m to 1.7 m due to the horizontal advection of cold dry air from regions of air inflow, as noted above.

By assuming that these environmental conditions persist for much of the winter, I estimated the total mass exchange in the firn during the winter season. I assumed that this temperature pattern and wind speed persist for the coldest 2 months of the year. The resulting total mass exchange field is shown in Figure (3.8). The maximum sublimation is at the surface in regions of air inflow. Over the course of the winter (60 days), the total sublimation in the near-surface layers is $\sim 10$ kg m$^{-3}$. Most of the sublimation is in the upper 1 cm, as noted above. Beneath this near-surface layer, mass exchange rates are much more modest, and the cumulative values for sublimation (or condensation) rarely exceed $\sim 0.07$ kg m$^{-3}$.

As noted above, the air leaving the firn is slightly supersaturated (relative humidity $= 1.00001$) as a result of air flow from the warm interior towards the cooler surface.
This also suggests that the Damkohler number for firn is \( \sim 1 \), as suggested above. This supersaturation, coupled with the 95% relative humidity of the ambient atmosphere, results in a net transport of water vapor to the atmosphere as a result of air flow through the firn. I calculated the net mass of water vapor lost to the atmosphere per unit time \( (\mathcal{M}) \) as:

\[
\mathcal{M} = \langle \rho_v (\text{out}) v(\text{out}) \rangle_{\text{area}} + \langle \rho_v (\text{in}) v(\text{out}) \rangle_{\text{area}} \tag{3.12}
\]

where:

\[
\rho_v (\text{in}) = \rho_v (\text{atm}) \text{ and } \tag{3.13}
\]

\[
v(\text{out}) = -v(\text{in}) \tag{3.14}
\]

where \( \langle \text{..} \rangle_{\text{area}} \) denotes an average value per unit of surface area, \( v \) is the vertical velocity, \( \rho_v \) is the vapor density and the indices \( \text{in} \) and \( \text{out} \) refer to areas of air \text{inflow} and \text{outflow} respectively. I found that for this combination of surface topography, temperature gradient and mass exchange coefficients, there was a net mass exchange of \( 6.2 \times 10^{-6} \, \text{kg m}^{-1} \text{ s}^{-1} \), which corresponds to a mass flux of approximately 0.6 g per day as a result of air moving through the firn per square meter.

To further test the model, I repeated the above calculations using both coarser and finer grid spacing in both the \( x \) and \( y \) directions. For the model run described above, I used a 10 cm spacing in \( x \), and 1 cm spacing in \( y \). I will refer to this model run as the medium resolution case. For comparison, I generated a high resolution case (5 cm spacing in \( x \) and 0.5 cm in \( y \)) and a low resolution case (15 cm spacing in both \( x \) and \( y \)). I linearly interpolated the results of these three models onto a regular grid and compared the calculated \( T(x,y) \) and mass exchange fields.

I found that, after 5000 model seconds, the three models predict the same temperature field to within \( 8 \times 10^{-3} \, \text{K} \). After 144 model seconds, the disagreement between the three models had fallen to \( 4 \times 10^{-3} \, \text{K} \). The medium and high resolution cases show even less disagreement, a maximum of \( 2 \times 10^{-4} \, \text{K} \). Based on these calculations, I assumed that the grid spacing has a minimal effect on \( T(x,y) \).

For the mass exchange field, the results showed more variability. The patterns are all similar, and resemble Figure (3.7). Contours of constant sublimation are displaced by up to 10 cm between the three models. In general, the medium and high resolution cases agree to within 4 cm (or less), while the low resolution case shows greater disagreement. Based on this analysis, I accepted the medium resolution case as a reasonable proxy for the higher resolution (and presumably more accurate) case. Further tests with different grid spacing would help to illuminate the dependence of the predicted mass-exchange field on grid spacing. In the present study, I used the medium resolution case for all subsequent work, unless otherwise noted. Consequently, the mass-exchange rates presented in the following sections are not exact, as described
Figure 3.8: Contours of cumulative mass exchange (given in kg m\(^{-3}\)) calculated using environmental conditions typical in Antarctic winter with strong winds (10 m s\(^{-1}\)). Contours of 0, ±0.025, 0.04 and -0.05 kg m\(^{-3}\) are plotted. Positive values indicate sublimation, negative values indicate condensation. Strong near-surface sublimation is a result of under-saturated air flowing into the firm (initial relative humidity = 0.95). I assumed that the environmental parameters used in this section persist for 60 days.

This also suggests that the Damköhler number for firm is \(~1\), as suggested above. This supersaturation, coupled with the 95% relative humidity of the ambient atmosphere, results in a net transport of water vapor to the atmosphere as a result of air flow through the firm. I calculated the net mass of water vapor lost to the atmosphere per unit time \((\mathcal{M})\) as:

\[
\mathcal{M} = \langle \rho_v (\text{out}) v(\text{out}) \rangle_{\text{area}} + \langle \rho_v (\text{in}) v(\text{out}) \rangle_{\text{area}},
\]

where:

\[
\rho_v (\text{in}) = \rho_v (\text{atm}) \quad \text{and} \quad \rho_v (\text{out}) = \rho_v (\text{atm}) \quad \text{and} \quad v(\text{out}) = -v(\text{in})
\]

where \(\langle \cdot \rangle_{\text{area}}\) denotes an average value per unit of surface area, \(v\) is the vertical velocity, \(\rho_v\) is the vapor density and the indices in and out refer to areas of air inflow and outflow respectively. I found that for this combination of surface topography, temperature gradient and mass exchange coefficients, there was a net mass exchange of \(6.2 \times 10^{-8}\) kg m\(^{-1}\) s\(^{-1}\), which corresponds to a mass flux of approximately 0.6 g per day as a result of air moving through the firm per square meter.

To further test the model, I repeated the above calculations using both coarser and finer grid spacing in both the \(x\) and \(y\) directions. For the model run described above, I used a 10 cm spacing in \(x\), and 1 cm spacing in \(y\). I will refer to this model run as the medium resolution case. For comparison, I generated a high resolution case (5 cm spacing in \(x\) and 0.5 cm in \(y\)) and a low resolution case (15 cm spacing in both \(x\) and \(y\)). I linearly interpolated the results of these three models onto a regular grid and compared the calculated \(T(x, y)\) and mass exchange fields.

I found that, after 5000 model seconds, the three models predict the same temperature field to within \(8 \times 10^{-3}\) K. After 144 model seconds, the disagreement between the three models had fallen to \(4 \times 10^{-3}\) K. The medium and high resolution cases show even less disagreement, a maximum of \(2 \times 10^{-4}\) K. Based on these calculations, I assumed that the grid spacing has a minimal effect on \(T(x, y)\).

For the mass exchange field, the results showed more variability. The patterns are all similar, and resemble Figure (3.7). Contours of constant sublimation are displaced by up to 10 cm between the three models. In general, the medium and high resolution cases agree to within 4 cm (or less), while the low resolution case shows greater disagreement. Based on this analysis, I accepted the medium resolution case as a reasonable proxy for the higher resolution (and presumably more accurate) case.

Further tests with different grid spacing would help to illuminate the dependence of the predicted mass-exchange field on grid spacing. In the present study, I used the medium resolution case for all subsequent work, unless otherwise noted. Consequently, the mass-exchange rates presented in the following sections are not exact, as described
3.6), although with some important differences. The differences are a result of the lower advective velocities (and consequently lower Peclet number) in the moderate wind case. Figure 3.9 shows the difference between the temperature fields with 10 m wind speed of 5 m s\(^{-1}\) (moderate wind case) and 10 m wind speed of 10 m s\(^{-1}\) (strong wind case). Positive values denote regions where the moderate wind case is warmer, negative values denote regions which are cooler in the moderate wind case. The total difference between the two cases will also be a function of total model time elapsed. Since the left- and right-hand edges are insulated and a constant heat flux is imposed at the base, the overall result of air flow in the medium is to transfer heat to the atmosphere. Due to the larger advective velocities, the strong-wind case transfers heat more readily than the moderate wind case. However, it is useful to compare how the two temperature patterns differ after a fixed elapsed time (1 x 10\(^6\) model seconds).

Near the surface (upper 15 cm) in regions dominated by air inflow (\(x = 0\): 0.75 m and 2.25: 3 m; Fig. 3.5), there is little difference between the two cases; advection generates a nearly isothermal near-surface zone. Below this isothermal zone, the firn is warmer by up to 1.4 K in the moderate wind case compared to the strong wind case, as a result of the smaller vertical velocity. The difference in \(T(x, y)\) is largest at \(\sim 1.2\) m depth. Figure 3.9 also shows that areas immediately surrounding regions of air inflow are warmer under moderate winds as a result of the decreased importance of horizontal advection of cold air from the inflow regions. Regions of air outflow (\(x = 0.75\): 2.25 m; Fig. 3.5) show similar \(T(x, y)\) in both the moderate and strong wind cases (difference less than 0.2 K). Even though strong winds carry heat from the firn interior more readily than the moderate wind case (which would make the strong wind scenario warmer), the lateral advection of cold air cools the regions of air outflow, such that there is little difference in \(T(x, y)\) in the two scenarios.

The upper 3 m of the mass exchange field is shown in Figure 3.10. The pattern is similar to that calculated for strong wind (Fig. 3.7). In regions of air inflow (\(x =
0: 0.75 m and 2.25: 3 m; Fig. 3.5), there is a locus of sublimation at depth as a result of the advection of cold dry air from the surface into the interior of the firm. In the strong wind case, the locus of sublimation was centered at 1 m depth, and reached a maximum value of \( \sim 8.2 \times 10^{-9} \text{ kg m}^{-3} \text{ s}^{-1} \). Under moderate winds, the locus of maximum sublimation is closer to the surface (at 50 cm depth) as a result of the smaller vertical velocity. The maximum sublimation rate is also smaller by 35%, as a result of the smaller vertical velocity combined with a smaller temperature gradient. In general, since local saturation vapor density is a function of temperature (Appendix E), and temperature gradients in the firm are smaller under moderate wind conditions than with strong wind, vapor density and saturation vapor density differences (and by extension, mass-exchange rates) are smaller under moderate wind than under strong wind.

As in the strong wind case, the advection of under-saturated air from the atmosphere into the firm in regions of air inflow produces rapid sublimation in the upper few cm. I found that the incoming under-saturated air reached saturation vapor density in the upper 1 cm in both the strong and moderate wind case. The sublimation rates were lower in the moderate wind case, typically \( 5 \times 10^{-9} \text{ kg m}^{-3} \text{ s}^{-1} \). In regions of air outflow, there is no near-surface sublimation, since the air leaving the firm is lightly supersaturated due to advection from the warmer interior of the firm, as was seen in the strong wind case.

The differences in the lateral extent of sublimation between the moderate wind case (Fig. 3.10) and strong wind case (Fig. 3.7) are also a result of smaller air-flow velocities along with a smaller temperature gradient. In the strong wind case, large horizontal air-flow velocities extend the region of sublimation into areas dominated by air flow from depth towards the surface. This horizontal advection resulted in a relatively narrow region (0.4 m) of firm dominated by outflowing warm air (Fig. 3.7). Under moderate winds, the width of the region dominated by air outflow is wider (65 cm) as a result of the smaller horizontal air-flow velocities. With no horizontal

Figure 3.10: Contours of mass-exchange rate (given in \( 10^{-6} \text{ kg m}^{-3} \text{ s}^{-1} \)) calculated using environmental conditions typical in Antarctic winter with moderate winds (5 m s\(^{-1}\). Contours denote lines of 0, \( \pm 0.001 \), \( \pm 0.0025 \) and \( \pm 0.005 \times 10^{-6} \text{ kg m}^{-3} \text{ s}^{-1} \) mass exchange rate. Positive values indicate sublimation, negative values indicate condensation. Strong near-surface sublimation is a result of under-saturated air flowing into the firm (initial relative humidity = 0.95). I solved for the mass exchange rate on a grid of \( x = 0.125 \text{ m} \) and \( y = 0.001 \text{ m} \), although only the upper 3 m are shown here. The left and right margins were insulated (no vapor flux), as was the basal boundary.

air flow, I expect that only diffusion through the firm would redistribute water vapor laterally, and the width of the region dominated by air outflow would take a maximum value (\( \sim 1.5 \text{ m} \), or half the wavelength of the surface topography).

In the regions dominated by air outflow (\( x = 0.75: 2.25 \text{ m}; \) Fig. 3.5), warm air from the firm interior is advected towards the surface, resulting in condensation. Since the horizontal air-flow velocities are lower in the moderate wind case, the size of the vapor condensation region is larger than in the strong wind case, as discussed above. The air leaving the firm is moving more slowly and the temperature gradients
are smaller in regions of air outflow in the moderate wind case. Consequently, the magnitude of the condensation rates in the moderate wind case are smaller than those of the strong wind case by 35%. The air exits the firm with an even smaller degree of supersaturation than seen in the strong wind case, and the total mass of water transferred to the atmosphere is similarly diminished.

This comparison between moderate winds and strong winds highlights a general result of this model of water-vapor motion in firm. When all other environmental parameters are kept equal, smaller air-flow velocities produce smaller mass exchange rates in the firm. With small air-flow velocities, only a fraction of the air in a given volume is replaced in each time step. Consequently, the local saturation vapor density remains close to the saturation value, and large mass exchange rates do not develop. In the end member case of no air flow, regardless of initial vapor density, air in the firm pore space would quickly reach saturation values everywhere. Water vapor would be transported only through diffusion, and mass-exchange rates would be very low. In the other end member case of large subsurface air-flow velocity, all of the air in a given volume would be replaced in a given time step. Depending on the vapor density gradient, grid size and time step, very large mass exchange rates could be achieved. The subsurface air-flow velocity is determined by surface topography and wind speed, as described in Section 3.3. Consequently, knowledge of these parameters at a site is necessary in order to estimate the subsurface mass exchange rate.

3.8.2 Summer Conditions

Summer temperature profiles in the firm are characterized by a warm surface temperature and colder temperature at depth. For calculating the temperature and mass exchange fields, I began with an initial estimate of mid-summer firm temperature based on Equation (3.10), with a seasonal temperature cycle of ±20 degrees. Although this equation does not consider advection, I used it as an approximate starting point. I used environmental values typical of the Antarctic plateau in summer: -40 C mean annual temperature, -20 C maximum summer temperature, bump height h = 10 cm, bump wavelength λ = 3 m and a 1 mm grain size.

I again conducted two series of simulations: one with high winds (10 m wind speed = 10 m s⁻¹; surface pressure drop of 10 Pa) and another with moderate winds (5 m s⁻¹; surface pressure drop of 2.5 Pa). In both instances, I used a horizontal grid spacing of 10 cm, and a uniform vertical grid spacing of 1 cm. I assumed that air flowing into the firm had a constant temperature T = -20 C, and an atmospheric relative humidity of 80%. There are few measurements of relative humidity in the Antarctic interior, as a result of the difficulty of accurately measuring very low vapor densities. The value I chose for the summer simulation is based on unpublished observations by S. Hudson and M. Town (2001) in late summer at South Pole (S. Warren, pers. comm.).

Strong winds: The surface air-flow velocities are the same as depicted in Figure (3.5). The maximum surface velocities were 0.97 cm s⁻¹, which lead me to choose a time step of 1 second. The e-folding depth of the velocity field, given this microtopography, is ~ 50 cm as in the other cases presented here.

Since the left- and right-hand edges are insulated and a constant heat flux is imposed along the base, the summer firm gains heat from the atmosphere as time progresses in the model. I ran the model until transients in the near-surface temperature and mass exchange fields had died out, which took around 1 × 10⁶ model seconds (approximately 11.5 model days). Beyond this point, changes in the temperature field were due primarily to thermal diffusion below the near-surface ventilated zone. I accepted this as an equilibrated solution which approximated the temperature and mass exchange fields in the firm at midsummer.

The upper 3 m of the temperature field is shown in Figure (3.11), and has features similar to the winter high velocity temperature field shown in Figure (3.6). Regions of inflowing air are nearly isothermal in the upper ~ 50 cm, as a result of the advection of warm air from the atmosphere into the firm. In regions of outflowing air, relatively cold air from at depth in the firm is carried towards the surface. The effect of horizontal
Figure 3.11: Contours of temperature field $T(x, y)$, in °C, calculated for conditions typical of Antarctic summer. I solved for $T(x, y)$ on a grid of $x = 0.0123$ m and $y = 0.0015$ m, although only the upper 3 m are shown here. Below 2.5 m, advection is less important and $T(x, y)$ is dominated by conduction, resulting in parallel isotherms. Air flowing into the firn (Fig. 3.5) has constant temperature $T(x, 0) = -20$ C. The left and right margins are insulated, and a constant heat flux is imposed along the base.

Advection between cold and warm regions is to create the sinusoidal pattern of the near-surface isotherms. Below about 2.5 m depth, advection is less important, and the temperature field is dominated by conduction, resulting in parallel isotherms.

The upper 3 m of the mass exchange field is shown in Figure 3.12. Since the air in the atmosphere is under-saturated and the Damköhler number for firn is $\sim 1$, there is rapid sublimation in the grid cells nearest to the surface in regions of inflowing air. I again conducted a separate high-resolution calculation of the near-surface sublimation rate. I found that the incoming under-saturated air reached saturation vapor density in the upper 1 cm, as in the winter model. Sublimation rates were much larger in the summer case, typically $6.5 \times 10^{-4}$ kg m$^{-3}$ s$^{-1}$ in the upper 1 cm, as a result of the low atmospheric relative humidity.

Below the upper 1 cm in regions of air inflow ($x = 0$: 0.75 m and 2.25: 3 m; Fig. 3.5), there is very little mass exchange in the near-surface isothermal zone (upper $\sim 50$ cm). Below $\sim 50$ cm, warm moist air is advected into increasingly cooler and drier regions (Fig. 3.11), and condensation results. For this model run, the maximum condensation rate beneath inflowing air ($\sim 2.5 \times 10^{-4}$ kg m$^{-3}$ s$^{-1}$) was centered at 1 m depth. Below this, airflow velocities and temperature gradients decrease, and the condensation rate decreases. Significant advection-driven mass exchange is found in the upper 2.5 m of the firn, deeper than was found in the winter scenarios presented above. Below this depth, much slower mass exchange results from diffusion of water vapor along temperature gradients.

The horizontal advection of warm and moist air from regions dominated by air inflow to colder regions dominated by air outflow curves the locus of large condensation rate into the semi-circular pattern shown in Figure 3.12. This modification of the mass exchange field as a result of horizontal air flow is similar to that seen in the winter scenarios presented above. In the case of winter conditions, the result is a larger-than-expected region of sublimation; in summer, the result is a larger-than-expected region of condensation.

In regions of air outflow ($x = 0.75$: 2.25 m; Fig. 3.5), cold dry air from the firn interior is advected towards the surface, resulting in sublimation. The maximum sublimation rate ($2 \times 10^{-7}$ kg m$^{-3}$ s$^{-1}$) is centered on the region of greatest vertical velocity ($z = 1.5$ m). All near-surface sublimation is concentrated in a relatively small region from $x = 1.3$ m to 1.7 m as a result of the horizontal advection of warm moist air from regions of air inflow, as noted above.

By assuming that these environmental conditions persist for much of the summer, I estimated the total mass exchange in the firn during the summer season. I assumed that this temperature pattern and wind speed were representative of the warmest 2 months of the year. The total mass-exchange field is shown in Figure 3.13. The
Figure 3.12: Contours of mass-exchange rate (given in $10^{-6}$ kg m$^{-3}$ s$^{-1}$) calculated using environmental conditions typical in Antarctic summer with strong winds (10 m s$^{-1}$). Contours of 0, ±0.1 and ±0.2 $\times$ 10$^{-6}$ kg m$^{-3}$ s$^{-1}$ are plotted. Positive values indicate sublimation, negative values indicate condensation. Strong near-surface sublimation is a result of under-saturated air flowing into the firm (initial relative humidity = 0.80). I solved for the mass exchange rate on a grid of $x = 0.0123$ m and $y = 0.0015$ m, although only the upper 3 m are shown here. The left and right margins were insulated (no vapor flux), as was the basal boundary.

Figure 3.13: Contours of cumulative mass exchange (given in kg m$^{-3}$) calculated using environmental conditions typical in Antarctic summer with strong winds (10 m s$^{-1}$). Contours of 0, ±0.5 and ±1 kg m$^{-3}$ are plotted. Positive values indicate sublimation, negative values indicate condensation. Strong near-surface sublimation is a result of under-saturated air flowing into the firm (initial relative humidity = 0.80). I assumed that the environmental parameters used in this section persist for 60 days.

The maximum total sublimation is at the surface (upper 1 cm) in regions of air inflow. Over the course of the summer (60 days), the total sublimation near the surface is $\sim$ 3250 kg m$^{-3}$, a very large value. If correct, as much as 7 cm of the snow surface could be converted to water vapor during the summer season for snow with a density of 450 kg m$^{-3}$. This is comparable to the summer mean (7 year average) accumulation rate at the South Pole reported by McConnell and others (1997a), suggesting that the summer surface elevation change would be more modest. This model for water-vapor motion in the firm does not take into account either accumulation of fresh snow at the surface, or net lowering of the surface through sublimation, and has limited value in studying surface sublimation (Section 3.9). Beneath this near-surface layer, mass exchange rates are much more modest, and the cumulative values for sublimation (or condensation) rarely exceed $\sim$ 1 kg m$^{-3}$.

The air leaving the firm is essentially saturated as a result of sublimation of snow grains as the air leaves the firm. This saturation, coupled with the 80% relative humidity of the ambient atmosphere, results in a net transport of water vapor to the atmosphere due to air flow through the firm. I calculated the net mass of water vapor lost to the atmosphere per unit time ($M_1$; Equation (3.12)) during the summer season. For this combination of surface topography, temperature gradient and mass
exchange coefficients, there was a net mass exchange of $1.6 \times 10^{-8}$ kg m$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$ to the atmosphere, which corresponds to a mass flux of approximately $1.4$ g m$^{-2}$ per day as a result of air flowing out of the firm.

Moderate winds: In the moderate wind case for summer, I used the same surface topography and boundary conditions as in the winter moderate wind case. Again, since the left- and right-hand edges are insulated and a constant heat flux is imposed along the base, the point at which the model is 'equilibrated' is somewhat arbitrary. I again ran the model for $1 \times 10^6$ model seconds, at which point, transients in the temperature and mass exchange fields had run their course.

The temperature pattern is qualitatively similar to the strong wind case (Fig. 3.11), although with some important differences. The differences are primarily due to the lower advective velocities (and consequently lower Peclet number) in the moderate wind case. Figure (3.14) shows the difference between the temperature fields with moderate wind and with strong wind. Negative values indicate that the firm is cooler in the moderate wind case. Near the surface (upper 15 cm) in regions dominated by air inflow ($x = 0$: 0.75 m and 2.25: 3 m; Fig. 3.5), there is little difference between the two cases. Below this near-surface zone, the firm is cooler by up to 2.5 K in the moderate wind case compared to the strong wind case, as result of the smaller vertical velocity. The difference in $T(x, y)$ is largest in a region centered at $\sim 1.25$ m depth. Figure (3.14) also shows that areas immediately surrounding regions of air inflow are cooler under moderate winds as a result of the decreased importance of horizontal advection of warm air from the inflow regions. Regions of air outflow ($x = 0.75$: 2.25 m; Fig. 3.5) show similar $T(x, y)$ in both the moderate and strong wind cases (difference less than 0.5 K). Even though in the strong wind case, cool air from at depth is advected more readily than the moderate wind case (which would make the strong wind scenario cooler), the lateral advection of warm air warms the regions of air outflow, such that there is little difference in $T(x, y)$ in the two scenarios in regions of air outflow. There is little difference in the temperature fields below 3 m.

The upper 3 m of the mass-exchange field is shown in Figure (3.15). The pattern is similar to that calculated for strong wind (Fig. 3.12). In regions of air inflow ($x = 0$: 0.75 m and 2.25: 3 m; Fig. 3.5), there is a locus of condensation at depth as a result of the advection of warm moist air from the surface into the interior. In the strong wind case, the locus of condensation was centered at 1 m depth, and reached a maximum value of $\sim 2.5 \times 10^{-7}$ kg m$^{-3}$ s$^{-1}$. Under moderate winds, the locus of maximum sublimation is closer to the surface (at 45 cm depth) as a result of the smaller vertical velocity. The maximum sublimation rate is smaller by 30%, as a result of the smaller vertical velocity combined with a smaller temperature gradient. Since local saturation vapor density is a function of temperature, and temperature gradients in the firm are smaller under moderate wind conditions than with strong wind, saturation vapor pressure differences (and by extension, mass exchange rates)
The comparison between moderate winds and strong winds for summer conditions mirrors the results found for winter conditions: when all other environmental parameters are kept equal, smaller air-flow velocities produce smaller mass exchange rates in the firn. With small air-flow velocities, only a fraction of the air in a given volume is replaced in each time step. Consequently, the local saturation vapor density remains close to the saturation value, and large mass exchange rates do not develop.

### 3.8.3 Seasonal Comparison

The comparison between mass exchange rates during winter conditions and during summer conditions is also useful. During winter, the surface is colder than at depth; consequently, the model predicts sublimation in regions of inflowing air, and condensation in regions of outflowing air. In summer, the situation is reversed. The firn is cooler at depth and warmer at the surface; this leads to condensation in regions of inflowing air and sublimation in regions of outflowing air, as described above.

As a result of the non-linearity of water vapor pressure over ice (Equation (E.1)), mass-exchange rates are up to two orders of magnitude larger in the summer than the winter. This suggests that winter-time mass exchange can largely be ignored when studying water-vapor motion on annual time scales or longer. The disparity between winter and summer sublimation rates was also noted by van den Broeke (1997) in a mass-balance model for Antarctica.

For both winter and summer scenarios, I used the same surface topography, and the same surface wind speed. Albert and Hawley (2002) noted seasonal changes in both surface roughness and wind speed at Summit, Greenland. Surface topography reached a maximum amplitude in late winter, as was found by Gow (1965) at the South Pole. In addition, strong winds (greater than 10 m s⁻¹) were more frequent during the winter. If these observations are true in general, these two factors lead to enhanced subsurface air-flow velocities in the winter months. This difference in ventilation rate would reduce the disparity between winter and summer mass exchange rates, but
mass exchange rates will still be larger in summer as a result of the much higher vapor pressures in summer. For example, the model predicts that mass-exchange rates in summer with moderate winds (5 m s\(^{-1}\)) are a factor of 8 or more greater than mass-exchange rates in winter with strong winds (10 m s\(^{-1}\)). This suggests that winter-time mass exchange can generally be ignored on annual timescales or longer.

3.8.4 Response Time

I examined the idealized response time of firn to a step change in temperature at the snow surface. For this simulation, I used a uniform initial temperature distribution and measured the characteristic response time \(\tau\) of the firn (time required for the firn to experience 1 - \(e^{-1}\) of the total change). I used the same surface microtopography as above (\(h = 0.1\) m, \(\lambda = 3\) m) with strong winds (10 meter wind speed = 10 m s\(^{-1}\)). Consequently, the air-flow field is the same as was used in the simulations of strong winds in winter and summer described above, and is shown in Figure (3.5).

Figure (3.16) shows the response time in hours for the upper 1.5 m of the firn. Temperature changes of a week or shorter will primarily influence regions of air inflow. Advection from depth in the firn in air outflow regions buffers the firn temperature, making these areas less sensitive to short-term fluctuations. Daily temperature cycles are primarily important in the upper 50 cm of regions of air inflow, as discussed further in Chapter 5. The model predicts that very short term temperature fluctuations (on the scale of hours) will influence only the uppermost 20 cm of the firn. Synoptic scale systems lasting \(\sim 1\) week may influence as much as the upper 1.25 m of the firn. The simulation was run for 5 model days (limited by computation time) and does not estimate the response time to lower frequency temperature changes, such as seasonal temperature cycles.

3.8.5 Influence of Grain Size

One aspect of the model that has not yet been discussed is the effect of grain size on mass-exchange rate. The model assumes that all ice grains in the firn have the same surface area to volume ratio. For a given volume, a larger surface area in the firn will produce a larger mass exchange rate (Equation (3.9)). This model parameterizes the surface area to volume ratio through an effective diameter for ice grains. Published measurements of the grain size of near-surface Antarctic snow vary from 3 mm (Taylor, 1971) to 65 \(\mu\)m (Grenfell and others, 1994). An extensive study of snow pits by
Figure 3.17: Mass exchange rate (given in kg m$^{-3}$ s$^{-1}$) calculated for 3 different values of the ice grain diameter. I used a vertical grid of 0.5 mm, and a time step of 0.01 seconds, along with a surface pressure drop of 10 Pa. In some cases, the grain size used exceeds the vertical grid resolution. Although not a physically plausible scenario, mathematically it poses no difficulty and helps to illuminate the role that grain size plays in determining the mass exchange rate. The smallest grain size (100 $\mu$m) has largest mass exchange rate at the surface, and reaches saturation vapor density by 2 mm depth. The 100 $\mu$m grains also show the smallest average mass exchange rate in the upper 1 cm. Larger grain sizes have smaller mass exchange rates in the upper few mm, and take longer to reach saturation vapor density, although have higher average mass exchange rates in the upper 1 cm.

Picciotto and others (1971) in Queen Maud Land, East Antarctica, showed variable grain diameter due to several grain growth processes (described by Yoshida and others, 1955 and Colbeck, 1983a) from $\sim$1 mm at the surface to $\sim$2 mm at 1 meter depth. All of my calculations presented above used a constant diameter of 1 mm, which seems to be the mean of the published estimates that I found.

In order to study the effect of grain size on mass exchange rate, I used a vertical grid resolution of 0.5 mm and a time step of 0.01 seconds. I used the temperature pattern associated with strong air flow during winter presented above (Fig. 3.6). Air entered the firm with a relative humidity of 80%. I calculated the mass exchange rate as a function of depth in the region of maximum air flow into the firm for three different grain sizes, shown in Figure (3.17). In some cases, the grain size used exceeds the vertical grid resolution. Although not a geometrically plausible scenario, mathematically it poses no difficulty and helps to illuminate the role of grain size in determining the mass exchange rate. With 100 $\mu$m grains, the model predicted a mass exchange rate that was large at the surface, but decreased rapidly with depth. It is apparent that incoming air quickly reaches saturation vapor pressure, and remains near saturation vapor pressure below the upper 2 mm. With 1 mm grains, the initial mass exchange rate is somewhat smaller, and incoming air takes longer to reach local saturation vapor pressure. Using 1 cm grains, the initial mass exchange rate is lower yet, and air does not appear to reach local saturation vapor pressure in the upper 1 cm.

Although near-surface mass-exchange rates are higher with smaller grains, mean mass-exchange rates are larger with larger grains. As shown in Figure (3.17), the mean mass-exchange rate over the upper 1 mm is highest for the 1 cm grains. Larger grain sizes result in slower instantaneous mass exchange rates, and allow a disequilibrium between the local saturation vapor pressure and the saturation vapor pressure of the air to persist. This results in larger spatially-averaged mass exchange rates. For smaller grain sizes, the local vapor pressure remains close to saturation values, and large mass exchange rates do not develop. Figure (3.18) is a plot of mass exchange rate as a function of grain size in a region of air inflow at a depth of 18 cm below the surface. I used a grid size of 10 cm in $x$ and 1 cm in $y$ for all results plotted in Figure (3.18). The larger grid size acts as a filter, averaging mass exchange over the
Figure 3.18: Normalized mass exchange rate calculated for different values of the effective particle diameter. I used a vertical grid of 6 mm, and a time step of 1 second, along with a surface pressure drop of 10 Pa. Small grain sizes have large instantaneous mass exchange rates (Fig. 3.17), and quickly reach local saturation vapor density. Consequently, small grain sizes have smaller mass-exchange rates when averaged over a typical grid cell (∼1 cm). Larger grain sizes show larger average mass-exchange rates since they allow a disequilibrium between the local saturation vapor pressure and the saturation vapor pressure of the air to persist.

Function I used to calculate mass transfer (Equation (3.9) Appendix E).

These results also point to the importance of the mass-exchange coefficient in Equation (E.2) of Appendix E. As described above, changes in grain size influence the mass-exchange rate through the surface area to volume ratio of the ice grains. Although the interaction between snow and water vapor has been studied in a number of different contexts, the mass-exchange coefficient has not been well-studied. This critical parameter determines how fast water vapor in contact with snow will reach saturation vapor density. In both this model and that of Albert (2002), the mass-exchange coefficient is based on the work of Chu and others (1953). Future work will focus on measuring this parameter in the lab for a variety of grain sizes and air flow velocities.

3.8.6 Comparison With Field Data

There are no field measurements of subsurface water-vapor motion to compare with my model results, but there are a limited number of measurements of surface sublimation rate. Although my model is not designed for determining surface sublimation rates, it can be used if the relative humidity of the atmosphere is known. Using relative humidity = 0.80 and snow density = 450 kg m⁻³, this model predicted a sublimation of ∼7 cm snow from the surface during the summer season. In this section, I compare this estimate with other estimates (observation- and model-based estimates) of surface sublimation rate from the Antarctic interior.

Weller (1969) calculated the surface energy balance at Plateau Station based on measurements of incoming solar radiation and estimates of sensible heat fluxes from the firm. By using a parameterization of sensible and latent heat flux (Bowen ratio), Weller (1969) partitioned the residual energy between sensible transfer from the atmosphere and latent heat release by sublimating snow. This method resulted in estimated sublimation rates of 1 mm per day on sloped faces, and essentially zero sublimation over horizontal snow faces. The difference in sublimation rate between
sloping and flat surfaces results in a net flattening (deflation) of the snow surface. Gow (1965) speculated that this mechanism was responsible for the observed deflation of sastrugi during the summer season at South Pole. Extrapolating the daily sublimation estimates of Weller (1969) over the whole summer season produces a surface lowering of \( \sim 6\) cm, similar to my estimate.

Fujii and Kusunoki (1982) developed a model for surface sublimation or condensation based on eddy diffusion theory, and the difference between vapor pressure at the surface and at 2 meters above the surface at Mizuho Station, Antarctica. The summer atmospheric conditions at Mizuho Station are similar to the windy summer scenario presented above. The diffusive model of Fujii and Kusunoki (1982) showed good agreement with measurements of surface elevation changes at snow stakes. The mean daily sublimation rate during the 1977-78 summer was 0.06 g cm\(^{-2}\). The estimated sublimation rate presented above for windy summer conditions in regions of air inflow was \(6.5 \times 10^{-4}\) kg m\(^{-3}\) s\(^{-1}\) in the upper 1 cm. This result converts to a daily sublimation rate of 0.06 g cm\(^{-2}\). It should be noted that sublimated vapor in Fujii and Kusunoki (1982) was lost to the atmosphere, while in my model it is advected into the firn. This suggests that (a) surface sublimation as a result of air flow into the firn was not significant during the 1977-78 season at Mizuho Station (possibly due to low surface permeability) and (b) the difference between surface vapor pressure and vapor pressure at 2 m can generate large sublimation rates in windy conditions. Although the direction of the vapor flux differs between my model and that of Fujii and Kusunoki (1982), it is encouraging that the vapor fluxes are of comparable magnitude.

van den Broeke (1997) estimated sublimation rates over Antarctica using a global circulation model. Sublimation in the model was driven by the relative humidity in the lowest atmospheric model layer, and the wind velocity in that model layer. The largest sublimation rates were found in summer in the coastal regions when dry air from the interior descends to lower and warmer elevations. In the interior, the model predicts sublimation rates of 5 to 10 mm water equivalent per year (1 to 2 cm of snow per year). van den Broeke suggested that the model likely overestimates sublimation rates in the interior because errors in the sea ice parameterization effectively lower the atmospheric relative humidity. However the model results compared well against the limited number of existing observations of surface sublimation rate (mostly from coastal sites).

Bintanja (2001) compared the importance of surface sublimation and snowdrift sublimation through measurements of the surface energy balance in East Antarctica (elevation 1200 m a.s.l.). This study inferred the latent heat release at the snow surface as a function of time from measurements of relative humidity, other measured components of the surface energy balance and estimates of the friction velocity. He found that surface sublimation during the study period accounted for a latent heat release of 1.2 cm of water equivalent (2.5 cm of snow) during the summer season.

By using a rayleigh-distillation model for stable isotope exchange at the snow surface, Satake and Kawada (1997) inferred that sublimation removed 30-35% of accumulated snow at a site near Mizuho Station. Since the average accumulation rate at Mizuho station is \(\sim 12\) cm of snow per year, sublimation could remove as much as 4 cm of snow per year.

The disagreement between my estimate of near surface sublimation (based on the atmospheric relative humidity and mass-exchange theory) and other estimates (including several based on radiative transfer) could be due to several different causes. For example, my model assumes that both the air-flow velocity and atmospheric relative humidity are constant in time. In fact, surface wind variations cause variation in the subsurface air-flow velocity. Further, measurements by Bintanja (2001) showed that, during periods of very light winds, the near surface relative humidity essentially reached the saturation point, eliminating the vapor pressure difference that drives surface sublimation. Although the atmospheric relative humidity and the wind speed are generally independent, during periods of light wind they are strongly correlated.
potentially important consideration in determining the long-term effects of subsurface mass exchange, and warrants further study.

In this model for vapor motion in firn, I have assumed that the firn microstructure (density, porosity and permeability) does not change with time. Albert and Shultz (2002) showed that firn microstructure at Summit is generally similar from one year to the next, but the details show some changes over time. It is clear that snow grain metamorphism (e.g. Yosida and others, 1955; Colbeck, 1983a) causes water-vapor redistribution in firn, and that grain metamorphism is responsible for changes in firn microstructure. A quantitative understanding of the relationship between water-vapor motion in firn and changes in firn permeability, grain size, density and porosity is lacking. Studies such as Gow (1969) and Albert and Shultz (2002) improve our understanding of how these parameters vary with depth, and how they can be parameterized as functions of depth. McConnell and others (1998) presented results of air-flow modeling for several wind speeds with a buried low-permeability layer. Ultimately, it may be possible to model the development of firn microstructure physically using models for mass and energy conservation at both the grain-scale (1 mm) and sastrugi-scale (1 m), although this level of model sophistication is still in the future.

Through time, surface snow will be buried and advected downward as a result of ongoing snow accumulation at the surface. Based on the above model results, most ventilation-driven mass exchange is confined to the upper 1.5 m. In areas with large accumulation rate, snow will be advected through this region in a single season. On the polar plateau however, typical accumulation rates are ~10 cm snow per year. In this case, snow could spend as much as 10 years in regions with rapid mass exchange. As a parcel of firn is advected down through the upper 2 meters, it may pass through zones of both condensation as well as sublimation. In order to determine the cumulative water-vapor motion experienced by a parcel of firn, the magnitude as well as the timing of the precipitation is important.
If we assume that surface bumps form in the same place from year to year, firn microstructure does not change with time and the accumulation rate is constant, we can estimate the cumulative subsurface mass exchange experienced by a parcel of firn. Under regions of air inflow during the summer with strong winds, the average mass exchange rate is $1.7 \times 10^{-7}$ kg m$^{-3}$ s$^{-1}$ between 0.5 m and 1.5 m depth (Fig. 3.12). Note that a negative mass exchange rate in the model reflects condensation, or a local increase in mass. If the accumulation rate is 10 cm snow per m$^2$ per year, a 10 cm thick parcel of firn will take 10 years to pass through this zone of rapid mass exchange (neglecting firn compaction processes). The total mass exchange experienced by the parcel of firn is then 0.05 kg per year, if winter mass exchange is neglected. Over 10 years, the parcel increases in mass by 0.5 kg. If the average snow density is 450 km m$^{-3}$, this additional mass represents a mass increase of only 1%, a very modest change. It is evident from numerous field studies (e.g., Taylor, 1971) that snow density varies with depth by much more than the 1% that this model accounts for. This is no particularly surprising, since other processes such as grain metamorphism and mechanical compaction also change firn density.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Season</th>
<th>Wind Speed</th>
<th>Max. Sub. Rate (Depth)</th>
<th>Max. Cond. Rate (Depth)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Winter</td>
<td>10 m s$^{-1}$</td>
<td>$8.2 \times 10^{-9}$ (1 m)</td>
<td>$-2 \times 10^{-8}$ (0 m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5 m s$^{-1}$</td>
<td>$5 \times 10^{-9}$ (0.5 m)</td>
<td>$-8 \times 10^{-9}$ (0 m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summer</td>
<td>10 m s$^{-1}$</td>
<td>$2 \times 10^{-7}$ (0 m)</td>
<td>$-2.5 \times 10^{-7}$ (1 m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5 m s$^{-1}$</td>
<td>$1.2 \times 10^{-7}$ (0 m)</td>
<td>$-1.5 \times 10^{-7}$ (0.45 m)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.8.8 Overview of Modeling Results

Table 3.1 summarizes the results of the modeling presented above. In general, sublimation and condensation in the firn result from temperature gradients in the firn coupled with air flow through the firn. Summer mass-exchange rates are larger than winter rates, and as wind speed increases the depth to maximum mass-exchange rates increases. Although not specific to any one location, the above calculations present estimates of sublimation and condensation rates in antarctic firn during summer and winter, under both strong and moderate winds. The results above also demonstrate the sensitivity of condensation and sublimation rate to mean grain size, and point to the need for better measurements of the mass-exchange coefficient. The agreement of my estimates for surface sublimation rate and other published estimates is encouraging, but it should be stressed that my model was not designed to estimate surface sublimation rates, and the results should be treated with caution.

3.9 Limitations/Improvements

This model is well-suited for estimating subsurface mass exchange rates in the firn. In constructing the model and generating the mass exchange rate estimates presented above, I have made a number of assumptions in order to simplify the calculation and consequently, the interpretation of the model output. As a result, the model is appropriate for generating initial estimates of water-vapor motion, but is not appropriate for detailed analysis of a specific site. In order to study a specific site, a number of simple modifications to the model are required:

- Time dependence of firn microstructure. As noted above, in order to determine the cumulative effects of water-vapor motion in the firn, it is important to consider how firn microstructure (e.g. porosity, density, permeability, pore size) changes with time. Changes in microstructure will primarily affect the ventilation velocities.
• Spatial variability of permeability. The permeability of the firn can vary over short spatial scales, as shown by Albert and others (2000). The microstructure and layered nature of the snow and firn can have important effects on the vapor-transport properties in firn (Albert et al., 1996; Davis et al., 1996). The presence of a low-permeability surface windpack can reduce overall ventilation rates in the subsurface, yet the presence of high-permeability buried layers can cause flow channeling, or increased flow in buried hoar layers (Albert, 1996; Colbeck, 1997; McConnell and others, 1998). To use the model to determine mass exchange rates at a specific site, measurements of the permeability tensor \( K_{ij} \) should be made, and Darcy’s Law should be solved numerically to determine the volumetric air flux in the firn, as in Albert (2002). As discussed in Section 3.3, the analytical expression I used to determine the subsurface flow velocity replicates the results of the more complicated calculation of Albert (2002) for firn conditions at Siple Dome, Antarctica. Other sites could have a significantly different permeability structure such that the analytical expression is a poor estimator of actual subsurface air-flow velocity.

• Grain size. It is apparent from Section 3.8.5 that the grain size is an important component in the mass exchange calculation. It has been shown by many investigators (e.g. Gow, 1969) that grain size generally increases with depth, as a result of firn metamorphism. Consequently, the model should be modified to reflect the variation of effective grain size as a function of depth measured at a given site.

• Inter-particle-vapor flow. Saturation vapor density over ice varies as a function of the radius of curvature of the ice surface (Colbeck, 1980). Consequently, water vapor is transferred from small grains (with large curvature and high vapor densities) to larger grains (with smaller curvature and low vapor densities) as the firn ages. As a result, average grain size increases with depth in the firn and the number density of grains (number of snow grains per unit volume) decreases with depth (e.g. Gow, 1969). The magnitude of the vapor flux associated with grain growth should be related to the size distribution of new snow and the microstructure of the snow, in particular the average pore size. Sturm and Benson (1997) estimated the inter-particle water vapor flux in a seasonal snowpack by observing the change in the number of grains and the average size of the snow grains through time. They found that the magnitude of the inter-particle vapor flux was more than an order of magnitude smaller than the water vapor fluxes due to temperature gradients in the snow. The model presented here captures the water vapor flux due to temperature gradients in the snow, but neglects the water vapor flow induced by snow grain metamorphism.

• Surface topography. As discussed by Gow (1965) and Weller (1969), the amplitude of the surface topography responsible for subsurface air flow changes markedly throughout the year. Albert and Hawley (2002) also showed that the dominant wavelength of surface topography can change throughout the year. Although subsurface mass exchange rates are largest in summer for a fixed topography, the change of bump height and amplitude through the summer at a site should be considered.

• Wind speed at the surface. This analysis has used a constant wind speed at 10 m height of either 10 m s\(^{-1}\) (for strong wind scenarios) or 5 m s\(^{-1}\) (for moderate wind scenarios). Although wind speed at a site is often uniform (e.g. Benson, 1971), there can be large variations on short time scales. This model for water-vapor motion in firn should be modified to use wind speed observations at a particular site, when available.

• Surface temperature and relative humidity. The model assumes that atmospheric temperature and relative humidity are constant. Temperature in the
polar regions shows a strong daily cycle during the summer months, when mass exchange rates are largest. Measurements of near-surface relative humidity are more difficult, but existing data (e.g. Bintanja, 2001) suggest that it is tied to wind speed, and can vary on hourly time scales. The vapor-transport model should be modified to incorporate estimates of diurnal temperature variation, as well as any data on atmospheric relative humidity that exist at the site.

- Hand-to-hand diffusion. The model results presented here neglect the possibility of increased vapor diffusivity $\kappa$ and mass exchange as a result of the so-called hand-to-hand diffusion (Yosida and others, 1955; Colbeck, 1993). The difference in thermal conductivity between air and ice leads to an unequal partitioning of the macro-scale temperature gradient in firn. Since the thermal conductivity of air is smaller than that of ice, temperature gradients across pore spaces are large, leading to larger than expected vapor-pressure differences across pore spaces. The large vapor-pressure gradient results in faster vapor diffusion through pore spaces. The high thermal conductivity of ice allows vapor to be absorbed on one side of an ice grain and vapor to be released on the opposite side (hence the term ‘hand-to-hand’). Colbeck (1993) presented a particle-to-particle model and summarized other studies (e.g. Yosida and others, 1955) and showed that vapor may diffuse through snow up to 5 times faster than through air, depending on the ice-grain geometry in the snow. The vapor model presented here does not use an enhanced water vapor diffusivity. The diffusivity of water vapor in firn is equal to the diffusivity of water vapor in air, scaled by the firn density, as in Whillans and Grootes (1985). The implications of hand-to-hand diffusion are further analyzed in Chapter 5.

The model presented here can easily be modified to make use of additional information available at a specific site. The results provide an initial estimate of the expected magnitude of sub-surface sublimation and condensation rates in Antarctic firn. In the following chapters I use the mass-exchange rates generated above to study the impact of firn ventilation on geochemical species in the firn. The results presented in this dissertation should be taken as an initial estimate of the importance of ventilation on snow geochemistry, rather than as a prediction for a particular site.

As noted above, the model is not well-suited to predict surface vapor exchange with the atmosphere. Radiative transfer theory can be used to model the surface energy balance (e.g. Clow, 1987) and calculate near-surface mass exchange. But these methods are not able to determine mass exchange rates as a function of depth. It is possible to combine these two approaches to produce a complete model of energy conservation and water-vapor motion in the upper few meters of the firn. Explicitly accounting for both short- and long-wave radiative fluxes in this model of water motion in firn would require modifying both the upper boundary condition (Section 3.6) and the way the source term is calculated (Appendix E). Explicitly adding the surface energy balance terms to this model would also require knowledge of several other environmental parameters such as optical depth of snow and scattering coefficients if the model is to be applied at a specific site.

3.10 Summary and Conclusions

Using conservation of mass and energy I constructed a model of water-vapor motion in the firn that resembles the model of Albert (2002). However, as discussed above, my model uses a different solution technique, a different method of calculating air-flow velocities (Section 3.3) in the firn, a different method of calculating saturation vapor density (Appendix E), and makes a number of other simplifying assumptions. My model includes water vapor diffusion along vapor pressure gradients as well as the advection of water vapor by air flow through the firn. Subsurface air-flow velocity was calculated using the methods of Colbeck (1989) and Waddington and others (1996). Analysis of results demonstrate the following:
Large subsurface mass exchange rates are found where temperature gradients are large, usually around 1 m depth. Air flowing into the firm reaches local saturation vapor pressure in the upper 1 cm of the firm. Consequently, atmospheric relative humidity has a negligible effect on mass exchange rates below the uppermost cm. The primary importance of firm ventilation is to alter temperature gradients in the firm, rather than to carry large (or small) vapor pressures from the atmosphere into the firm.

In general, mass exchange rates are much larger during summer than winter. This is primarily due to the strong temperature dependence of water vapor pressure over ice (Equation (E.1)). Consequently, winter exchange can be neglected when studying the cumulative effects of subsurface water-vapor motion on time scales longer than 1 year.

The mass exchange rate is strongly influenced by the mean size of snow grains in the firm. Large grains have lower instantaneous mass exchange rates, which allows differences between local vapor pressure and saturation vapor pressure to persist. This results in larger mean mass exchange rates for larger grains. Small grains have a larger surface area per m$^{-3}$ of firm than large grains, allowing for more rapid mass exchange and cause air in firm pore spaces to essentially always be saturated.

The model results presented here are estimates for environmental conditions typical on the Antarctic plateau. In order to apply the model to a specific site, the model should be adapted to make use of measurements of surface temperature, wind speed, surface topography, accumulation rate, grain size as a function of depth and the two-dimensional permeability.

Firm microstructure is an important aspect of sub-surface water vapor transfer that has not been examined in detail in this thesis. In particular, the coupling between snow grain metamorphism and firm ventilation should be studied in more detail. The inter-particle water vapor flux due to snow grain metamorphism is a potentially important part of post-depositional geochemical change. Initial estimates based on the change in the number density and size distribution of snow grains as a function of depth suggest that water vapor flow due to grain metamorphism contribution is much smaller than the water vapor flow due to firm ventilation. However, grain metamorphism will also cause changes in firm microstructure that will in turn affect firm ventilation. In particular the permeability, porosity (and average pore size) and density of the firm all may change as a result of grain metamorphism. When using the model presented here, care should be taken to insure that values of average grain size, porosity, density and permeability are all self-consistent. A more complete model should allow the firm microstructure to change through time as a result of grain metamorphism.

The following chapters use the model of subsurface water-vapor motion presented above to assess the effects of firm ventilation on snow geochemistry. The next chapter examines changes in stable isotope ratios in snow as a result of subsurface water-vapor motion, and following chapters explore changes in irreversibly- and reversibly-deposited species.
Chapter 4

EFFECTS OF FIRN VENTILATION ON ISOTOPIC EXCHANGE

Material from this chapter was presented under the title ‘A two-dimensional model of post-depositional changes in stable isotope ratios in polar firn’ at the American Geophysical Union 2002 Fall Meeting with co-author E.D. Waddington (University of Washington)

4.1 Summary

A new model to calculate isotopic diffusion in the upper few meters of firn is presented. The model tracks the isotopic composition of both the solid ice matrix and the pore-space vapor through time in a two-dimensional section. Stable isotopes in the vapor phase move through the firn as a result of diffusion along concentration gradients and advection due to firn ventilation. Ventilation carries atmospheric water vapor into the firn where it mixes with existing pore-space vapor. The model uses a function for equilibration between pore-space vapor and the surrounding snow grains, unlike other models that assume the two phases are in equilibrium. The model also calculates the isotopic effects of ventilation-driven sublimation and condensation in the firn. Model predictions of isotopic diffusion in firn compare favorably with existing diffusion models, although it likely underestimates effective diffusivity. Model results quantify what other investigators have suggested: isotopic diffusion in the upper few meters is more rapid than can be explained by the Whillans and Grootes (1985) model; isotopic equilibration with atmospheric vapor is an important component of post-depositional isotopic change; and ventilation enhances isotopic exchange by creating regions of relatively rapid sublimation and condensation in the firn.

4.2 Introduction

Stable isotope ratios recorded in polar snow can be related to the condensation temperature of the original snow grains (Dansgaard, 1964, Jouzel and others, 1997). Variations in temperature are recorded in successive layers of snow as variations in the stable isotopic ratios of the snow. Through time, isotopic diffusion modifies the isotope profile in snow and destroys high-frequency information. Recent work has focused on reconstructing the original isotopic ratios in snow from the diffused records collected in the field (e.g. Cuffey and Steig, 1998; Bolzan and Pohjola, 2000). Reconstructing the original records requires an understanding of the processes involved in isotopic diffusion.

Prior work on stable isotope diffusion in firn (e.g. Whillans and Grootes, 1985) recognized that diffusion through the vapor phase is the most important process in redistributing isotopes in the firn. In order to predict isotopic changes in snow as a result of diffusion through the vapor phase, prior studies have generally assumed that the pore-space vapor and the surrounding snow grains are in isotopic equilibrium. This assumption allows for an analytical model of isotopic diffusion in the firn, originally presented by Johnsen (1977) and simplified by Whillans and Grootes (1985). Other studies (e.g., Cuffey and Steig, 1997; Johnsen and others, 2000) have modified this model, but have not substantially changed the theory of Whillans and Grootes (1985). Results of these models show broad agreement with observations of isotopic profiles in firn, but do not illustrate the underlying physical processes.

Rather than parameterizing isotopic changes in the firn, my new model is a step towards a physically-based time-dependent model of stable isotopic change in firn. The model tracks the evolution of the isotopic composition of both the pore-space vapor and the firn in a two-dimensional cross-section of the firn. Isotopes are redistributed in the firn as a result of: (a) advection of atmospheric vapor (with a specified isotopic composition) as a result of forced air flow through the firn (ventilation or wind
pumping; Clarke and others, 1987), (b) transport (diffusion) along isotopic gradients in the pore-space vapor, (c) isotopic equilibration between vapor and solid and (d) sublimation and condensation in the firm. Throughout this work, ‘condensation’ refers to the vapor → solid phase change, and ‘sublimation’ refers to the reverse process solid → vapor.

A key difference between this model and prior work is in how isotopes are exchanged between phases. Prior work has assumed that pore-space vapor and surrounding snow grains are in isotopic equilibrium; this model allows for isotopic equilibration between the phases through time, but does not assume that equilibrium is reached.

### 4.3 Model for Post-depositional Stable Isotopic Change

Changes in stable isotope ratios are tracked in a two dimensional slice of firm through time. Unlike earlier models of stable isotope change in firm which are analytical (e.g. Whillans and Groottes, 1985), this is an iterative numerical model.

The isotope model requires estimates of the firm temperature and vapor density in the firm pore spaces. Both are calculated using a model similar to Albert (2002) described in detail in Chapter 3. Isotopic ratios of both the solid ice and the pore-space vapor are calculated on the same grid as the temperature and vapor density fields (Chapter 3). Throughout the paper, z refers to the horizontal coordinate and z is the vertical coordinate.

The isotopic composition of the ice matrix (δ) is modified by sublimation and condensation in the firm and isotopic exchange between the pore-space vapor and surrounding ice grains. The model neglects isotopic diffusion through the ice matrix (since diffusion through the solid is several orders of magnitude smaller than diffusion through the firm) or along quasi-liquid surface layers (since the thickness of this layer is very small (~ a monolayer) at temperatures typical on the Antarctic plateau (T < -30°C)).

Three different mechanisms change the isotopic composition δv of the vapor: (a) firm ventilation, which includes advection of pore-space vapor and diffusion along isotopic gradients in the vapor, (b) isotopic equilibration between the vapor and the surrounding ice matrix, and (c) phase changes (both sublimation and condensation) in the firm.

Before describing the algorithm used to calculate the evolution of δv, I first present a brief outline of the procedure used to account for each of these distinct physical processes.

**a. Firm Ventilation:** Atmospheric vapor is advected through the firm as a result of firm ventilation. The subsurface air-flow fields are calculated following the methods of Colbeck (1989) and Waddington and others (1996), as described in Chapter 3. Air flow through the firm not only advects atmospheric vapor into the firm, but also provides a mechanism to transport pore-space vapor rapidly in the upper 1.5 m of the firm. I also assume that isotopes in the pore-space vapor diffuse along isotopic gradients in the vapor.

Following these assumptions, the change in the isotopic composition of the vapor is given by the conservation equation (Appendix F):

\[
\frac{\partial \delta^v}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot (\delta^v \mathbf{u}) - \nabla \cdot (D_v \nabla \delta^v) = 0,
\]

where δv is the isotopic composition of the vapor under process 'a' (firm ventilation), Dv is the isotopic diffusivity of the pore-space vapor through snow and u is the 2-dimensional subsurface air flux.

I use the assumptions of other investigators (Whillans and Groottes, 1985; Cuffey and Steig, 1998) and calculate the isotopic diffusivity in pore-space vapor Da as:

\[
D_a = D_a \left(1 - \frac{\rho_{snow}}{730}\right),
\]

where \(\rho_{snow}\) is the snow density expressed in kg m\(^{-3}\) and Da is the diffusivity of water.
vapor in air expressed in m² yr⁻¹ and is given by (Geiger and Poirer, 1973)

\[ D_a = 0.0371 \times T^{1.75} \]  \hspace{1cm} (4.3)

where \( T \) is the frost temperature expressed in K. Colbeck (1993) suggested that \( D_a \) is \( \sim 5 \) times greater than \( D_s \) as a result of the so-called ‘hand-to-hand diffusion’ of water vapor, where snow grains act to reduce the path length for diffusion and increase temperature gradients across pore spaces. Cuffey and Steig (1998) argue that, in isotope studies, the ice matrix acts as a passive obstruction, and an enhancement to \( D_s \) is not warranted.

These assumptions allow isotopes to diffuse independently from the diffusion of water vapor along vapor-density gradients described in Chapter 3. I have not distinguished between the slightly different diffusivities of the heavy and light isotopes of either oxygen or hydrogen. I have also neglected the effect of air pressure on isotopic diffusivity in snow (Cuffey and Steig, 1998), which causes \( D_s \) to increase with decreasing air pressure.

b. Isotopic Equilibration: This model allows for isotopic exchange between the pore-space vapor and the surrounding ice matrix, unlike other studies (e.g. Whillans and Grootes, 1985; Johnsen and others, 2000) which assume the two phases are in isotopic equilibrium. The equilibration function I use assumes that the condensed phase is an essentially infinite reservoir of the minor isotope (Inghram and Criss, 1998):

\[ \delta_v(t) = \delta_{\infty} + (\delta_i^b - \delta_{\infty}) e^{-kt}, \]  \hspace{1cm} (4.4)

where \( k \) is the equilibration rate constant, \( t \) is time, the superscript 0 refers to an initial value at \( t = 0 \), the superscript \( b \) refers to isotopic composition as a result of process \( b \) (isotopic equilibration) and \( \delta_{\infty} \), the isotopic composition of the equilibrium vapor, is given by

\[ \delta_{\infty} = \frac{\delta_i}{\alpha} + 1000 \left( \frac{1}{\alpha - 1} \right), \]  \hspace{1cm} (4.5)

where \( \delta_i \) is the isotopic composition of the surrounding ice grains and \( \alpha \) is the temperature-sensitive fractionation coefficient. The factor of 1000 is a result of the definition of the \( \delta \) scale (Criss, 1999, p. 31).

Equation (4.4) is used to predict how the isotopic composition of the solid and vapor evolves in time steps of \( \Delta t \). By comparing the initial and final isotopic composition of the vapor, and using information about control volume size, porosity and vapor density (an exponential function of temperature, Appendix E), I determine the number of heavy and light isotopes exchanged between phases in a given time step. This procedure calculates the changes in the isotopic composition of both the pore-space vapor and the surrounding ice matrix. This is similar to the approach outlined in Johnsen and others (2000) and is described in detail in Appendix G.

The equilibration constant \( k \) has not yet been measured for isotopic exchange between ice and water vapor at any temperature. This model assumes that the condensed phase represents an \( \sim \) infinite reservoir of the minor isotope. Consequently, I assume that \( k \) is primarily related to the time required for the pore-space vapor to equilibrate, and so is determined by the water vapor diffusivity in snow. Epstein and Mayeda (1953) measured the isotopic equilibration between CO₂ gas and liquid water at 25°C. They found that \( k \) for this process was \( \sim 2.85 \text{ hr}^{-1} \). Based on the ratio of the diffusivities for CO₂ gas and water vapor at 25°C (Massmann, 1998), I estimate that \( k \) for isotopic exchange between water vapor and liquid water may be \( \sim 5 \text{ hr}^{-1} \). By assuming a linear relationship between \( k \) and saturation vapor pressure (where saturation vapor pressure and \( k = 0 \) at absolute zero), I estimate that \( k \) may be \( \sim 1 \). In the following calculations, I used a range of \( k \) from 0.1 to 5 \text{ hr}^{-1}. This estimate neglects the effects of the geometry of the condensed phase (Inghram and Criss, 1993), the ambient pressure and the impurity concentration of the condensed phase (Criss, 1999, p. 145) on the equilibration constant \( k \). Laboratory measurements
are needed to determine an appropriate range of \( k \) for use in isotopic studies at low temperature.

\textbf{c. Sublimation / Condensation:} The model also includes the isotopic effects of sublimation and condensation in the firm. The phase-change field is calculated as described in Chapter 3 using the governing equations of Albert (2002). In short, sublimation and condensation in the firm are the result of the interaction between firm temperature and the local relative humidity in the firm. If air flow through the firm (ventilation) brings cool and relatively dry pore-space air into a warmer area, the pore space air will be under-saturated, and some of the surrounding ice will sublimate. Conversely, if vapor is advected from a warm area into a cooler area, the pore-space air will be super-saturated and some of the vapor condenses onto the surrounding snow grains.

In the isotope model, vapor derived from sublimating snow grains has the same isotopic composition as the solid. In this way, sublimation changes the isotopic composition of pore-space vapor, but does not change the composition of the remaining snow grains directly. However, condensation has isotopic implications for both the solid and the vapor phases. I assume that condensation in the firm follows a Rayleigh process and the condensate forms in isotopic equilibrium with the vapor as in Dansgaard (1961):

\[
\delta_i(\Delta t) = \left( \delta_i^0 + 1000 \right) \frac{1 - \beta(\Delta t)^n}{1 - \beta(\Delta t)} - 1000
\]

(4.6)

where \( \delta_i \) is the isotopic composition of the condensate, the superscript 0 denotes an initial value at the beginning of the time step of \( \Delta t \), the superscript \( c \) refers to the isotopic composition of the vapor as a result of process 'c' (sublimation or condensation) and \( \beta \) is the fraction of the vapor remaining at the end of the time step. \( \delta_i \) is updated using a mass-weighted average of the isotopic composition of the pre-existing ice in the control volume and \( \delta_i \):

\[
\delta_i(\Delta t) = \frac{\delta_i^0 M_i + \delta_i M_i(\Delta t)}{M_i + M_i(\Delta t)}
\]

(4.7)

where the superscript 0 denotes an initial value, \( M_i \) is the initial mass of the ice and \( M_i \) is the mass of the condensed vapor. The masses of both the ice matrix and vapor are updated accordingly. This model assumes fast diffusion in the ice grains (e.g., Whillans and Grootes, 1985, Chapter 2), such that grains have uniform \( \delta_i \). This is in contrast to the model of Rempel and Wetlaufer (in press), which tracks changes in the radial distribution of stable isotopes in individual snow grains. \( M_i \) is a function of the condensation rate and the time step \( \Delta t \). The time scale to radially equilibrate 500 \( \mu \)m grains during the summer (\( T \sim -20^\circ C \)) is \( \sim 20 \) days (Whillans and Grootes, 1985), the time scale for equilibration in the winter is longer (\( \sim 100 \) days). Consequently, the assumption of homogeneity is only valid during the summer.

Under these assumptions, the isotopic composition of the remaining vapor is found from Dansgaard, 1961):

\[
\delta_i(\Delta t) = \left( \delta_i^0 + 1000 \right) \left( \beta(\Delta t)^n \right) - 1000
\]

(4.8)

If pore-space vapor is in isotopic equilibrium with the surrounding snow grains, small amounts of condensation will not change the isotopic composition of the solid, as the initial condensate will have the same isotopic composition as the surrounding snow grains.

The isotopic change to \( \delta_i \) as a result of sublimation and condensation can be summarized as:

\[
\delta_i(\Delta t) = \begin{cases} 
(\rho_i^c + s)^{-1} (\delta_i^0 \rho_i^c + \delta_i^0 s) & \text{if } s > 0 \text{ (sublimation)} \\
(\delta_i^0 + 1000) \left(1 + s \rho_i^c \right)^{-1} - 1000 & \text{if } s < 0 \text{ (condensation)}
\end{cases}
\]

(4.9)

where \( \rho_i \) is the vapor density in the pore space and \( s \) is the sublimation or condensation rate times the time step \( \Delta t \). This model assumes that kinetic effects at the
4.4 Results

The numerical model is run at 1 second temporal resolution until initial transients in δt have died out, which takes around 20,000 model seconds (around 5.5 model hours). Beyond this point, isotopic changes in both the vapor and the solid change in a uniform manner. The model is used primarily to calculate the isotopic composition of the solid as a function of time, although other ancillary parameters are calculated as well, such as δc, δt and the total mass exchanged between phases. Here I present model results for changes in δ18O. The model could also be used to calculate changes in δD by changing the appropriate parameters (fractionation coefficient α, and diffusivity D1).

Other models (e.g. Cuffey and Steig, 1998) are analytical and generally make use of an effective isotopic diffusivity. The effective isotopic diffusivity D1 accounts for isotopic diffusion through the vapor phase and isotopic exchange between phases. This parameter describes how a stable isotope profile in the firn will diffuse as a result of several processes. In order to compare the results of my numerical model with analytical models I use a simple diffusion equation:

\[
\frac{\partial \delta}{\partial t} = D_1 \frac{\partial^2 \delta}{\partial z^2},
\]

where \(D_1\) is the effective isotopic diffusivity. This equation has a well-known solution:

\[
\delta(z, t) = \delta + \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} A_n \exp\left(-\frac{(n\pi)^2}{L^2} D_1 t\right) \sin\left(n\pi \frac{z}{L}\right)
\]

where \(\delta\) is the mean isotopic composition and \(A_n\) are the Fourier coefficients for the initial profile. I use an initial sinusoidal δ18O pattern in the firn with a 10 %0 amplitude, mean δ18O = -30 %0, and a 0.25 m wavelength. This roughly corresponds to conditions on the Antarctic plateau. The snow density used in model runs presented here was 350 kg m\(^{-3}\).
By using Equation (4.11) over the same total elapsed time $t$, and varying $D_t$ until the analytical and numerical model results match, I determine the effective isotopic diffusivity of the numerical model.

4.4.1 Simplified Diffusion Model

I ran several simplified simulations to calculate the change in stable isotope ratios of the firn as a result of transport through the vapor phase and isotopic equilibration between solid and vapor. In these runs, firn temperature is uniform (= 30°C), air flow velocities in the firn are set to zero, and there is no exchange as a result of vapor density gradients (i.e., no condensation or sublimation in isothermal snow). The model was run with a time step of 1 second for 2 x 10^4 seconds, with 0.01 m vertical resolution, and 0.06 m horizontal resolution.

Using the best-guess value for the isotopic equilibration coefficient ($k = 3$ hr$^{-1}$) leads to an effective isotopic diffusivity $D_t$ in the firn of $3 \times 10^{-5}$ m$^2$ yr$^{-1}$. This estimate is somewhat smaller than the isotopic diffusivity used by Johnsen and others (2000) for equivalent temperature and snow density ($D_t = 5.5 \times 10^{-5}$ m$^2$ yr$^{-1}$).

As discussed above, there is considerable uncertainty in the value of $k$. Figure (4.1) shows the dependence of $D_t$ on $k$. The solid line indicates the most likely range of $k$ for isotopic equilibration between water vapor and snow. The isotopic diffusivity used by Johnsen and others (2000) corresponds to $k = 4.5$ hr$^{-1}$ in the numerical model, at the large end of the scale of plausible values for $k$.

Diffusivity $D_t$ of pore-space vapor is primarily a function of snow density $\rho$ (Equation (4.2)). In these simplified model runs, I used a number of different values of $\rho$ for a given temperature and $k$, and found that $D_t$ can be expressed as a linear function of $\rho$ ($\rho^2 = 0.98$):

\[ D_t(\rho) = -8.29 \times 10^{-8} \times \rho + 5.84 \times 10^{-5} \]  \hspace{1cm} (4.12)

Other studies (Cuffey and Steig, 1998; Johnsen and others, 2000) also use an air-pressure correction to $D_t$. I have not used one here. The effect of higher elevation (lower air pressure) is to increase $D_t$. This correction would improve agreement between $D_t$ of my numerical model and the $D_t$ used in the analytical model of Johnsen and others (2000).

4.4.2 Ventilation - Summer

The model used for calculating temperature, vapor density and mass transfer in the firn is similar to the model of Albert (2002), and is described in detail in Chapter 3. The model solves the coupled equations for heat and water-vapor motion in a 2-D cross-section of the firn. I used this model to determine an approximately steady-state temperature and mass-transfer pattern in the firn corresponding to midsummer conditions with strong winds (Section 3.8.2).

Air flow in the firn is the result of steady wind flow (10 m wind speed = 10 m s$^{-1}$) over a sinusoidal surface topography typical of the Antarctic interior (wavelength of surface topography = 3 m, surface amplitude = 0.1 m), as in Waddington and others (1996). Air flow velocity vectors are calculated as in Colbeck (1989) and are shown in Figure 4.2. Maximum air velocity is $\sim 1$ cm s$^{-1}$.

Firn temperature is shown in Figure 4.3. In regions of air inflow (Fig. 4.2, note air flow is into the firn between 0.075 m and 2.25 m in the horizontal direction), the near-surface firn is isothermal as a result of the vertical advection of relatively warm air from the atmosphere ($T_{atm} \sim -20$ °C). In regions of air outflow (Fig. 4.2, between 0.75:2.25 m in the horizontal direction), vertical advection carries relatively cold air from the firn interior towards the surface. Horizontal advection between these two regions helps to create the curved pattern of the isotherms in the upper few meters. Below about 3 m depth, advection is less important, and the temperature field is dominated by conduction, resulting in horizontal isotherms.

The phase-change field is shown in Figure 4.4. Advection of air through tempera-
ture gradients in the firm result in regions of super- and sub-saturated air in the pore spaces. In regions of air inflow, warm saturated air from the atmosphere is advected into the firm. This advected air is super-saturated relative to the cooler firm at depth, resulting in regions of condensation (mass transfer < 0 centered at ~ 1 m depth). In regions of air outflow, relatively cool and dry air from the firm interior is advected into progressively warmer firm near the surface. This air is sub-saturated, resulting in the sublimation of some of the surrounding snow grains. Lateral advection between regions of inflow and outflow coupled with the sinusoidal temperature pattern curves the locus of maximum sublimation toward the surface.

The temperature and phase-change fields are not recalculated in the isotopic diffusion model, but are treated as constant with respect to time. These fields provide an idealized ‘snap-shot’ of the firm during mid-summer. In order to generate an equivalent ‘snap-shot’ of isotopic changes in the firm during mid-summer, I ran the isotope model for 20,000 seconds (time step = 1 s, vertical resolution = 0.01 m to 5 m, horizontal resolution = 0.06 m to 4 m). At this point, initial transients in δᵣ and δᵢ have run their course; δᵣ is essentially constant, and δᵢ is changing in a uniform manner.

I assume that the isotopic composition of the near-surface atmospheric vapor δᵣ atm is constant and uniform, and is in isotopic equilibrium (Equation 4.5) with the surface snow (Massey, 1995). Air flowing into the firm reaches saturation vapor pressure in the upper few cm (Chapter 3); consequently, I neglect this near-surface mass transfer and assume that air flowing into the firm is at saturation vapor density. In fact, this near-surface sublimation (or condensation) may alter the δᵣ of air entering the firm. Consequently, available data on atmospheric relative humidity should be used when applying this model to a specific site.

Air-flow velocities in the firm are negligible below ~ 2 m. Consequently, I expect that below the upper ~ 2 m, isotopic change in the firm will be well-described by a simple diffusion model, such as Equation (4.10).

Predictions of the isotopic change of the firm (δᵢ final − δᵢ initial) in regions of maximum air inflow are shown by the solid line in Figure 4.5. In the lowest meter of the plot (2 to 3 meters depth), the model predicts that changes in δᵢ follow a standard diffusion model: both summer and winter snow layers are modified equally, and the mean change is 0. The lower dotted line represents a fit of an analytical model (Equation (4.11)) to the numerical model results. At ~ 2.5 m depth, the effective diffusivity Dₑ of the numerical model is 3.4 × 10⁻⁵ m² yr⁻¹. Dₑ decreases with increasing depth, as shown from 2 to 3 meters in Figure 4.5, because of the effect of the reduced firm temperature on the vapor pressure.

It is apparent that other processes are active in the upper 1.5 m of the firm in Figure 4.5. In the upper 0.5 m, summer layers are not modified, while winter layers are strongly modified, producing an asymmetrical pattern. Investigating the isotopic composition of the pore-space vapor δᵢ (Fig. 4.6) reveals that in regions of air inflow, δᵢ is strongly influenced by δᵣ atm. δᵣ atm is in equilibrium with the summer layers, and by extension, far out of equilibrium with the winter layers. As this vapor is advected into the firm, isotopic equilibration causes a large change in the winter layers, but relatively small change in the summer layers.

In addition, condensation is an important component of δᵢ in regions of air inflow. Condensation preferentially removes heavy isotopes from vapor and decreases δᵢ (Equation (4.4)). In the firm, the maximum condensation rate in regions of air inflow (Fig. 4.4, centered at 0 and 3 m horizontal distance) is found at ~ 1 meter depth. The condensate is isotopically more similar to the winter layers than the summer layers, leading to greater changes in the summer layers. In addition, the remaining pore-space vapor is closer to equilibrium with the winter layers than the summer layers, leading to larger changes in the summer layers as a result of isotopic equilibration. However, these two effects are obscured by the effect of δᵣ atm and the large air-flow velocities in the upper 1 m. Gradually, the pore-space vapor becomes more like the vapor in diffusion-dominated systems (e.g. below ~ 2 m).

The equilibration between atmospheric vapor and the near-surface firm in the
upper 1.5 m in regions of inflowing air leads to relatively large values of \( D_t \). The upper dashed line in Figure 4.5 represents the fit of an analytical model (Equation (4.11)) to the numerical model. At 0.5 m depth, the numerical model has an effective diffusivity of \( 1.2 \times 10^{-4} \text{ m}^2 \text{ yr}^{-1} \); this is 50% higher than \( D_t \) in a diffusion-only case at an equivalent temperature.

As air flow velocities decrease, these other effects become more important. The left panel of Figure 4.7 shows the model predictions for change in \( \delta_e \) with the same environmental parameters as Figure 4.5, except the 10 m wind speed has been reduced to 5 m s\(^{-1}\). The reduction in wind speed causes a reduction in sub-surface air flow and a corresponding reduced influence of \( \delta_{\text{air}} \). The right panel of Figure 4.7 shows \( \delta_e \) in regions of maximum air inflow (analogous to Figure 4.6). The influence of condensation on \( \delta_e \) and \( \delta_r \) can be seen between 0.75 m and 1.5 m depth in the right panel, and 1 m to 1.5 m in the left panel. In these regions, condensation of isotopically light pore space vapor causes greater changes to summer layers than winter layers. This effect was obscured in the strong wind case (Fig. 4.5 and 4.6) due to the advection of atmospheric vapor.

The solid line in Figure 4.8 shows the model prediction isotopic change \((\delta_{\text{final}} - \delta_{\text{initial}})\) in the firm in regions of maximum air outflow with 10 m wind speed again = 10 m s\(^{-1}\). Below ~ 2 m, these areas can be well-modelled by a standard diffusion equation; both summer and winter layers are modelled equally, and the mean change is 0. The lower dotted line in Figure 4.8 represents the fit of an analytical model (Equation (4.11)) to the numerical results. At ~ 2.75 m depth, the effective diffusivity \( D_t \) of the numerical model is \( 3 \times 10^{-3} \text{ m}^2 \text{ yr}^{-1} \). By ~ 3.5 m depth, \( D_t \) is equivalent between regions of air inflow and outflow. This supports the idea that ventilation effects are not important below ~ 2.5 meters, given the air-flow field in Figure (4.2).

In the upper 1 m, it is evident that winter layers are modified slightly more than summer layers. The reason for the asymmetry can be found by investigating the pore-space vapor (Fig. 4.9). Above 1.5 m, \( \delta_e \) becomes progressively heavier as a result of the sublimation of surrounding snow grains (Fig. 4.4). Consequently, \( \delta_e \) more closely resembles vapor in equilibrium with summer layers. Since \( \delta_e \) is farther out of equilibrium with winter layers than with summer layers, winter layers are modified slightly more through isotopic equilibration. This effect intensifies towards the surface, where sublimation rates are highest. The upper dashed line in Figure 4.8 shows the fit of an analytical model to the numerical model results, and reveals that at ~ 0.5 m depth, \( D_t \) is \( 7.7 \times 10^{-3} \text{ m}^2 \text{ yr}^{-1} \). Thus, ventilation increases \( D_t \) by ~ 20% compared to modelled \( D_t \) without ventilation effects at an equivalent temperature.

The increase in the mean \( \delta_e \) value between 3 m and 2 m in Figure 4.9 is due to the temperature sensitivity of the fractionation coefficient \( \alpha \) (Majoube, 1971). This effect is present throughout the entire depth, as a result of the vertical temperature gradient (Fig. 4.3). Above 2 m, the influence of sublimating snow grains causes much greater changes in \( \delta_e \). The increase in mean \( \delta_e \) as a result of the temperature dependence of \( \alpha \) is also present in Figure 4.6 below 2.5 m, although condensation (which decreases \( \delta_e \)) obscures this dependence above 2.5 m.

### 4.4.3 Ventilation - Winter

As a result of the non-linearity of water vapor pressure over ice, near-surface \( \rho_t \) is lower in winter by a factor of 25 compared with summer vapor density and mass transfer rates are as much as two orders of magnitude smaller in the winter than in the summer. Consequently, I expect that \( D_t \) is much smaller in winter than in summer.

I used the methods of Albert (2002) to predict temperature and sublimation and condensation rates in the firm using environmental parameters typical of the Antarctic plateau in winter (\( T_{\text{max}} = -50 ^\circ C, \delta_{\text{air}} \) in equilibrium with winter layers). I used the same surface topography and wind speed as the summer case, and the sub-surface air flow velocity is identical to that shown in Figure 4.2. During winter, firm temperature is coldest at the surface and is progressively warmer with depth. Consequently, in
regions of air inflow, cold and relatively dry air from the atmosphere is advected into progressively warmer firn. The pore space air is sub-saturated and sublimation results. The situation is reversed in regions of air outflow, as relatively warm and moist air is advected into progressively colder firn, resulting in condensation. Note that this pattern of sublimation and condensation is the opposite of the pattern in summer (where condensation is associated with air inflow and sublimation is associated with air outflow).

By using an analytic model (Equation (4.11)) for isotopic diffusion, I determined $D_t$ during the winter. In regions of air inflow, in the upper 0.5 m $D_t = 4 \times 10^{-4}$ m$^2$ yr$^{-1}$. Summer layers are modified more strongly than winter layers since the advected atmospheric vapor is initially in equilibrium with the winter layers. The pore-space vapor becomes gradually heavier, and by 1 m depth resembles typical pore-space vapor. $D_t$ gradually increases with depth, as temperature increases with depth.

In regions of air outflow, $D_t$ is larger due to condensation (Equation (4.7)), as large as $1 \times 10^{-5}$ m$^2$ yr$^{-1}$ in the upper 0.5 m. Condensation in these areas creates progressively lighter vapor. This causes more rapid modification of summer layers, as the remaining vapor is closer to equilibrium with winter layers than summer layers. $D_t$ gradually decreases with depth as condensation rates decrease to $\sim 1.5$ m depth, and then increase as firn temperature increases with depth.

### 4.5 Discussion

These results suggest that summer is the most important season for post-depositional isotopic exchange in the firn, as suggested by other investigators (e.g. Waddington and others, 2002). Since temperatures are higher in summer, isotopic exchange is more rapid. However, if the firn model of Albert (2002) and Chapter 3 generate realistic estimates of sub-surface mass transfer in the firn, isotopic exchange during winter and other seasons should not be ignored. In particular, condensation in the firn results in potentially important isotopic exchange during any season. The condensation rates reported here are for relatively strong winds (10 m wind speed = 10 m s$^{-1}$) and modest surface topography. Slower winds will decrease condensation rates in the firn, as will flatter surface topography.

If we assume that the above model is representative of isotopic exchange during the summer months, we can estimate what the total change might be during the summer season. As noted above, winter layers are modified more rapidly than summer layers during the summer. In regions of air inflow at $\sim 0.5$ m depth, this model predicts that winter layers change by $10 \times 10^{-4}$‰ over 20,000 model seconds (0.23 model days). This rate of change would result in a $0.25$‰ change over a 60 day period. In outflow regions, the rate of change is about 50% smaller than in inflow regions, leading to a change of $\sim 0.1$‰ during summer. This assumes that the isotopic composition of the atmospheric vapor is constant, which is a poor assumption. In fact, the isotopic composition of the atmosphere is strongly influenced by weather systems, and can change by $\sim 10$‰ in a day (Grootes and Stuiver, 1997).

It is evident that for these environmental conditions, this model predicts that full isotopic equilibration between near-surface winter layers and atmospheric vapor will not be reached. This is supported by the model of Waddington and others (2002) which was based on the characteristic times of the isotopic exchange processes involved. For the environmental conditions used here (T $\sim$ -30°C, 10 meter wind speed $= 10$ m s$^{-1}$, accumulation rate 0.25 m yr$^{-1}$) the model of Waddington and others (2002) predicts that isotopic equilibrium between the firn and the atmospheric vapor will not be reached at any depth, but that some degree of equilibration may exist. As noted by Waddington and others (2002), firm will never actually reach isotopic equilibrium with atmospheric vapor since the $\delta_{\text{diam}}$ changes more rapidly than the firm can equilibrate, effectively changing the 'target' towards which the firm is equilibrating.

The rate-limiting step for isotopic exchange in the firn is isotopic equilibration...
between the pore-space vapor and the surrounding ice grains. It is evident that this model predicts that $d_1$ is far from equilibrium with the surrounding snow grains (Figs. 4.6 and 4.9). Larger values of $k$ in Equation (4.4) would promote more vigorous exchange between solid and vapor, leading to larger values of $D_1$. However, full isotopic equilibration between firn and the atmosphere would require unrealistically large values of $k$. Other models (e.g. Rempel and Wettlaufer, in press) assume isotopic equilibrium at the boundary between the solid and fluid phases (an essentially infinite $k$ between the pore space vapor and the outer-most shell of the ice grain, but with Equation (4.4) modified to account for diffusion in the solid as the rate-limiting step). By considering (among other processes) equilibration with firn (an aggregate of grains with a variety of sizes and shapes), the model presented here obscures the importance of isotopic diffusion within individual grains in favor of a bulk equilibration factor $k$. In contrast, the model of Rempel and Wettlaufer (in press) considers exchange between the vapor and a grains of a single radius, and so retains grain-scale isotopic information. Consequently, I have limited $k$ for an aggregate of grains, based on the limited data available.

This model represents a first step towards a physically-based model of post-depositional isotopic exchange in polar snow. However, there are a number of limitations that preclude broad application of the results. This is a static model that uses constant values of surface temperature, relative humidity of the atmosphere and $d_{18}$. In practice, all of these variables can vary widely on diurnal timescales or shorter. The model currently provides a ‘snap-shot’ of idealized changes in the firn at a single point in time.

Consequently, the model cannot accommodate the addition of new snow at the surface. As other investigators have shown (e.g. McConnell and others, 1997a; van der Veen and others, 1999) snow accumulation in Antarctica is episodic and can occur at any time of the year. As snow accumulates at the surface, near-surface layers will be advected through zones of sublimation or condensation and equilibration in the upper 1.5 m. Consequently, the accumulation of snow at the surface will change the spatial relationship between the isotopic profile in the snow (which is advected downwards relative to the snow surface) and regions of rapid phase change (which are a function of surface topography and wind speed, but remain at a fixed depth relative to the snow surface).

Modelling the ongoing compaction and densification in the firn will also be an important component of a model of post-depositional isotopic change in the firn. As noted by several investigators (e.g. Johnsen, 1977; Cuffey and Steig, 1998; Rempel and Wettlaufer, in press), strain decreases the wavelength of isotopic signals through time. Decreasing the wavelength of $d_1$ will increase $D_1$ by increasing the spatial gradient of the pore-space vapor, leading to greater diffusive fluxes. In addition, metamorphic processes (such as grain boundary sliding and grain growth) act to increase firm density through time. The increased density will decrease $D_1$ by decreasing diffusive vapor fluxes (Equation (4.2)). This model uses a uniform density profile in the firn and a uniform wavelength of $d_1$.

There is also uncertainty in several of the model parameters. As discussed above, there is large uncertainty in appropriate values of $k$. In addition, uncertainty in $D_1$ could arise from errors in $D_{as}$, which is ultimately based on the work of Geiger and Poirier (1973) and used by several studies, e.g. Whillans and Groen (1985), Cuffey and Steig (1998) and Johnsen and others (2000). $D_{as}$ is converted to diffusivity in snow ($D_s$) by considering the blocking effect of increasing density on water vapor motion in firn. Cuffey and Steig (1998) showed that, for their model, using a critical density of 730 kg m$^{-3}$ in the denominator of Equation (4.2) provided the best match to observations. Other authors (e.g. Whillans and Groen, 1985) use a larger value, 830 kg m$^{-3}$. In the model results presented here, I used the critical density of Cuffey and Steig, 1998. Using a larger value for the critical density would increase $D_s$ for a given snow density, and therefore increase $D_1$. However, this is a fairly small effect and increasing the critical density from 730 kg m$^{-3}$ to 830 kg m$^{-3}$ increases $D_1$ by ~
5%.

Although isotopic diffusion in the firm is a slow process, the cumulative effects are large. In low accumulation-rate areas, snow remains in the near-surface ventilated zone where isotopic exchange is relatively rapid for many years. It seems likely that winter snow will be modified more so than summer snow, leading to an apparent truncation of the winter portion of the annual δ cycle in snow. If this is correct, it may not be possible to distinguish this type of post-depositional isotope change from the wind-scour model proposed by Fisher and others (1983). Fisher noted that an isotope record from a windy divide site at Agassiz ice cap was apparently missing much of the winter precipitation, based on comparisons with the isotope record from the adjacent flank site, which is much less windy. In the isotope model presented here, stronger winds will lead to larger $D_T$ by increasing the flux of water vapor from the atmosphere into the snow. Equilibration with atmospheric vapor will tend to reduce the amplitude of winter layers, which is also the effect of the wind scour model of Fisher and others (1983). Unless accounted for, either wind scour or the post-depositional asymmetric isotope change suggested here could lead to erroneous reconstruction of the magnitude of seasonal precipitation or temperature variations.

4.6 Conclusions

This model represents a step towards a process-based understanding of post-depositional stable isotope change in the firm. The model results confirm what other investigators have suggested: that isotopic diffusion in the upper few meters is more rapid than can be explained by the Whillans and Grootes (1985) model, isotopic equilibration with atmospheric vapor is an important component of post-depositional isotope change (Waddington and others, 2002) and that firm ventilation can enhance isotopic exchange (Neumann, 2001).

If ventilation effects are neglected (no air flow, sublimation or condensation), the effective diffusivity $D_T$ of this model broadly agrees with other models (e.g. Johnsen and others, 2000). This model suggests that isotopic equilibrium between the pore-space vapor and surrounding snow grains is rarely achieved, in contrast to the assumption of equilibrium in other parameter-based models (such as Cuffey and Steig, 1998). The proven success of these models may be due in part to tuneable parameters such as tortuosity (Johnsen and others, 2000) or critical density (Cuffey and Steig, 1998). This model may be lacking some mechanisms of vapor exchange (such as grain growth) that would increase $D_T$ and improve agreement with Johnsen and others (2000). The disagreement could also be due in part to the large uncertainty in $k$ (Equation (4.4)). It is unlikely that $k$ is large enough to allow equilibrium between phases, but increasing $k$ to 4.5 hr$^{-1}$ would allow this model to match the effective diffusivity of Johnsen and others (2000). Another approach (taken by Rempel and Wettlaufer, in press) is to assume equilibrium between the ice grain surface and the surrounding pore-space vapor, and treat diffusion within the ice grains as the rate-limiting step.

Future model development will focus on reducing the uncertainty in $k$, and including model kinematics to account for the effects of snow accumulation, grain metamorphism and strain. In addition, isotopic inhomogeneities within individual snow grains may be important and their influence on isotopic diffusion in the firm should be examined further.
Figure 4.1: Effective isotopic diffusivity $D_k$ (m$^2$ yr$^{-1}$) as a function of isotopic equilibration coefficient $k$ (hr$^{-1}$). In this model run, firn temperature is uniform ($-30^\circ$ C), $\rho_{snow} = 600$ kg m$^{-3}$, air-flow velocities in the firn are set to zero, and exchange as a result of vapor density gradients are neglected (i.e. no condensation or sublimation). Although the value of $k$ between snow and water vapor is uncertain, I expect $0.1 \leq k \leq 5$ hr$^{-1}$; this range is indicated with the solid line.

Figure 4.2: Air flow in the firn (ventilation) is the result of steady wind flow (10 m wind speed = 10 m s$^{-1}$) over a sinusoidal surface topography (wavelength of surface topography = 3 m, surface amplitude = 0.1 m). Air-flow velocity vectors are calculated as in Colbeck (1989) and Waddington and others (1996), and have a maximum value of 0.01 m s$^{-1}$. Air flow into the firn between 0.75 m and 2.25 m in the horizontal direction, and out of the firn between 0.75 and 2.25 m. Note that air-flow velocities are calculated on a rectangular grid, rather than along the actual sinusoidal snow surface. Cunningham and Waddington (1993) showed that this is a reasonable approximation as long as the aspect ratio of the bumps is < 1.
Figure 4.3: Contours of near-surface firm temperature (in °C) with sub-surface air flow as in Figure 4.2 calculated with environmental conditions typical of Antarctic summer. Firm temperature is calculated using a model similar Albert (2002). Near-surface isothermal zones exist in regions of inflowing air as a result of advection of relatively warm air from the atmosphere ($T_{atm} \sim -20^\circ$ C). Cold air carried from at depth in the firm toward the surface in regions of outflowing air produces large lateral temperature gradients. Below 2.5 m, firm temperature is dominated by conduction, and isotherms are horizontal.

Figure 4.4: Contours of mass-transfer rate (given in $10^{-6}$ kg m$^{-3}$ s$^{-1}$) calculated using environmental conditions typical of Antarctic summer with sub-surface air flow as in Figure 4.2. Contours of 0, ±0.1 and ±0.2 x $10^{-6}$ kg m$^{-3}$ s$^{-1}$ are plotted. Positive values indicate sublimation, negative values indicate condensation. Air flowing into the firm reaches saturation vapor pressure in the upper 0.05 m regardless of the initial relative humidity of the atmosphere (Chapter 3). Condensation in regions of inflowing air is a result of the advection of relatively warm and moist air from the atmosphere into progressively colder and drier regions. Regions of air outflow are marked by sublimation, as cold and dry air from the firm interior is advected into progressively warmer near-surface regions.
Figure 4.5: Numerical model predictions of isotopic change ($\delta_{\text{final}} - \delta_{\text{initial}}$) of firn in regions of air inflow with environmental conditions typical of Antarctic summer after 20,000 model seconds with 10 m wind speed = 10 m s$^{-1}$. Atmospheric vapor was assumed to be in equilibrium with the surface (summer) snow ($\delta_{\text{snow}} \sim -43\%$). Asymmetric changes in the near-surface layers (winter snow modified more strongly than summer layers) due to equilibration with atmospheric vapor. Below $\sim 2$ m, isotopic changes are due to diffusion in the vapor phase and equilibration between solid and vapor. Dashed lines represent fit of analytical model (Equation (4.11)) to numerical model results in order to determine effective diffusivity $D_t$ of numerical model. At $\sim 0.5$ m depth, $D_t = 1.2 \times 10^{-4}$ m$^2$ yr$^{-1}$; at 2.5 m depth, $D_t = 3.4 \times 10^{-5}$ m$^2$ yr$^{-1}$.

Figure 4.6: Numerical model prediction of pore-space vapor ($\delta_v$, solid line), snow ($\delta_s$, dotted line), and equilibrium vapor (from Equation (4.5), dashed line) during summer in regions of air inflow with 10 m wind speed = 10 m s$^{-1}$. The isotopic composition of the pore-space vapor is dominated by atmospheric vapor in the upper 1.5 m ($\delta_{\text{snow}} \sim -43\%$). Condensation results in a depletion of $\delta_s$ between 1 m and 1.5 m. Below 1.5 m, $\delta_s$ is a balance between diffusion in the vapor phase and equilibration between solid and vapor. Note that this model predicts that the pore-space vapor is rarely in isotopic equilibrium with the surrounding snow grains, in contrast to the equilibrium assumption of Whillans and Groves (1985). Vapor disequilibrium is a result of a rapid diffusion in the vapor phase, and relatively slow isotopic equilibration between solid and vapor (Equation (4.4)). The equilibration constant $k$ must be $\sim 100$ hr$^{-1}$ in order to generate pore-space vapor in equilibrium with the solid, a value 2 orders of magnitude higher than our expected range of $k$ (Fig. 4.1).
Figure 4.7: Left panel shows numerical model predictions of isotopic change ($\delta^{final} - \delta^{initial}$) in regions of maximum air inflow with environmental conditions as in Figure 4.5 except wind speed is reduced to 5 m s$^{-1}$. Asymmetric changes in the near-surface layers (winter snow modified more strongly than summer layers) due to equilibration with atmospheric vapor. Between 1 and 1.5 m, isotopically light condensation leads to greater changes in the summer layers than winter layers. In addition, $\delta_1$ is closer to equilibrium with winter layers than summer layers, leading to larger changes in summer layers through isotopic equilibration. Below $\sim$ 2 m, isotopic changes are due to diffusion in the vapor phase and equilibration between solid and vapor. At $\sim$ 0.5 m depth, $D_l = 1.2 \times 10^{-3}$ m$^2$ yr$^{-1}$; at 2.5 m depth, $D_l = 3.4 \times 10^{-3}$ m$^2$ yr$^{-1}$, as shown by dashed lines. Isotopic change under strong winds (10 m s$^{-1}$) is shown for comparison as dash-dot line. Right panel shows pore-space vapor ($\delta_0$, solid line), snow ($\delta_1$, dotted line), and equilibrium vapor (from Equation (4.5), dashed line). The isotopic composition of the pore-space vapor is dominated by atmospheric vapor in the upper 1.5 m, but to a lesser extent than in Figure 4.6. Condensation results in a depletion of $\delta_0$ between 1 m and 1.5 m. Pore space vapor under strong winds is shown for comparison as dash-dot line.

Figure 4.8: Numerical model predictions of isotopic change ($\delta^{final} - \delta^{initial}$) in regions of air outflow with environmental conditions typical of Antarctic summer after 20,000 model seconds and 10 m wind speed = 10 m s$^{-1}$. Asymmetric change in near-surface layers (winter modified slightly more than summer layers) due to diffusion in the vapor phase and equilibration between solid and vapor. Sublination makes $\delta_0$ heavier and closer to isotopic equilibrium with summer layers; consequently, isotopic equilibration changes winter layers more rapidly. Below $\sim$ 2 m, isotopic changes are due to diffusion in the vapor phase and equilibration between solid and vapor. Dashed lines represent fit of analytical model (Equation (4.11)) to numerical model results in order to determine effective diffusivity $D_l$ of numerical model. At $\sim$ 0.5 m depth, $D_l = 7.7 \times 10^{-3}$ m$^2$ yr$^{-1}$; at 2.5 m depth, $D_l = 3 \times 10^{-3}$ m$^2$ yr$^{-1}$. 
Figure 4.9: Numerical model prediction of pore-space vapor ($\delta_p$, solid line), snow ($\delta_s$, dotted line), and equilibrium vapor (from Equation (4.5), dashed line) during summer in regions of air outflow. The increase in the mean $\delta_p$ value between 3 m and 2 m is due to the temperature sensitivity of the fractionation coefficient $\alpha$ (Majoube, 1971). Above 2 m, the sublimation of surrounding snow grains (Fig. 4.4) becomes important. I assume that snow grains sublimate without fractionation. Consequently, sublimation of relatively heavy snow grains accelerates the increase in $\delta_p$. The gradual decrease in amplitude towards the surface is due to increased air flow velocities near the surface, which act to smooth out large variations in $\delta_p$.

Chapter 5
EFFECTS OF VENTILATION ON IRREVERSIBLY-DEPOSITED SPECIES

5.1 Summary

The vapor-transport model of Chapter 3 is used to quantify the effects of firn ventilation on irreversibly-deposited species. These species are not re-entrained after deposition at the snow surface. I assume that non-sea-salt (nss) sulfate is representative of these species. The bulk concentration of nss-sulfate is decreased by water vapor condensation in the firn and increased by sublimation of the surrounding ice grains. Concentration changes as a result of both seasonal and daily temperature cycles are presented. I also investigate the effects of enhanced water vapor diffusivity (hand-to-hand diffusion) in snow on concentrations of nss-sulfate. In all cases, the concentration change induced by water vapor redistribution in the firn is much smaller than the annual variability of nss-sulfate in surface snow.

5.2 Introduction

Temporal variations in chemical records obtained from polar snow and ice have been interpreted in terms of variations in atmospheric chemistry and transport (Legrand and Mayewski, 1997). For example, these records contain information about sea-salt loading in the atmosphere ($\text{Na}^+$), dust loading in the atmosphere (Al or Ca$^{2+}$), biological ocean productivity (methane sulfonate - MSA) and volcanic events ($\text{SO}_4^{2-}$). Much work has been done recently on the air-snow transfer function for many of these species (e.g. Wolff and others, 1998; Harder and others, 2000) in order to determine
how chemical concentrations of these species in surface snow relate to atmospheric concentrations. The extent to which concentrations of these species can be modified after deposition to the snow surface prior to deep burial has been characterized for some species (e.g. \( \text{NO}_2^-, \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \)), but has not been studied in detail for other species (e.g. \( \text{SO}_4^{2-}, \text{MSA} \)).

In this chapter, I examine the effect of firn ventilation on irreversibly-deposited (i.e. hydrophilic) species. As demonstrated in Chapter 3, firn ventilation coupled with seasonal temperature cycles can cause redistribution of water in firn. The concentration of irreversibly-deposited species in snow can be increased by sublimation of the surrounding ice grains, or decreased by condensation. In order to isolate the effect of the redistribution of water on chemical concentration, I avoid chemical species that have complex photochemistry \((\text{NO}_2^-)\) or gaseous components \((\text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \text{ or } \text{Cl}^-)\), and focus on sulfate \((\text{SO}_4^{2-})\).

Sulfate concentration in the atmosphere changes seasonally. Sulfate is the product of the oxidation of biological, anthropogenic and volcanic sulfur emissions. Sulfate forms cloud condensation nuclei and is scavenged out of the atmosphere through both wet and dry deposition mechanisms (Bergin and others, 1995; Waddington and others, 1996). Prior work on sulfate and firn ventilation has focused on the filtering effect of snow (Gjessing, 1977; Cunningham and Waddington, 1993; Harder and others, 2000). These studies demonstrate that sulfate concentrations in snow can change either as a result of changes in the filtering efficiency or changes in atmospheric sulfate concentration. Total sulfate concentration is often converted to non-sea-salt sulfate (nss-sulfate) concentration by removing the fraction of sulfate attributable to sea spray (e.g. Harder and others, 2000). Total sulfate concentration is generally used when studying the record of volcanic events in ice (e.g. Hammer and others, 1980), while nss-sulfate concentration is generally used in studies of seasonal cycles or biological productivity. In this chapter, I use nss-sulfate concentrations, though the results presented here can be applied to total sulfate concentration.

In this chapter, I use the water-vapor motion model of Chapter 3 to determine how firn ventilation can affect the concentration of nss-sulfate in snow. I begin by reviewing a model for calculating water-vapor motion, and then show that firn ventilation can change nss-sulfate concentration by up to 3% for certain environmental conditions.

5.3 Model Details

The model used for calculating temperature, vapor density and sublimation or condensation rates in the firn is similar to the model of Albert (2002), and is described in detail in Chapter 3. The model solves the coupled equations for heat flow and water-vapor motion in a 2-D cross section of the firn. I used this model to determine an approximately steady-state temperature and mass-transfer pattern in the firn corresponding to middle summer conditions with strong winds (Section 3.8.2). The analysis is restricted to summer conditions since firn temperature, and consequently vapor density (through Equation (E.1)) and sublimation / condensation rates are two orders of magnitude larger in summer than winter (Chapter 3).

Air flow through the firn is the result of steady wind flow \((10 \text{ m s}^{-1})\) over a sinusoidal surface topography \((\text{wavelength of surface topography } \lambda = 3 \text{ m}, \text{surface amplitude } h = 0.1 \text{ m}), \text{as in Waddington and others (1996)}.\) Air flow velocity vectors are calculated as in Colbeck (1989) and Waddington and others (1996) as described in Chapter 3, and are shown in Figure 5.1. Here, I assumed a uniform firn microstructure (density and permeability), and that the 10 meter wind speed is constant. The magnitude of the modeled air flow vectors in Figure 5.1 are sensitive to the background wind speed; decreasing the wind speed from \(10 \text{ m s}^{-1}\) to \(5 \text{ m s}^{-1}\) reduces the maximum air flow velocity in the firn from \(~1 \text{ cm s}^{-1}\) to \(0.3 \text{ cm s}^{-1}\). Variations in surface microtopography \((\lambda, h)\) primarily influence the ventilation depth (Waddington and others, 1996).

Calculations of firn temperature, shown in Figure 4.3, were made by assuming that
the surface temperature varies seasonally (mean $T_{an} = -40$ °C; amplitude = 20 °C) and plotted after 10 model days starting in mid-summer. The surface temperature during this time period is $T_{an} \sim -20$ °C. In regions of air inflow (Fig. 5.1, between $x = 0.75$ m and 2.25 m in the horizontal direction), the near-surface firm is isothermal as a result of the vertical advection of relatively warm air from the atmosphere. In regions of air outflow (Fig. 4.2, $x = 0.75$-2.25 m), vertical advection carries relatively cold air from the firm interior towards the surface. Horizontal advection between these two regions helps to create a curved pattern of the isotherms in the upper few meters. Below about 2.5 m depth, advection is less important, and the temperature field is dominated by conduction, resulting in horizontal isotherms.

The phase-change field is calculated as described in Chapter 3 using the governing equations of Albert (2002) and is shown in Figure 4.4. Advection of air through temperature gradients in the firm results in regions of super- and sub-saturated air in the pore spaces. In regions of air inflow, warm saturated air from the atmosphere is advected into the firm. This advected air is super-saturated relative to the cooler firm at depth, resulting in regions of condensation (mass-transfer rate < 0 centered at ~ 1 m depth). In regions of air outflow, relatively cool and dry air from the firm interior is advected into progressively warmer firm near the surface. This air is under-saturated, resulting in sublimation of some surrounding snow. Lateral advection between regions of inflow and outflow coupled with the sinusoidal temperature pattern curves the locus of maximum sublimation toward the surface.

Sublimation and condensation rates presented here below ~ 5 cm depth in the firm are insensitive to the initial vapor density of the atmospheric air. Using these air flow velocities (Fig. 4.2), air advected into the firm reaches saturation vapor density in the upper few cm of the firm, regardless of initial vapor density (Section 3.8.1). In the model results presented here, I have assumed that the air advected into the firm is initially saturated.

The model results presented here use a uniform snow density (= 300 kg m$^{-3}$) and permeability (= 5 x 10$^{-9}$ m$^2$). The diffusivity of water vapor in snow is calculated following Cuffey and Steig (1998) as:

$$D_v = 0.0371 T^{-1.75} \left(1 - \frac{\rho_{snow}}{730}\right)$$

where $T$ is firm temperature expressed in K and $\rho_{snow}$ is the snow density expressed in kg m$^{-3}$. This combination of $\rho_{snow}$ and $T$ (~ 253 K) results in $D_v \approx 1.2 \times 10^{-5}$ m$^2$ s$^{-1}$.

Prior research (e.g. Harder and others, 1996; Harder and others, 2000) has shown that snow acts as an excellent filter for sulfate aerosols. Virtually 100% of sulfate aerosol is removed in the upper 2 cm of the firm in regions of air inflow. Consequently, sulfate concentrations are relatively higher in the upper 2 cm in regions of air inflow compared with regions of air outflow as a result of firm ventilation. In this study, I am primarily interested in the magnitude of post-depositional change in sulfate concentrations, so I have assumed that sulfate is uniformly distributed throughout the firm initially.

### 5.4 Results and Discussion

#### 5.4.1 Seasonal Cycles

Typical concentrations of nss-sulfate in surface snow are on the order of 100 ng g$^{-1}$ of H$_2$O (e.g. Harder and others, 2000). Sulfate concentration in firm will be modified by the redistribution of water in the firm. In regions of sublimation (condensation) sulfate concentrations will increase (decrease).

By assuming that the calculated sublimation and condensation rates are representative of much of the summer, I estimated the cumulative effect of ventilation on sulfate concentration in the firm. I assumed that the temperature pattern and wind speed presented above are representative of the warmest 2 months of the year; the cumulative sublimation and condensation fields are shown in Figure (3.13).
Beneath regions of air inflow (Fig. 5.1; air enters the firm between \( x = 0.75 \text{ m} \) and \( 2.25:3 \text{ m} \) along the snow surface, where \( x \) is the lateral spatial coordinate) the maximum cumulative condensation over 60 days is \( \sim 1 \text{ kg m}^{-3} \) and is centered at \( \sim 1 \text{ meter depth} \). Since I used a uniform snow density of \( 300 \text{ kg m}^{-3} \), this is a very small change, and will decrease sulfate concentration in the firm by \(< 1\% \). The maximum cumulative sublimation is found beneath regions of air outflow \((x = 0.75:2.25 \text{ m})\), and is also about \( 1 \text{ kg m}^{-3} \), leading to a sulfate concentration increase of \(< 1\% \). Therefore, the effects of sublimation and condensation driven by seasonal temperature cycles on nss-sulfate are small.

5.4.2 Daily Cycles

Sublimation and condensation in the firm are caused by the advection of pore space vapor through temperature gradients in the firm. Firn temperature at \( 1 \text{ m depth} \) is influenced primarily by the seasonal cycle. Consequently, these effects can be characterized as concentration changes due to the seasonal cycle. At that depth, typical temperature gradients are \( \sim 5 \text{ °C m}^{-1} \). Much larger temperature gradients have been measured in the upper few decimeters of firn (Satow and Watanabe, 1975) as a result of diurnal temperature variations and synoptic weather systems. Surface temperature at a site is influenced by synoptic-scale weather systems and can vary by several tens of degrees in an hour. Rapid surface temperature changes, coupled with firn ventilation, can generate sublimation (and condensation) rates much larger than those produced as a result of the seasonal cycle.

The large and unknown variability of surface temperature on hourly timescales precludes calculating near-surface sublimation rates at a site, unless time series of surface temperature, wind speed and wind direction are available. However, in order to quantify the potential importance of daily temperature changes, I used the above model and allowed \( T_{\text{min}} \) to vary sinusoidally with a 24 hour period and 5°C amplitude.

As expected, larger temperature gradients \((\sim 35 \text{ °C m}^{-1})\) can develop in the upper 1 m in regions of air inflow. Both the magnitude and the sign of the near-surface temperature gradient change throughout the daily cycle. During the warmest 12 hours of the day, the model predicts condensation rates as large as \( 8.5 \times 10^{-6} \text{ kg m}^{-3} \text{s}^{-1} \) in air-inflow regions, when warm and relatively moist air is advected into the colder firm. Regions of air outflow are largely unaffected by diurnal surface temperature changes, since firm temperature in these regions is dominated by advection of relatively cold air from the firm interior. Sublimation rates in air-outflow regions are lower, typically \( 2 \times 10^{-7} \text{ kg m}^{-3} \text{s}^{-1} \), corresponding to a much smaller temperature gradient \((\sim 3 \text{ °C m}^{-1})\).

The daily cycle of sublimation and condensation in the upper meter of the firm is nearly symmetric; rapid sublimation during the cold parts of the day are balanced by rapid condensation during the warm parts of the day. However, since vapor density is a function of temperature, sublimation does not quite balance condensation. Figure 5.2 shows the total condensation in the upper 3 meters of the firm in a region of air inflow (solid line) and outflow (dashed line) integrated over the daily cycle. The model predicts that the net condensation rate in the upper 1 meter is \( \sim 0.1 \text{ factor of 3 larger than the sublimation or condensation rates induced by the seasonal cycle.} \) In regions of air inflow, the cumulative condensation rate is \( \sim 20 \text{ g m}^{-3} \text{ day}^{-1} \) in the upper 1 m. The daily temperature cycle is most influential in the upper 50 cm, while the influence of the seasonal cycle is centered at 1.5 m depth. In regions of air outflow, the cumulative daily sublimation rate is \( \sim 10 \text{ g m}^{-3} \text{ day}^{-1} \). The maximum sublimation rate is centered at 40 cm depth. Above that level, the lateral advection of relatively moist air from regions of air inflow inhibits strong sublimation.

Note that these net changes are not much larger than the changes due to sublimation or condensation induced by the seasonal temperature cycle, which are also \( \sim 20 \text{ g m}^{-3} \text{ day}^{-1} \). However, the energy associated with phase changes induced by the daily temperature variation tends to reduce the influence of the seasonal temperature cycle in regions of air inflow. The daily temperature cycle does not allow a large nearly
Beneath regions of air inflow (Fig. 5.1; air enters the firm between \( x = 0.75 \) m and 2.25:3 m along the snow surface, where \( x \) is the lateral spatial coordinate) the maximum cumulative condensation over 60 days is \( \sim 1 \) kg m\(^{-3}\) and is centered at \( \sim 1 \) meter depth. Since I used a uniform snow density of 300 kg m\(^{-3}\), this is a very small change, and will decrease sulfate concentration in the firm by \( < 1\% \). The maximum cumulative sublimation is found beneath regions of air outflow \( (x = 0.75:2.25 \) m\), and is also about \( 1 \) kg m\(^{-3}\), leading to a sulfate concentration increase of \( < 1\% \). Therefore, the effects of sublimation and condensation driven by seasonal temperature cycles on nss-sulfate are small.

5.4.2 Daily Cycles

Sublimation and condensation in the firm are caused by the advection of pore space vapor through temperature gradients in the firm. Firn temperature at 1 m depth is influenced primarily by the seasonal cycle. Consequently, these effects can be characterized as concentration changes due to the seasonal cycle. At that depth, typical temperature gradients are \( \sim 5 \) °C m\(^{-1}\). Much larger temperature gradients have been measured in the upper few decimeters of firn (Satow and Watanabe, 1975) as a result of diurnal temperature variations and synoptic weather systems. Surface temperature at a site is influenced by synoptic-scale weather systems and can vary by several tens of degrees in an hour. Rapid surface temperature changes, coupled with firn ventilation, can generate sublimation (and condensation) rates much larger than those produced as a result of the seasonal cycle.

The large and unknown variability of surface temperature on hourly timescales precludes calculating near-surface sublimation rates at a site, unless time series of surface temperature, wind speed and wind direction are available. However, in order to quantify the potential importance of daily temperature changes, I used the above model and allowed \( T_{\text{air}} \) to vary sinusoidally with a 24 hour period and 5°C amplitude.

As expected, larger temperature gradients \( (\sim 35 \) °C m\(^{-1}\)) can develop in the upper 1 m in regions of air inflow. Both the magnitude and the sign of the near-surface temperature gradient change throughout the daily cycle. During the warmest 12 hours of the day, the model predicts condensation rates as large as \( 8.5 \times 10^{-4} \) kg m\(^{-2}\) s\(^{-1}\) in air-inflow regions, when warm and relatively moist air is advected into the colder firm. Regions of air outflow are largely unaffected by diurnal surface temperature changes, since firm temperature in these regions is dominated by advection of relatively cold air from the firm interior. Sublimation rates in air-outflow regions are lower, typically \( 2 \times 10^{-7} \) kg m\(^{-2}\) s\(^{-1}\), corresponding to a much smaller temperature gradient \( (\sim 3 \) °C m\(^{-1}\)).

The daily cycle of sublimation and condensation in the upper meter of the firm is nearly symmetric; rapid sublimation during the cold parts of the day are balanced by rapid condensation during the warm parts of the day. However, since vapor density is a function of temperature, sublimation does not quite balance condensation. Figure 5.2 shows the total condensation in the upper 3 meters of the firm in a region of air inflow (solid line) and outflow (dashed line) integrated over the daily cycle. The model predicts that the net condensation rate in the upper meter is \( \sim \) a factor of 3 larger than the sublimation or condensation rates induced by the seasonal cycle. In regions of air inflow, the cumulative condensation rate is \( \sim 20 \) g m\(^{-3}\) day\(^{-1}\) in the upper 1 m. The daily temperature cycle is most influential in the upper 50 cm, while the influence of the seasonal cycle is centered at 1.5 m depth. In regions of air outflow, the cumulative daily sublimation rate is \( \sim 10 \) g m\(^{-3}\) day\(^{-1}\). The maximum sublimation rate is centered at 40 cm depth. Above that level, the lateral advection of relatively moist air from regions of air inflow inhibits strong sublimation.

Note that these net changes are not much larger than the changes due to sublimation or condensation induced by the seasonal temperature cycle, which are also \( \sim 20 \) g m\(^{-3}\) day\(^{-1}\). However, the energy associated with phase changes induced by the daily temperature variation tends to reduce the influence of the seasonal temperature cycle in regions of air inflow. The daily temperature cycle does not allow a large nearly
isothermal region in the upper 75 cm to be created (c.f. Fig. 3.11). This isothermal zone is partially responsible for the large condensation rates centered at ~ 1 m depth when only seasonal temperature forcing is used.

It should also be noted that these condensation rates are generated by using an idealized diurnal surface temperature cycle in the model; the actual surface temperature variations at a site could be quite different, leading to much different magnitudes in condensation or sublimation in the upper 1m of the firm. However, I expect that most sites will show net condensation in firm over a daily cycle as a result of the higher vapor densities in the firm during the warm part of the day.

Although the condensation rate due to the daily cycle is larger than the rates generated by the seasonal cycle, the impact on sulfate concentrations in the firm is still modest. If the results of Figure 5.2 are extrapolated over the summer season (60 days), the maximum cumulative condensation in the firm is ~ 1.5 kg m⁻³. For $p_{\text{snow}} = 300$ kg m⁻³, this change corresponds to a sulfate concentration decrease of less than 1%. From this analysis, I conclude the sublimation and condensation in the firm driven by daily temperature cycles do not have a strong influence on nss-sulfate.

5.4.3 Hand-to-Hand Diffusion

The potential for firm ventilation-driven post-depositional sulfate concentration change is modest. Harder and others (2000) showed that nss-sulfate concentrations in snow pits at South Pole frequently vary by a factor of 2 in the upper meter. These measurements support theoretical work by Waddington and others (1996) that predicted that the variation is due to changes in both atmospheric concentration of nss-sulfate (varies by an order of magnitude) and filtering efficiency (due to changes in wind speed and microtopography). The total sulfate measurements of Stenberg (2000) from East Antarctica also show large variability with depth (factor of 3).

Several investigators (e.g. Yosida and others, 1955; Powers and others, 1985; Colbeck, 1993) suggest that water vapor diffuses more easily through snow than through air. This so-called 'hand-to-hand' diffusion results from vapor diffusion through pore spaces as well as vapor transfer from particle to particle. Particle-to-particle vapor transport is a result of the large thermal conductivity differences between air and ice. This difference results in relatively large thermal gradients across pore spaces, and relatively small thermal gradients across ice grains. The net effect of this process is to allow water vapor to diffuse in snow as much as 5 times faster than in air.

I tested the influence of enhanced water vapor diffusivity in snow by increasing $D_v$ by a factor of 5, from $1.2 \times 10^{-5}$ m² s⁻¹ to $6 \times 10^{-5}$ m² s⁻¹. The primary result of this change is to decrease the Peclet number substantially. The Peclet number is a non-dimensional number that describes the relative strength of advection and diffusion (Appendix D). Figure 5.3 shows that increasing $D_v$ decreases the range over which vapor transport is advection-dominated (Peclet number > 1) considerably. With a large vapor diffusivity, diffusion is the dominant vapor transport process below the upper ~ 25 cm, unlike in the low $D_v$ case, where diffusion is dominant only below 1 m.

Increasing $D_v$ also affects the net condensation and sublimation rates in the firm. Figure 5.4 compares the cumulative condensation (in kg m⁻³ day⁻¹) calculated with both values of $D_v$ in regions of air inflow. Both show the same net condensation in the upper ~ 75 cm as a result of the daily temperature cycle. Below this depth, the higher $D_v$ case shows lower net condensation. In both cases, vapor transport below 1 meter is dominated by diffusion (Fig. 5.3). Increasing the diffusivity will lead to a decrease in the sublimation or condensation rate. As shown in Appendix E, the driving force for sublimation or condensation in the firm is a mismatch between the vapor density in pore spaces and the saturation vapor density. The net mobility of water vapor increases as $D_v$ increases. With large values of $D_v$, large differences between vapor density and saturation vapor density do not develop, and so sublimation or condensation rates are smaller. Consequently, the cumulative condensation in regions of air inflow are about 25% lower with a factor of 5 enhancement to $D_v$. 


Increasing $D_s$ changes the net condensation rate at depth in the firn, but has little effect on condensation due to the diurnal cycle. Consequently, nss-sulfate concentrations in the snow is sensitive to changes in $D_s$ only below $\sim 1$ m. This analysis suggests that water-vapor redistribution in firn has a small effect on nss-sulfate concentrations, whether $D_s$ reflects hand-to-hand diffusion or not.

5.4.4 Cumulative Effects

The largest condensation and sublimation rates are found in the upper 2 meters of the firn. In low-accumulation rate areas, snow may remain in the near-surface ventilated zone for several years. If the surface topography is stationary, such that areas of air inflow and outflow are in the same place, the effects of firn ventilation on nss-sulfate concentration are cumulative. In this case, the total concentration change is a function of both accumulation rate (vertical velocity) and condensation/sublimation rate.

Several investigators (e.g. McConnell and others 1997a; van der Veen and others, 1999) have demonstrated the episodic nature of snowfall on the antarctic plateau. However, by assuming a constant accumulation rate of snow at the surface we can estimate the cumulative effect that firn ventilation may have on irreversibly-deposited species, such as nss-sulfate. Using an accumulation rate of snow of 20 cm yr$^{-1}$ ($\rho_{snow} = 300$ kg m$^{-3}$, corresponds to 6.5 cm ice yr$^{-1}$), and neglecting strain, a packet of snow will move through the upper 3 m in 15 years. I further assume that the condensation and sublimation rates presented here are valid for the warmest 60 days of the year, and that water-vapor motion in other seasons can be neglected.

Figure 5.5 shows the cumulative condensation in the firn with these assumptions versus age in the firn. This age range (25 years) corresponds to the upper 5 meters of the firn, since I have neglected strain in the firn column. The solid line shows the cumulative mass change in regions of air inflow which have net condensation over the daily cycle, as shown above. Integrating the daily pattern of condensation shown in Figure 5.2 over depth results in a total mass gain of $\sim 7$ kg m$^{-3}$ in the upper 10 years (2 meters). For $\rho_{snow} = 300$ kg m$^{-3}$, this change corresponds to a sulfate concentration decrease of $\sim 2\%$.

Regions of air outflow are marked by sublimation, as cold air from the firn interior is advected into progressively warmer layers near the surface. The cumulative mass change in regions of air inflow is shown by the dashed line in Figure 5.5. As noted above, regions of air outflow are not affected by the diurnal temperature cycle, but are influenced most strongly by the seasonal cycle. With the assumptions presented above, the model predicts that snow will lose $\sim 6$ kg m$^{-3}$ as it is advected down through the firn. For the snow density used in this study ($\rho_{snow} = 300$ kg m$^{-3}$), this mass loss due to sublimation will increase nss-sulfate concentration by about 3%.

5.5 Conclusions

Ventilation causes sublimation and condensation in the firn as a result of air flow through the firn, coupled with temperature gradients. The model for mass and energy conservation in the firn using only the seasonal temperature cycle predicts total mass transfer of $\sim 1$ kg m$^{-3}$ of sublimation or condensation over the summer season. This water-vapor redistribution results in very modest changes ($< 1\%$) in the concentration of nss-sulfate and other irreversibly deposited species.

Firm temperature in the upper 1 meter is influenced by short-term variations in surface temperature, such as synoptic-scale weather or diurnal cycles. The short-term variations can generate larger temperature gradients, and consequently larger sublimation and condensation rates than seasonal temperature cycles. Using an idealized surface temperature cycle, this model predicts net condensation over a diurnal cycle in the upper 1 meter of the firn. Over the course of the summer season, the model predicts a maximum cumulative mass change of 2 kg, which causes a 1% concentration change in nss-sulfate. The actual short-term surface temperature variation at
a site could generate much different sublimation or condensation rates. This model predicts temperature gradients as large as 35 °C m⁻¹; larger temperature gradients have been observed (Satow and Watanabe, 1985). However, the results presented here (which use a 5 degree amplitude daily surface temperature cycle) may represent a plausible surface temperature variation.

The diffusivity of water vapor in snow is potentially five times larger than the diffusivity of water vapor in air (e.g. Yosida and others, 1955; Colbeck, 1993). Enhancing $D_v$ by a factor of 5 leads to a decrease in the sublimation or condensation rate in the firn below the upper meter. Since the most rapid phase changes are in the upper meter, the concentrations of irreversibly-deposited species in the firn is largely insensitive to changes in $D_v$.

The concentration of many irreversibly-deposited species (such as nss-sulfate) vary seasonally. In the case of nss-sulfate, the atmospheric concentration varies by as much as 2 orders of magnitude and the concentration in firn varies by a factor of 2 or more (Harder, 2000; Stenberg, 2000) during the annual cycle. The predicted concentration change due to firn ventilation in a single season is much smaller than the annual variability in nss-sulfate. Consequently, it is unlikely that firn ventilation causes measurable changes in nss-sulfate. If surface topography is stationary in time, the effects of firn ventilation on nss-sulfate concentration may be cumulative. For a constant vertical velocity of 0.20 m yr⁻¹, the model presented here predicts total cumulative concentration change in nss-sulfate in regions of air inflow would be 3 %, still far less than the annual variability. It may be possible to detect post-depositional changes in other irreversibly-deposited species that have a relatively constant or well-characterized flux (e.g. $^{10}$Be) to the snow surface throughout the year.

Figure 5.1: Air flow in the firn (ventilation) is the result of steady wind flow (10 m wind speed = 10 m s⁻¹) over a sinusoidal surface topography (wavelength of surface topography = 3 m, surface amplitude = 0.1 m). Air-flow velocity vectors are calculated as in Colbeck (1989) and Waddington and others (1996), and have a maximum value of 0.01 m s⁻¹. Air flows into the firn between 0.75 m and 2.25 m in the horizontal direction, and out of the firn between 0.75 and 2.25 m. Note that air-flow velocities are calculated on a rectangular grid, rather than along the actual sinusoidal snow surface. Cunningham and Waddington (1993) showed that this is a reasonable approximation as long as the aspect ratio of the bumps is < 1.
Figure 5.2: Cumulative daily mass-transfer of water (expressed as kg m$^{-3}$ day$^{-1}$) as a result of diurnal surface temperature changes (amplitude = 5°C). Mass-transfer rates are calculated using environmental conditions typical of Antarctic summer with subsurface air flow as in Figure 5.1. Negative mass-transfer rates indicate condensation. Solid (dashed) line represents cumulative change in regions of air inflow (outflow). Rapid condensation during warm parts of day in regions of air inflow (when relatively warm and moist air enters snow pack) is nearly balanced by rapid sublimation during the cold parts of the day (when cold air enters the firm). Integrating the mass transfer over the daily cycle yields net condensation in regions of air inflow (e.g. solid line at 0.4 m depth) as a result of higher vapor pressure during the warmer part of the day, which leads to larger mass-transfer rates during the warm part of the day. Influence of seasonal cycle is centered at 1.5 m in regions of air inflow. Regions of air outflow show sublimation throughout the daily temperature cycle. Lateral advection of warm, moist air from regions of air inflow inhibits strong sublimation in the upper 30 cm.

Figure 5.3: Change in Peclet number $P$ in a region of air inflow as a result of enhanced water vapor diffusivity $D_h$. Solid line represents Peclet number with $D_h$ calculated as in Equation 5.1. Dashed line represents Peclet number with $D_h$ enhanced by a factor of 5. Increase in $D_h$ reduces the depth of the firm dominated by vertical advection ($P > 1$) from upper 1 m to upper 20 cm.
Figure 5.4: Comparison of cumulative daily condensation (expressed as kg m\(^{-3}\) day\(^{-1}\)) in region of air inflow. Solid (dashed) line represents cumulative daily condensation with normal (enhanced) water vapor diffusivity \(D_e\). Both values of \(D_e\) show the same pattern in upper 75 cm due to daily temperature cycle (as in Fig. 5.2). Below that depth, enhanced \(D_e\) prevents large differences between vapor density and saturation vapor density in regions influenced by seasonal temperature cycles (centered at 1.5 m depth). This leads to lower condensation rates in regions with large temperature (and vapor density) gradients. Where temperature gradients are smaller (below \(\sim 2\) m), enhanced \(D_e\) leads to increased condensation rates, as diffusion length scale is increased.

Figure 5.5: Cumulative change in firm mass (expressed as kg m\(^{-3}\)) as a result of diurnal surface temperature changes (amplitude = 5°C), assuming a constant vertical velocity of 0.2 m yr\(^{-1}\). Solid line represents total condensation experienced by a parcel of snow advected through the firm column in a region of air inflow. Dashed line represents total sublimation experienced by a region of air outflow. Analysis assumes that daily condensation or sublimation rates (Fig. 5.2) are representative of the warmest 60 days of the year, and that other seasons have a minor influence on total condensation or sublimation.
Chapter 6

EFFECTS OF VENTILATION ON REVERSIBLY-DEPOSITED SPECIES

6.1 Summary

Modifications to the H2O2 preservation model of McConnell and others (1998) are made to account for the effects of sublimation and condensation induced by firm ventila
tion on H2O2 concentration in the firm. I assume that H2O2 is representative of chemicals that cycle between the atmosphere and snow after deposition to the snow surface (reversibly-deposited species). Sublimation releases H2O2 from ice grains, decreasing the mean H2O2 concentration. Condensation increases H2O2 concentration through 2 processes: scavenging H2O2 from the pore space vapor (particularly important in the summer when atmospheric H2O2 concentrations are large) and increasing the grain radius, which lengthens the diffusion path in the solid particles. I use the vapor-transport model of Chapter 3 to predict sublimation and condensation rates in the firm, and to predict changes in average grain size. This analysis suggests that sublimation and condensation are of secondary importance to H2O2 concentration in firm, but may be more important to the preservation of other reversibly-deposited species. This study also suggests that it is likely that other mechanisms are responsible for grain size changes in addition to firm ventilation.

6.2 Introduction

Temporal variations in chemical records obtained from polar snow and ice have been interpreted in terms of variations in atmospheric chemistry and transport. (Legrand

and Mayewski, 1997). These chemical records are composed of measurements of both aerosol species (which are relatively immobile after deposition to the ice sheet surface) and volatile species (which can be lost to the atmosphere after deposition). Volatile species generally exist as trace gasses in the polar atmosphere (e.g. HF, HCL, HNO3, HCHO, H2O2) and are scavenged by ice grains growing in the atmosphere. Unlike irreversibly-deposited species, such as most aerosols, a fraction of the mass of volatile species in snow grains cycles between the atmosphere and snow through time. Consequently, volatile species are said to be 'reversibly deposited'.

In this chapter, I examine the effect of firm ventilation on reversibly-deposited (i.e. hydrophobic or volatile) species. As demonstrated in Chapter 3, firm ventilation coupled with seasonal temperature cycles can redistribute water in firm. Concentrations of reversibly-deposited species in snow are decreased by sublimation of the surrounding ice grain, as reversibly-deposited species can generally exist as gasses. The effect of condensation on reversibly-deposited species depends in part upon the chemical under consideration. Condensation increases the diffusion path length by increasing the grain radius. In addition, the process of condensation in the firm can scavenge trace gasses out of pore-spaces. In order to isolate the effect of the redistribution of water on chemical concentration, I avoid chemical species that have complex photochemistry (NOx) or interact readily with snow (OH-), and focus on H2O2. I assume that H2O2 is representative of other reversibly-deposited species (e.g. Waddington and others, 1996).

Hydrogen peroxide is formed in the atmosphere through combination of two HO2 (Christensen and others, 2002), and destroyed photochemically. H2O2 measurements in firm and ice cores are used to understand changes in the oxidizing capacity of the atmosphere (e.g. Thompson, 1995). Prior work (McConnell and others, 1997; McConnell and others, 1998) resulted in a model for H2O2 preservation in firm. The model captured the major mechanisms for post-depositional change of H2O2 and was able to match the magnitude of the variation of H2O2 in firm. Uncertainties in the
timing and magnitude of accumulation lead to errors in the depth of major H$_2$O$_2$
structure (such as seasonal cycles), while uncertainty in the H$_2$O$_2$ concentration in
surface snow lead to errors in the estimates of H$_2$O$_2$ loss from the firm. In general,
the model of McConnell and others (1998) demonstrates that preservation of H$_2$O$_2$
is primarily a function of grain size, ventilation rate and timing and magnitude of
snow accumulation. Loss of H$_2$O$_2$ is a result of diffusion through the ice grain and
equilibration of H$_2$O$_2$ in pore space vapor.

In this chapter, I modify the model of McConnell and others (1998) to include the
effects of sublimation and condensation on H$_2$O$_2$ concentrations in snow. I calculate
the sublimation and condensation rates using the water-vapor motion model of Chap-
ter 3. I begin by reviewing the model of McConnell and others (1998) for calculating
H$_2$O$_2$ concentration in firm, and describe my adaptations to it. This model allows me
to also predict changes in average grain radius. Comparison of the predicted grain
growth rates with the measurements of Gow (1969) and Sturm and Benson (1997)
suggests that processes other than firm-ventilation-induced condensation control grain
growth. This study supports the finding of McConnell and others (1998) that diffusion
of H$_2$O$_2$ through ice grains and equilibration with pore space air are primarily
responsible for H$_2$O$_2$ changes in firm, and that post-depositional water-vapor motion
plays a secondary role.

6.3 Model Details

McConnell and others (1998) presented a model to calculate H$_2$O$_2$ changes within
individual snow grains. I have modified this model to take into account H$_2$O$_2$ changes
as a result of ventilation-driven sublimation and condensation on H$_2$O$_2$ concentration
in the firm.

McConnell and others (1998) model snow using radially-symmetric spherical ice
grains. In the following, temperature is $T$, the radial coordinate of the ice grain is $r$
and the ice grains have radius $a$. The time-dependent peroxide concentration $C_t$ in
the grains is given by a spherical diffusion equation:

$$ \frac{\partial C_t}{\partial t} = \frac{1}{r^2} \left[ \frac{\partial}{\partial r} D_t(T) r^2 \left( \frac{\partial C_t}{\partial r} \right) \right] $$

(6.1)

where $D_t(T)$ is the temperature-dependent diffusivity of H$_2$O$_2$ in an ice grain (Conklin
and others, 1993). By assuming that $D_t$ is uniform within an ice grain McConnell
and others (1998) simplified Equation (6.1):

$$ \frac{\partial C_t}{\partial t} = D_t(T) \frac{\partial}{\partial r} \left[ r^2 \frac{\partial C_t}{\partial r} \right] $$

(6.2)

The H$_2$O$_2$ concentration on the grain surface $C_t(a, t)$ is determined by exchange of
H$_2$O$_2$ with the pore space air through adsorption and desorption. I assume that the
H$_2$O$_2$ exchange between the grain and the pore space air is instantaneous. $C_t(a, t)$
is determined by the concentration $C_{air}(t)$ in the firm pore space around the ice grain
and by a partitioning coefficient $K_D$. This relationship takes the functional form of
Henry’s Law:

$$ K_D(T(t)) = \frac{C_t(a, t)}{C_{air}(t)} $$

(6.3)

where $C_t$ is expressed in moles per liter and $C_{air}$ is expressed in atmospheres. The
equilibrium partitioning coefficient $K_D$ is temperature dependent, and has been esti-
mated in lab studies (Conklin and others, 1993) and field-based studies (McConnell
and others, 1997b). $K_D$ increases with decreasing temperature (Conklin and others,
1993); thus, cold snow has a larger capacity to uptake H$_2$O$_2$. The model of McConnell
and others (1998) uses values of $K_D$ from McConnell and others (1997b) which are
somewhat larger than those of Conklin and others (1993).

Initially, snow grains are assumed to have uniform H$_2$O$_2$ concentration through-
out the grain. During ice grain formation in the atmosphere, hydrogen peroxide is
incorporated into growing ice grains through co-deposition (Conklin and others, 1993;
Neftel and others, 1995) (i.e. same molar ratio in the ice grain and the atmosphere). Co-deposition results in supersaturation of H$_2$O$_2$ in the solid phase (Equation (6.3)) in newly-formed snow grains, since $K_D$ is much smaller than the co-deposition partitioning coefficient. Consequently, snow grains release H$_2$O$_2$ after formation (Bales and others, 1995) as the H$_2$O$_2$ concentration in the ice grains returns toward equilibrium with the surrounding air.

McConnell and others (1998) solved Equation (6.2) with a two-dimensional finite-difference scheme. Earlier studies (McConnell and others, 1997b) used an analytical solution, but were limited by assuming a uniform concentration in the grain at the beginning of each weekly time-step. They assumed a uniform H$_2$O$_2$ concentration in the grain to avoid calculating the large number of Fourier coefficients necessary if a variable initial concentration is assumed. In this study, I have used an analytical solution to Equation (6.2) which assumes an arbitrary initial condition $(C_r(0, t) = f(r))$ at the start of each time step.

I assume a constant H$_2$O$_2$ concentration on the grain surface throughout the time step (i.e. $C_r(0, t) = C_r(0)$, and use the coordinate transformation $u(r, t) = r C_r(r, t)$ to transform Equation (6.2):

$$\frac{\partial u}{\partial t} = D(T) \frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial r^2}$$  

(6.4)

with the transformed boundary conditions $u(0, 0) = 0$ and $u(a, t) = u(a) = a C_r(a)$ and the initial condition $u(r, 0) = r f(r)$. This equation can be solved in closed form and transformed back to the original coordinates (Haberman, 1987, p.246):

$$C_r(r, t) = C_r(0, t) + \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} a_n \sin \left( \frac{n \pi r}{a} \right) \exp \left( -D(T) \frac{(n \pi)^2}{a^2} t \right)$$  

(6.5)

where $a_n$ are the Fourier coefficients, given by:

$$a_n = \frac{2}{\pi} \int_0^a [r f(r') - r C_r(0)] \sin \left( \frac{n \pi r'}{a} \right) dr'$$  

(6.6)

In order to calculate $C_r(r, t)$ over long time periods, I update the surface boundary condition $C_r(0)$ (which is a function of temperature (Equation (6.3)) several times a day. The profile resulting from Equation (6.5) after a single time step is used as the initial profile in the following time step. This solution technique obviates the need for the high temporal-resolution finite-difference solution of McConnell and others (1998), which was solved every 6 seconds.

However, this solution technique relies upon the Fourier expansion of the H$_2$O$_2$ concentration in the grain at the beginning of each time step. I retained as many Fourier coefficients as necessary to ensure that the Fourier expansion of the initial profile differed from the real initial profile by less than 1% in all cases ($\sim 10^3$ Fourier coefficients were typically required).

I include the effects of ventilation-driven sublimation and condensation of water on the H$_2$O$_2$ concentration at the end of each time step. For a given snow density and grain radius, I calculate the number of snow grains and total surface area of the grains per cubic meter of firn. The average sublimation or condensation rate in the firn (expressed in kg m$^{-2}$s$^{-1}$ and determined using the methods of Chapter 3) is then converted to a change in snow grain radius by assuming that sublimation (or condensation) occurs evenly over all snow grains.

This analysis assumes that the total number of grains in a given volume (number density) is constant. In seasonal snow packs, Sturm and Benson (1997) have demonstrated the the number of grains per volume decreases by as much as 2 orders of magnitude during the winter season as a result of local water-vapor redistribution between grains. This decrease in the number of grains is associated with a factor of 3 increase in average grain radius. Gow (1969) measured rapid grain growth in the upper 4 m at South Pole, and slower growth below that depth, but did not report a decrease in the number density of snow grains with depth. Rapid grain growth and changes in the number density of grains could change the surface area to volume ratio of the snow pack, depending on the growth habit of the ice grains (Colbeck, 1983b).
Clearly, the effects of grain growth and changes in the number density of grains in polar snow warrants further study. In this preliminary analysis, I have assumed that ice grains can be approximated by ice spheres, that the grains remain spherical during periods of crystal growth, and that number density of grains is constant.

I assume that \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \) does not fractionate during ice grain sublimation, and that the outer layers of the grain and all of the \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \) within the layer is removed during sublimation. Consequently, sublimation does not affect \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \) concentration directly, but decreases the snow grain radius. The decrease in radius facilitates the exchange of \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \) between the ice grain and the surrounding pore space by shortening the diffusion path length.

The condensation of water vapor in firm has two effects on \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \) in an ice grain. First, water vapor condensation increases the grain radius and increases the diffusion path length of \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \). Second, I assume that water vapor and \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \) are incorporated into the new ice layers in the same manner as ice grains grow in the atmosphere, that is through co-deposition (Conklin and others, 1993; Neftel and others, 1995). Consequently, ice layers added through condensation in the firm have a \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \) concentration much higher than the equilibrium concentration for solid ice (Equation (6.3)).

This model assumes that \( C_{\text{air}} \) is known. McConnell and others (1998) used a one-dimensional advection-dispersion equation to calculate the evolution of \( C_{\text{air}} \) in the pore space air. In this simplified model, I use a prescribed value for \( C_{\text{air}} \) in order to demonstrate the effect of condensation and sublimation on the evolution of \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \) concentrations in ice grains.

It should be pointed out that this model lacks several features that a complete model of \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \) concentrations in firm should have. It needs a model for the evolution of \( C_{\text{air}} \) as air moves through the firm and \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \) is exchanged with surrounding snow grains. Other mechanisms should also be included, such as downward advection of snow grains due to snow accumulation (e.g. McConnell and others 1997b, 1998), other mechanisms for grain growth (e.g. radius-of-curvature effect (Colbeck, 1980); temperature-gradient grain growth (Sommerfeld and LaChapelle, 1970)) and vertical strain. The model presented in this chapter is designed to be applied at a point in the 2-D section of firm described in Chapter 3.

### 6.4 Results

I tested the output of the model presented here against results presented in McConnell and others (1997b) and McConnell and others (1998). In McConnell and others (1997b), the response of the \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \) concentration in a 200 \( \mu \text{m} \) grain to a step change in surface \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \) concentration at a specified temperature was presented. At -40°C, the \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \) concentration reached a new steady-state concentration after 20 weeks; at -30°C, a new steady-state was reached after 15 weeks. My model was able to replicate these results, which suggests that Equation (6.5) is appropriate, and that my parameterization of the temperature-dependent diffusivity \( D_t \) is also approximately correct. I was able to improve agreement with the McConnell and others (1997b) results by decreasing my diffusivity by \( \sim 50 \% \).

I also verified my model performance using the results presented in McConnell and others (1998) as a second benchmark. McConnell and others (1998) showed that the \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \) concentration of the center of an 80 \( \mu \text{m} \) grain lagged almost 5 weeks behind the mean concentration of the grain, reflecting the time-scale of diffusion into the center of the grain. They modelled the radial \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \) concentration of the grain over the course of a year using the surface temperature and atmospheric \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \) record from South Pole station. I calculated the radial concentration with my model using estimates for the atmospheric \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \) concentration as a function of temperature. My results indicate that \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \) concentration at the center of the grain lag the mean concentration by only 2 weeks. The difference could again be a result of a slightly higher diffusivity \( D_t \) in my model, or differences in the temperature and atmospheric \( \text{H}_2\text{O}_2 \) histories I have used.
The numerical solution of McConnell and others (1998) subdivided individual grains into 10 concentric shells. My solution technique uses numerical integration (Equation (6.6)) over the grain radius to calculate the Fourier coefficients. Consequently, this model is susceptible to errors induced through the discretization of the grain radius. Figure 6.1 shows the sensitivity of my numerical solution to the number of concentric shells in each grain. In this figure, I tracked the H₂O₂ concentration changes for a given set of environmental conditions and varied only the number of shells in the grain. It is evident that the modelled grain concentration is sensitive to the number of shells used for fewer than ~ 75 shells. In the following results, I have used 80 shells in each model run.

Sublimation and condensation rates are calculated using the methods described in Chapter 3, which follows the governing equations of Albert (2002). In short, sublimation and condensation in the firm are the result of the interaction between firm temperature and the local relative humidity. If air flow through the firm (ventilation) brings cool and relatively dry pore-space air into a warmer area, the pore space air will be under-saturated, and some of the surrounding ice grains will sublimate. Conversely, if vapor is advected from a warm area into a cooler area, the pore-space air will be super-saturated and some of the vapor condenses onto the surrounding snow grains. Using this model, I estimated that sublimation or condensation rates may be as large as \( \pm 7 \times 10^{-8} \text{ kg m}^{-2}\text{s}^{-1} \) in regions or air inflow during the summer season. The model predicts that sublimation and condensation rates are as much as 2 orders of magnitude higher during the summer season, primarily as a result of the exponential relationship between vapor pressure and temperature (Appendix E).

In order to isolate the effects of water vapor motion on H₂O₂ concentration, I conducted a series of tests on a single grain both with and without sublimation or condensation effects. For all results presented below, I used a 1 mm grain size.

The H₂O₂ model ran for 14 model days. Grain temperature was calculated assuming a daily temperature cycle (5°C amplitude), as in Chapter 5. The sublimation and condensation rates used here also reflect the daily cycle (as in Section 5.4.2). I assumed that the grain was located at 25 cm depth in a region of air inflow. The temperature and sublimation/condensation time series used are shown in Figure 6.2.

The upper panel of Figure 6.3 shows the model prediction of radially averaged H₂O₂ concentration without sublimation/condensation effects. Hydrogen peroxide is initially incorporated into the grain through co-deposition, which results in H₂O₂ super-saturation in the grain (initial concentration ~ 22.8 \( \mu \text{M} \text{ L}^{-1} \)), relative to equilibrium concentration. Consequently, the H₂O₂ concentration in the grain decreases through time toward equilibrium values (~ 6 \( \mu \text{M L}^{-1} \)). The surface H₂O₂ concentration (shown in the lower panel of Figure 6.3) reflects the temperature-dependence of the equilibrium coefficient \( K_D \) (Equation 6.3). The diurnal temperature cycle in the firm causes surface H₂O₂ concentration to vary between 3 and 10 \( \mu \text{M L}^{-1} \). The decrease in average surface H₂O₂ concentration due to increasing temperature (Fig. 6.2) is evident.

Model results with sublimation and condensation effects included are shown in Figure 6.4. When sublimation and condensation effects are included, the ice grain radius changes through time, as described above. Figure 6.2 shows that the cycle of sublimation and condensation in the firm does not quite balance over a day, and the grain experiences net condensation (Section 5.4.2). In the upper panel of Figure 6.4, the gradual increase in the grain radius over the 14 day model run is apparent. The radius change is modest, reflecting a ~ 1 \( \mu \text{m} \) growth in a two-week span.

Sublimation decreases the grain radius, promoting more rapid equilibration by shortening the diffusion path length. Condensation inhibits equilibration in two ways: by increasing the diffusion path length and by increasing the surface concentration of H₂O₂ through co-deposition. Since condensation predominates over the daily cycle, the rate of equilibration is expected to be slower when sublimation and condensation effects are included. However, the magnitude of these effects are small, owing to the small sublimation and condensation rates. The lower panel of Figure 6.4 shows the
difference between the radial concentration profiles when sublimation and condensation effects are included and when they are neglected. Positive values indicate regions where the $\text{H}_2\text{O}_2$ concentration is higher when sublimation and condensation effects are included. Over the 14 day model run, most of the changes are in the outer-most half of the grain. The concentration difference in the outermost part of the grain show the effects of the condensation during the last few hours of the model run (Fig. 6.2). Through time, these effects result in higher average $\text{H}_2\text{O}_2$ concentrations in the grain during the summer than if condensation/sublimation are neglected, although the magnitude of the effect is small ($< 1\%$ change in $\text{H}_2\text{O}_2$ concentration).

Currently, the length of the model run is limited by the temperature and sublimation/condensation time series, which are computationally intensive (Chapter 3). I generated longer time series of these parameters by using the existing time series several times in succession, such that the patterns shown in Figure 6.2 repeat after 14 days. Figure 6.5 shows model predictions for $\text{H}_2\text{O}_2$ change over a 90 day period (the summer season). The upper panel shows changes in grain radius over 90 days, and the lower panel shows the effect of including sublimation/condensation on radial $\text{H}_2\text{O}_2$ concentration as in Figure 6.4. This analysis predicts that including the effects of sublimation and condensation will change $\text{H}_2\text{O}_2$ concentration by up to 0.035 $\mu\text{M} \text{M}^{-1}$.

6.5 Discussion

In the above analysis, I have restricted the calculation to include only changes during the summer season. During the winter season temperatures are lower (leading to much smaller $\text{H}_2\text{O}_2$ diffusivity (Conklin and others, 1993)), atmospheric $\text{H}_2\text{O}_2$ concentrations are much lower (McConnell and others, 1998) and sublimation/condensation rates are much smaller. Consequently, the effects of firn ventilation on $\text{H}_2\text{O}_2$ concentrations will be reduced further in winter. Further work will be used to analyze the impact of neglecting other seasons, as longer temperature and sublimation/condensation time series become available.

As shown in Figures 6.4 and 6.5, firn ventilation likely has a very small effect on $\text{H}_2\text{O}_2$ concentrations in firn. Several investigators (e.g. McConnell and others, 1998) have demonstrated that $\text{H}_2\text{O}_2$ concentrations in firn vary between ~ 2 and 20 $\mu\text{M} \text{M}^{-1}$. These changes are primarily due to $\text{H}_2\text{O}_2$ equilibration between the ice grain and pore space vapor, and the subsequent spherical diffusion within the ice grain. The model of McConnell and others (1998) matches the major features of $\text{H}_2\text{O}_2$ concentration in the upper few meters at the South Pole. Although the model replicated the amplitude of the $\text{H}_2\text{O}_2$ record, there was disagreement between the modelled and measured depth of the major structure of the $\text{H}_2\text{O}_2$ profile. This disagreement was likely a result of the difficulty in determining the timing and magnitude of accumulation events. Some of the disagreement between the model and measurements in McConnell and others (1998) may also be due to variability in the type of accumulation. Some of the accumulated snow was new accumulation, in which $\text{H}_2\text{O}_2$ concentration is governed by co-deposition. However, an unknown fraction was likely wind-blown snow, which should have $\text{H}_2\text{O}_2$ concentration between that of co-deposition and full equilibrium with the atmosphere.

This model predicts very slow grain growth due to firn ventilation, on the order of 3 $\mu\text{m}$ per year. Measurements by Gow (1969) at the South Pole showed that snow grain radius increases by ~ 200 $\mu\text{m}$ in the upper 1.5 meters of the firn, which was attributed to large near-surface temperature gradients. If we assume an accumulation rate of snow of 0.25 m of snow per year (McConnell and others 1997a), this translates to a grain growth rate of ~ 35 $\mu\text{m}$ per year in the upper 1.5 meters. Sturm and Benson (1997) suggest that an inter-particle water-vapor flux is largely responsible for grain growth. The results of both Gow (1969) and Sturm and Benson (1997) suggest that the present analysis under-predicts grain growth rates (perhaps by an order of magnitude), and that additional processes are active in upper few meters, although neither Gow (1969) nor Sturm and Benson (1997) identify these additional
processes. Additional mechanisms for water-vapor transport (such as radius of curvature grain growth, described by Colbeck, 1980) in the firn should enhance the effect of condensation on H$_2$O$_2$ concentration in snow grains. However, unless the above analysis underestimates the water-vapor flux by several orders of magnitude, water-vapor motion will have a small effect on H$_2$O$_2$ concentration in the firn. Initial estimates of the inter-particle vapor flux by Sturm and Benson (1997) suggest that it is $\sim$ an order of magnitude less than the vapor flux due to wind-ventilation.

Other investigators have suggested that wind-ventilation effects are responsible for the loss of volatile species in ice. Lal and others (2001) attributed the deficiency of in situ $^{14}$C in samples from Vostok and Taylor Dome, Antarctica to wind-ventilation processes. $^{14}$C is produced by spallation of oxygen atoms in ice grains, and exists as either CO or CO$_2$ in snow grains. Sublimation releases $^{14}$C, and it is lost irretrievably to the atmosphere.

Similarly, Wagon and others (1999) reported rapid loss of volatile species (Cl, F, NO$_x$, MSA) in the upper 5 meters of the firn at Vostok, Antarctica. Although methane sulphate (MSA) is generally considered a hydrophilic species (Chapter 5), data of Wagon and others (1999) from Vostok and data from the Antarctic Peninsula of Pasteur and Mulvaney (2000) suggest that MSA may exist partially in the vapor phase. The authors suggest that firn metamorphic processes are responsible for the loss of volatile species, but do not identify which processes are most likely responsible.

The model results presented here suggest that the main loss mechanism for H$_2$O$_2$ is not sublimation induced by firn ventilation. It is also unlikely that inter-particle water-vapor transport can modify H$_2$O$_2$ concentrations in firn, unless the above analysis underestimates the water-vapor flux by several orders of magnitude. However, for other reversibly-deposited (hydrophobic) species with much lower solid-state diffusivities (such that spherical diffusion is slower) post-depositional water-vapor motion may be more important. Depending on the environmental conditions, either firn-ventilation induced or inter-particle water-vapor motion may be the dominant mechanism for the release of volatile species from the firn. Ultimately, a coupled model that combines aspects of the firn ventilation model reported here with a model for grain growth (such as Colbeck, 1983a, 1983b or Gubler, 1985) will be required to quantitatively address the issue of preservation and release of volatile species in firn.

### 6.6 Conclusions

McConnell and others (1998) showed that preservation of H$_2$O$_2$ is largely a function of grain size, ventilation rate and timing, and magnitude and timing of snow accumulation. The most important component for release of H$_2$O$_2$ from snow grains are spherical diffusion within the grain and equilibration with H$_2$O$_2$ in the pore space vapor. This study has shown that these processes account for a much larger fraction of post-depositional H$_2$O$_2$ concentration change than H$_2$O$_2$ change due to sublimation or condensation in the firn.

The model presented here predicts that sublimation and condensation induced by firn ventilation increases grain radius by $\sim$3 $\mu$m per year, which is approximately an order of magnitude slower than the grain growth measured by Gow (1969), and that H$_2$O$_2$ concentration in the firn can increase by up to 0.35 $\mu$M 1$^{-1}$ during the summer season. Given that the seasonal variability of H$_2$O$_2$ in surface firn is $\sim$ 20 $\mu$M 1$^{-1}$, firn-ventilation induced changes must be considered a secondary effect.

Other mechanisms for water vapor redistribution are active in the firn, such as inter-particle water-vapor flow. These processes may be more efficient at moving water vapor than firn ventilation. However, unless these processes redistribute several orders of magnitude more water vapor than firn ventilation, this study suggests that post-depositional water-vapor redistribution will have a minimal effect on H$_2$O$_2$ concentrations in the firn.

However, this study also suggests that post-depositional water-vapor flow may be important in the preservation of species with a smaller diffusivity in the ice matrix.
than H$_2$O$_2$, or species which are generated within the ice matrix, such as $^{14}$C. In these cases sublimation will release the species, and spherical diffusion will have a minor role. A quantitative process-based model for the release of other volatile species in the firn should include both inter-particle and firn-ventilation induced water-vapor fluxes, as well as spherical diffusion and equilibration.
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Figure 6.1: Sensitivity to grain discretization for model for reversible species. In these results, I ran the models with the same environmental parameters (no sublimation/condensation, temperature = -20°C) and same initial and surface boundary conditions; varying only the number of concentric shells in the grain. Differences arise due to numerical integration in calculating Fourier coefficients (Equation (6.6)). Differences are small when the number of shells is $> 75$. 
Figure 6.2: Upper panel shows temperature (in °C) time series used in model for H$_2$O$_2$ concentration changes. Lower panel shows sublimation/condensation rate (expressed in 10$^{-4}$ kg m$^{-3}$ s$^{-1}$) time series used in test of firm ventilation on H$_2$O$_2$ concentration. Temperature and sublimation/condensation rates calculated at 25 cm depth, using the methods described in Chapter 3 and Section 5.4.2. Positive (negative) values in lower panel indicate sublimation (condensation). Note that over the daily cycle, the grain will experience net condensation since condensation occurs during the warm part of the day when vapor densities are highest.

Figure 6.3: Upper panel shows radially-averaged H$_2$O$_2$ concentration (expressed in µM L$^{-1}$) during 14 day model run. Concentrations are initially super-saturated because of co-deposition. Lower panel shows surface concentration of H$_2$O$_2$ (expressed in µM L$^{-1}$) during 14 model days. Surface H$_2$O$_2$ concentration is sensitive to changes in the atmospheric H$_2$O$_2$ concentration and temperature (Fig. 6.2, Equation (6.3)).
Figure 6.4: Upper panel shows changes in the grain radius $r$ due to sublimation (radius decreases) and condensation (radius increases) during 14 model days. Since condensation predominated, grain grows by $\sim 0.5$ $\mu$m in the two-week span. Lower panel shows effect of sublimation/condensation on H$_2$O$_2$ concentration (expressed in $\mu$M 1$^{-1}$). Line indicates concentration difference (with sublimation/condensation - without sublimation/condensation) as a function of the radius at the end of 14 model days. Positive values indicate higher H$_2$O$_2$ concentration when sublimation/condensation effects are included.

Figure 6.5: Upper panel shows changes in the grain radius $r$ due to sublimation (which decreases the radius) and condensation (which increases the radius) during a 90 day model run. Lower panel shows cumulative effect of sublimation/condensation on H$_2$O$_2$ concentration (expressed in $\mu$M 1$^{-1}$). Line indicates concentration difference (with sublimation/condensation - without sublimation/condensation) as a function of the radius at the end of 90 model days. Positive values indicate larger H$_2$O$_2$ concentration when sublimation/condensation effects are included.
Chapter 7

CONCLUSION AND SUMMARY

In this chapter, I summarize conclusions from previous chapters regarding the magnitude of water-vapor motion induced by firm ventilation, and the implications for snow geochemistry.

7.1 Vapor Motion in Firn

My model of subsurface water-vapor motion induced by firm ventilation is ideal for generating initial estimates under a wide variety of environmental conditions. I have applied the model to estimate sublimation and condensation rates in the firm for environmental conditions typical on the Antarctic plateau. In order to obtain realistic results for a specific site, local measurements of surface temperature, wind speed, surface topography, accumulation rate, grain size as a function of depth and the permeability of the firm are needed for model input.

Subsurface mass-exchange rates are exponentially proportional to temperature gradients. Firn temperature in the upper meter is influenced by short-term variations in surface temperature caused by synoptic-scale weather or diurnal cycles, while firn temperature below the upper meter is influenced by seasonal temperature variations. Short-term variations can generate larger temperature gradients, and consequently larger sublimation and condensation rates in firn than seasonal temperature cycles. Using an idealized surface temperature cycle (sinusoidal with 24 hour period and 5°C amplitude), the model predicts a daily cycle of sublimation and condensation in the upper meter that is nearly symmetric: rapid sublimation during the cold parts of the day are balanced by rapid condensation during the warm parts of the day. However, since vapor density is an exponential function of temperature, sublimation does not quite balance condensation, and the model predicts net condensation over a diurnal cycle in the upper 1 meter of the firm in regions of air inflow.

Short-term surface temperature variations at a site could generate much different sublimation or condensation rates. The model predicts temperature gradients as large as 35°C m⁻¹ as a result of the daily cycle, while seasonal temperature variations generate more moderate temperature gradients (typically 5°C m⁻¹).

Air flow into the firm usually reaches local saturation vapor density in the upper 1 cm of the firm. Consequently, atmospheric relative humidity has a negligible effect on mass-exchange rates below the upper centimeter. The primary importance of firn ventilation is to increase temperature gradients in the firm, rather than to carry large (or small) vapor density from the atmosphere into the firm.

In general, the model predicts that mass-exchange rates are much larger during summer than winter. This is primarily due to the strong temperature dependence of water vapor pressure over ice (Equation (E.1)). Consequently, winter can be ignored when studying the cumulative effects of subsurface water-vapor motion on time scales longer than 1 year. However, if the amplitude of the snow surface topography or the mean wind speed change throughout the year (as suggested by Albert and Hawley, 2002), mass exchange during all seasons could be important.

The predicted mass-exchange rate is strongly influenced by the mean size of snow grains in the firn. Large grains have lower instantaneous mass-exchange rates, which allow differences between local vapor pressure and saturation vapor pressure to persist. Hence, larger mean mass-exchange rates occur with larger grains. Small grains exchange water vapor rapidly, causing air in firn pore spaces to essentially always be saturated.

Some investigators have suggested that the diffusivity of water vapor in snow $D_s$ is up to five times larger than the diffusivity of water vapor in air as a result of
hand-to-hand diffusion (e.g. Yosida and others, 1955; Colbeck, 1993). In hand-to-hand diffusion, the large contrast in thermal conductivity between air and ice leads to large temperature and vapor density gradients in the pore spaces, and nearly isothermal ice grains. On the grain scale, hand-to-hand diffusion may accelerate grain metamorphism, as water vapor is condensed onto one side of the grain, and sublimated from the other side. However, on a multi-grain scale, high $D_s$ leads to a decrease in the sublimation or condensation rate in the firm below the upper meter. Rapid diffusion of water vapor due to large values of $D_s$ reduce the difference between local vapor density and saturation vapor density as a result of rapid diffusion of water vapor. Since phase changes are driven by the difference between local vapor density and saturation vapor density, increasing $D_s$ leads to a decrease in mass-exchange rate.

My model for water-vapor transport is focused on the influence of firm ventilation. However, other mechanisms for water-vapor redistribution are active in the firm. These include inter-particle water-vapor flow (Sturm and Benson, 1997) or hand-to-hand diffusion (Yosida and others, 1955; Colbeck, 1993) which may also be important. Together, these processes have been described as firm diagenesis (Alley, 1988) or metamorphism (Colbeck, 1983a), and may contribute to the formation of depth hoar layers in firm and the increase in grain size with depth noted by Gow (1969) and other investigators. These processes may be more efficient than firm ventilation at moving water vapor on the grain scale. Both the vapor flux (Sturm and Benson, 1997) and the growth habit (Colbeck, 1983b) may be important for the preservation of some geochemical species, as well as for sub-surface air flow velocities (Colbeck, 1997). Ultimately, a coupled model that combines firm ventilation and grain growth (e.g. Colbeck, 1983a, 1983b or Gubler, 1985) should be developed to generate a complete model of water-vapor motion in firm, but this is outside the scope of this dissertation.

7.2 Implications for Geochemistry

7.2.1 Stable Isotopes

My two-dimensional isotope model is a step towards a process-based understanding of post-depositional stable isotope change in firm. The model tracks the evolution of the isotopic composition of both the pore-space vapor and the firm in a two-dimensional cross-section of the firm. Isotopes are redistributed in the firm as a result of: (a) advection of atmospheric vapor (with a specified isotopic composition) as a result of forced air flow through the firm (ventilation or wind pumping; Clarke and others, 1987), (b) diffusion along isotopic gradients in the pore-space vapor, (c) isotopic equilibration between vapor and solid and (d) sublimation and condensation in the firm.

Model results confirm what other investigators have suggested: isotopic diffusion in the upper few meters is more rapid than can be explained by the Whillans and Grootes (1985) model (or variations thereof); isotopic equilibration with atmospheric vapor is an important component of post-depositional isotopic change (Waddington and others, 2002); and firm ventilation can enhance isotopic exchange (Neumann, 2001). In comparison with the models of Whillans and Grootes (1985) or Johnsen and others (2000), firm ventilation increases the effective isotopic diffusivity by up to 50% in regions of air inflow and by 20% in regions of air outflow.

Future development of the isotopic model will focus on reducing the uncertainty in the isotopic equilibration coefficient and including model kinematics to account for the effects of snow accumulation and strain. In addition, isotopic inhomogeneities within individual snow grains may be important (e.g. Rempel and Wetlaufer, in press) and their influence on isotopic diffusion in the firm should be examined further.
7.2.2 Irreversibly-Deposited Species

The concentration of irreversibly-deposited species in snow can be increased by sublimation of the surrounding ice grains, or decreased by water condensation around impurities. In order to isolate the effect of firn ventilation on chemical concentration, I avoid chemical species that have complex photochemistry or gaseous components, and focus on non sea salt (nss-) sulfate. I assume that the behavior of nss-sulfate is representative of other irreversibly-deposited (i.e. hydrophilic) species.

Using only the seasonal temperature cycle, the model predicts total mass exchange of \( \sim 1 \text{ kg m}^{-3} \) of sublimation or condensation over the summer season. The magnitude of mass exchange in the firn due to the daily temperature cycle is similar to those due to the seasonal cycle. This water-vapor redistribution results in very modest changes (< 1%) in the concentration of nss-sulfate and other irreversibly deposited species.

The concentrations of many irreversibly-deposited species vary seasonally. In the case of nss-sulfate, the atmospheric concentration varies up to 2 orders of magnitude and the concentration in firn varies by a factor of 2 or more (Harder, 2000; Stenberg, 2000) during the annual cycle. The predicted concentration change due to firn ventilation in a single season is much smaller than the annual variability in nss-sulfate; it is unlikely that firn ventilation causes measurable changes in nss-sulfate. If surface topography is stationary in time, the effects of firn ventilation on nss-sulfate concentration may be cumulative. For a constant vertical velocity of 0.20 m yr\(^{-1}\), my model estimates total cumulative concentration change in nss-sulfate in regions of air inflow of 3%, which is still far less than the annual variability in the firn. Post-depositional changes may be measurable in other irreversibly-deposited species that have a relatively constant or well-characterized flux to the snow surface throughout the year.

7.2.3 Reversibly-Deposited Species

Reversibly-deposited, or volatile species generally exist as trace gases in the polar atmosphere (e.g. HF, HCl, HNO\(_2\), HCHO, H\(_2\)O\(_2\)) and are scavenged by ice grains growing in the atmosphere. Unlike irreversibly-deposited species, such as most aerosols, a fraction of the mass of volatile species in a snow grain cycles between the atmosphere and snow through time. The concentration of reversibly-deposited species in snow is decreased by sublimation of the surrounding ice grain, as reversibly-deposited species generally exist as gases. The effect of condensation on reversibly-deposited species depends in part on the species. However in general, condensation increases the diffusion path length by increasing the grain radius. In addition, the process of condensation in the firn can scavenge trace gases out of pore-space air.

In order to isolate the effect of the redistribution of water on chemical concentration, I avoid chemical species that have complex photochemistry (NO\(_2\)) or interact readily with snow (OH\(^-\)), and focus on H\(_2\)O\(_2\). I assume that the behavior of H\(_2\)O\(_2\) is representative of other reversibly-deposited species (e.g. Waddington and others, 1996).

My model for reversibly-deposited species predicts that sublimation and condensation induced by firn ventilation increases grain radius by \( \sim 3 \mu \text{m} \) per year, which is approximately an order of magnitude slower than the grain growth measured by Gow (1969), and that H\(_2\)O\(_2\) concentration in the firn can increase by up to 0.35 \( \mu \text{m} \) \( \text{l}^{-1} \) during the summer season. Given that the seasonal variability of H\(_2\)O\(_2\) in surface firn is \( \sim 20 \mu \text{m} \) \( \text{l}^{-1} \), firn-ventilation induced changes must be considered a secondary effect.

As described above, other mechanisms for water vapor redistribution are active in the firn, such as inter-particle water-vapor flow. These processes may be more efficient at moving water vapor than firn ventilation on the grain-scale (\( \sim 1 \text{ mm} \)). However, unless these processes redistribute several orders of magnitude more water vapor than
firm ventilation, this study suggests that post-depositional water-vapor redistribution will have a minimal effect on H$_2$O$_2$ concentrations in the firm.

However, this study also suggests that post-depositional water-vapor redistribution may be important in the preservation of species with a smaller diffusivity in the ice matrix than H$_2$O$_2$, or species that are generated within the ice matrix, such as $^{14}$C. In these cases sublimation will release the species, and diffusion with the snow grain will have a minor role. A quantitative process-based model for the release of other volatile species in the firm may need to include water-vapor fluxes induced by both inter-particle exchange and firm ventilation, as well as spherical diffusion and chemical equilibration between snow grains and pore space vapor.

7.3 Future Research

Including other processes responsible for water-vapor motion in the firm is an important next step in the development of a process-based model for post-depositional changes in the firm. In particular, the grain-scale process of inter-particle water-vapor flux (Sturm and Benson, 1997) and the effects of hand-to-hand diffusion should be incorporated. These processes could be important for releasing volatile species from the firm, and contributing to isotopic fractionation in the firm.

In addition, the model should be adapted to accommodate the accumulation of new snow on the snow surface, and strain within the firm. Accounting for these processes would permit the study of seasonal cycles in firm microstructure, and a more realistic estimate of condensation and sublimation at different times during the year. In addition, accounting for accumulation and strain would allow comparison of the relative importance of this model of isotopic diffusion (which reduces the amplitude of seasonal isotopic cycles) and strain (which reduces the wavelength of isotopic cycles). Strain is less important in the upper 3 meters than ventilation-driven diffusion of stable isotopes, but more important below that depth. Including strain would allow me to use this model to analyze isotopic change to a much greater depth.

7.3.1 An Inverse Problem

As demonstrated in detail throughout this dissertation, different geochemical indicators respond in different ways to post-depositional redistribution and loss of water. This opens the possibility of determining the fractional loss of H$_2$O by sublimation and any subsequent redeposition by measuring an appropriate suite of geochemical species. The key to the success of this idea is to choose geochemical species that respond differently enough to sublimation and condensation (i.e. are orthogonal functions with respect to sublimation and condensation) to be able to use geophysical inverse techniques (e.g. Menke, 1989) to solve for the sublimation and condensation rates in the firm. Here I present some thoughts on the inversion, and identify geochemical species that may be good candidates for the inverse problem.

As shown in Chapter 4, stable isotopic ratios in the firm are sensitive to both sublimation and condensation in the firm. Sublimation does not affect the isotopic composition of ice grains directly, but changes the composition of the pore space vapor. Condensation affects the isotopic composition of both the pore space vapor and the solid ice grains. Sublimation and condensation should affect stable isotope ratios in the upper 2 meters of the firm. Separating the effects of sublimation and condensation from isotopic equilibration between the firm and the atmosphere will be difficult, and may require measurements of the isotopic composition of the atmospheric vapor at a site over several years. If these measurements are available, or can be characterized to a high degree of accuracy, stable isotope ratios can be used in an inversion to determine sublimation and condensation rates.

Chapter 5 demonstrated that concentrations of irreversibly-deposited species are largely insensitive to sublimation or condensation in the firm. For example, the estimated magnitude of the change in nss-sulfate concentration due to firm ventilation was several orders of magnitude less than the seasonal cycle of nss-sulfate in the firm. This
suggests that, unless the initial concentration of an irreversibly-deposited geochemical species at the snow surface is known with a high degree of accuracy throughout the year, it will not be possible to measure concentration changes due to firn ventilation. A possible candidate species is $^{10}$Be. The concentration of $^{10}$Be in the atmosphere and the deposition of $^{10}$Be to the snow surface throughout the year have been studied. Although, given the low sensitivity of irreversibly-deposited species to sublimation and condensation in the firn, even $^{10}$Be will likely not be useful in the inverse problem.

It is possible that reversibly-deposited species may be useful. The concentration of species that have an appreciable solid-state diffusivity in solid ice grains (such as H$_2$O$_2$) are primarily influenced by diffusion through ice grains and equilibration with gas-phase species in the atmosphere (McConnell and others, 1998). Other species with lower solid-state diffusivities will be more strongly influenced by sublimation and condensation in the firn. As discussed above, sublimation releases volatile species from the ice matrix, while the influence of condensation is species-specific.

An additional requirement of using a volatile species in the inverse problem is a known (or know-able) initial concentration at the snow surface. Species like H$_2$O$_2$ have large seasonal fluctuations in atmospheric concentration, which leads to large variations in H$_2$O$_2$ concentration at the snow surface throughout the year. Other gas-phase species (such as HF) have not been measured in either the snow surface or the atmosphere, and so their seasonal variability is unknown. An alternative is to use $^{14}$C, which is produced by spallation of oxygen atoms in the ice grain, and exists as either CO or CO$_2$ in snow grains. The production rate of $^{14}$C in polar snow has been well-studied (Lal and others, 2001). If the mobility of CO and CO$_2$ within ice grains is small (less than that of H$_2$O$_2$), $^{14}$C could be used in the inverse problem. However, volatile species are released as a result of both ventilation-driven sublimation and condensation in the firn and grain metamorphism, and these effects on $^{14}$C would need to be quantified and separated in order to determine the sensitivity of $^{14}$C to sublimation and condensation in the firn. This result points toward the need for a quantitative process-based model for grain metamorphism in polar snow.

A field program could be used to validate both the predictions of firn-ventilation induced geochemical change in firn and use these measurements to infer precipitation and evaporation components of net accumulation. Ideally, the study should be conducted at sites with large spatial gradients of accumulation rate. Large spatial gradients make it possible to measure changes at both a ‘control’ location (where a high accumulation rate minimizes post-depositional changes) and a ‘sample’ location (where a lower accumulation rate makes post-depositional changes larger). Since post-depositional changes at the ‘control’ site will be small, it is possible to extrapolate these measurements to estimate the initial concentration of snow at the ‘sample’ site. At Taylor Dome, Antarctica, the net accumulation rate varies by an order of magnitude over 40km (Morse and others, 1999), making it an attractive site for field measurements of post-depositional geochemical changes.

In conclusion, it may be possible to use geochemical measurements to separate the net accumulation of snow into precipitation and evaporation components through an inverse model. Irreversibly-deposited species are probably not useful in this inversion, but both stable isotopes and reversibly-deposited species should be diagnostic. In order to reach that goal, the model for water-vapor redistribution in the firm presented here should be expanded to include grain-scale processes. Furthermore, a campaign to measure temporal variations of both the isotopic composition of atmospheric vapor and the isotopic composition of the firm should be conducted.
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Appendix A

**ANALYTIC MODEL FOR POST-DEPOSITIONAL ISOTOPIC CHANGE**

We can create closed-form solutions to predict the evolution of the remaining solid mass of firn $m_s(t)$, the isotopic content of the condensate $\delta^{18}O_c(t)$, and the bulk isotopic content of the remaining firn $\delta^{18}O_f(t)$. We begin with the equations of Dansgaard (1961) for condensation of vapor over an ice surface:

$$R_s = R_{so} \beta^{\alpha-1}$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.1)

$$R_c = R_{co} \frac{1-\beta^\alpha}{1-\beta}$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.2)

where $R$ denotes the ratio of $^{18}O$ to $^{16}O$ in a sample of water and the subscript refers to the type of sample. In this nomenclature $R_s$ denotes the ratio in water vapor, $R_c$ is the ratio in the condensate, and $R_{co}$ is the initial ratio in the vapor. $\beta$ is the fraction of the initial mass of vapor remaining and $\alpha$ is an isothermal isotopic fractionation coefficient.

Since isotopic composition is more commonly expressed on the $\delta^{18}O$ scale, we convert (A.1) and (A.2) to this scale. The $\delta^{18}O$ of a sample is defined as:

$$\delta^{18}O_{sample} = \frac{R_{sample} - R_{std}}{R_{std}} \times 10^3$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.3)

where $R$ refers to oxygen isotope ratio, and the standard is commonly Standard Mean Ocean Water (SMOW). We can manipulate Equation (A.3) to find that:

$$R_{sample} = \frac{\delta^{18}O_{sample} R_{std}}{10^3} + R_{std}$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.4)
We use Equations (A.2) and (A.3) to find an expression for $\delta^{18}O_v$, the $\delta^{18}O$ of the condensate from water vapor (Equation (2.7)):

$$\delta^{18}O_v = (1000 + \delta^{18}O_{wv}) \frac{1 - \beta^v}{1 - \beta} - 1000.$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.5)

We model the pore-space vapor as a mix of atmospheric vapor, which we assume is in isotopic equilibrium with the average $\delta^{18}O$ of the snowpack, and vapor derived locally through grain sublimation. The mixing ratio between these two sources is $(1 - RH)$, and the equation for $\delta^{18}O_{ws}$ is Equation (2.9).

We now construct a model for the changes in remaining firm mass $m_f$ and isotopic content $\delta^{18}O_f$ with time. By dividing the remaining firm mass $m_f$ by a reference mass $m_w = 1\text{kg}$, we non-dimensionalize the expressions involving mass. If we assume that the time required for mass transfer between the solid and vapor phases in the firm (i.e. the mass-transfer time scale) is short relative to the residence time $\tau$ of air in the firm, then the normalized mass of firm decreases by the fraction $R\tau$ in time $\tau$, where $R$ is the fractional rate at which the firm sublimates. The mass also increases due to redeposition. We assume that air in the snowpack is always saturated. The normalized mass of vapor in the pore space is $m_v$. The amount of mass re-deposited in time $\tau$ is $(1 - \beta)m_v$, and the remaining mass of the firm $m_f(t)$ changes through time as:

$$m_f(t + \tau) = m_f(t) - R\tau m_f(t) + (1 - \beta)m_v.$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.6)

Assuming that the temporal derivative of $m_f$ can be written as:

$$\frac{d}{dt}m_f(t) = \frac{m_f(t + \tau) - m_f(t)}{\tau}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.7)

Equation (A.6) can be written as a first order differential equation for $m_f(t)$:

$$\frac{d}{dt}m_f(t) + R m_f(t) = \frac{1 - \beta}{\tau}m_v.$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.8)

$\tau$ is the characteristic residence time of air in the firm, which is a function of depth (Colbeck, 1989). In this analysis, we treat $\tau$ as constant. A closed-form solution for the mass of the sample (Equation (2.6)) follows after an integration.

The $\delta^{18}O$ of the remaining firm $\delta^{18}O_f$ is a weighted average of the $\delta^{18}O$ of the condensate and the $\delta^{18}O$ of the remaining mass:

$$\delta^{18}O_f(t + \tau) = \frac{\delta^{18}O_c(t) \left[ m_f(t) - m_f(t)R\tau \right] + \delta^{18}O_f(t) \left( 1 - \beta \right)m_v}{m_f(t) - m_f(t)R\tau + m_f(t) \left( 1 - \beta \right)}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.9)

By substituting Equations (A.5) and (2.9) into (A.9), we get a differential equation for the isotopic content $\delta^{18}O_f$ of the remaining snow mass:

$$\frac{d}{dt}\delta^{18}O_f(t) + \delta^{18}O_f(t) \left( \frac{1 - \beta}{\tau} \frac{m_f}{m_f(t)} \right) (F_a - 1) = ...$$  \hspace{1cm} (A.10)

where $F$, $a$ and $b$ are defined in Equations (2.10), (2.11) and (2.12). The solution to this first order linear ordinary differential equation is presented as Equation (2.8).

Given appropriate choices for $\beta$ and $R$, these equations can be used to calculate the changes in an idealized snow sample as a function of time. The assumptions made in this analysis are discussed in the text.
Appendix B

ENERGY-CONSERVATION MODEL

B.1 Mass and Energy Conservation in Firn

My model for tracking vapor motion in firn solves the coupled equations for mass and energy conservation in 2 dimensions. The vapor transport model is described in Appendix D. Both models use the same coordinate system where $x$ is positive to the right, $y$ is positive down, $u$ is flow velocity in the positive $x$ direction, and $v$ is flow velocity in the positive $y$ direction (see figure B.1). In this appendix, I outline the energy-conservation model. This model captures energy changes in the firn as a result of heat conduction, the advection of heat by air flowing through firn, and sources/sinks of heat from phase changes of water. I began with a statement of energy conservation per unit volume for a given continuous material:

$$\frac{\partial}{\partial t} (\rho H) + \frac{\partial}{\partial x} (\rho u H) + \frac{\partial}{\partial y} (\rho v H) - \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \left( K \frac{\partial T}{\partial x} \right) - \frac{\partial}{\partial y} \left( K \frac{\partial T}{\partial y} \right) - Q = 0 \quad (B.1)$$

where $\rho$ is the firn density, $H$ is the specific enthalpy of the firn, and the product $\rho H$ describes energy per unit volume. $K$ is the bulk thermal conductivity and $Q$ describes sources of heat. The first term in equation (B.1) is the unsteady term, which represents the rate of change of energy per unit volume. The second and third terms represent energy advected through the system per unit volume due to flow, per unit time. The third and fourth terms describe energy conduction per unit volume due to temperature gradients in the material. The final term accounts for sources or sinks of energy per unit volume per time. I do not include the additional kinetic energy contribution from air flow through the firn. For air flow rates encountered in

the firn (less than 1 m s$^{-1}$), the contribution of air motion to the total energy of the system is negligible.

Traditionally, thermal studies of firn have treated firn as a composite material (e.g. Yosida and others, 1955; Sturm and others, 1997). These studies have generally not considered the thermal properties of each component individually (solid ice, water vapor and air), but rather measure and report the thermal characteristics of the aggregate material. In part, this simplification has been made in the past due to the difficulty in determining importance of each component in heat transfer. For example, quantifying the extent to which the bulk conductivity is due to heat conduction through the ice versus the latent heat transfer of water vapor sublimation and condensation across pore spaces has been studied in detail for a variety of snow types (Sturm and others, 1997) yet remains an open question. I follow these earlier investigators and treat firn as a composite material composed of air, water vapor and solid ice. I transformed Equation (B.1) into an equation for temperature $T$ in the firn, treating firn as a macroscopic system.

Specific-enthalpy change ($\Delta H$) at constant pressure is defined as the sum of change in stored energy $E$ and pressure-volume $PV$ work done on the system:

$$\Delta H = \Delta (E + PV) \quad (B.2)$$

Energy changes in the firn happen at a relatively constant atmospheric pressure, so we can make the approximation that $P$ is constant:

$$\Delta H = \Delta E + P \Delta V \quad (B.3)$$

Using the approximation that $P$ is constant, I can write the First Law of Thermodynamics as:

$$\Delta Q = \Delta E + P \Delta V \quad (B.4)$$

where $\Delta Q$ is the total change in heat. I define the specific heat capacity at a constant pressure $c_p$ for a macroscopic system as (Reif, 1965):
\[ c_p = \frac{\Delta Q}{\Delta T} \]  
(B.5)

Using the above three relations, I then equate the enthalpy change in the system with temperature change as:

\[ \Delta H = c_p \Delta T \]  
(B.6)

This shows that all energy changes in the firm can be related to temperature changes using the specific heat capacity of firm. I used this result to rewrite equation (B.1) using \( T \) as the dependent variable:

\[ \frac{\partial}{\partial t} (\rho c_p T) + \nabla \cdot (\rho c_p \bar{u} T) - \nabla \cdot (K \nabla T) - Q = 0 \]  
(B.7)

where \( \bar{u} \) is the velocity vector \((u, v)\). Firm is a composite material which consists of ice, air and water vapor, as discussed above. I am concerned with capturing the temperature change of the mixture through time. Consequently, I made a number of assumptions about the meaning of the terms in the conservation equation (B.7):

- The unsteady term represents temperature changes in the composite snow and moist-air mixture. Therefore, in the first term of equation (B.7), I replaced \( \rho c_p \) with:

\[ \phi (\rho c_p)_a + (1 - \phi) (\rho c_p)_i, \]  
(B.8)

where the subscripts \( a \) and \( i \) represent air and ice, respectively. This formula represents a volume-weighted average of air and ice (Albert and McGilvary, 1992). The term \( (\rho c_p)_a \) represents values for moist air (rather than dry air) and \( \phi \) is the porosity of the firm.

- The advection term accounts only for air flow through firm. Any heat advected by motion of the firm (compaction) is not considered. Consequently, any strain heating as a result of firm compaction is also not considered. Benfield (1951) studied the advection of heat due to snow accumulation and found that this is a first order effect for high accumulation rates of snow (8 m yr\(^{-1}\)). This model will be applied to much lower accumulation rates of snow (1 m yr\(^{-1}\) or less). For low accumulation rates, air flow moves several orders of magnitude more heat than snow accumulation in the upper 2 meters of the firm. Consequently, I can safely neglect the advection of heat by snow accumulation. Therefore, in the second term, \( \rho c_p \) is replaced by \( \phi (\rho c_p)_a \), and \( \bar{u} \) refers only to the two-dimensional air-flow velocity through the firm.

- The conduction term represents conduction through the composite material. Therefore, the conductivity \( K \) refers to firm conductivity. Firm conductivity depends on two main properties: temperature and microstructure (Sturm and others, 1997). There have been many studies (both theoretical and experimental) of the thermal conductivity of snow for a variety of snow types, densities and temperatures. Based on these studies, Sturm and others (1997) conclude that the temperature dependence of thermal conductivity arises as a result of vapor transport in snow. Above -40 C in well-bonded, dense snow \((\rho_{\text{firm}} > 300 \text{ kg m}^{-3})\), the temperature effect is of secondary importance, and may be safely neglected. Below -40 C, the thermal conductivity increases, as a result of the increasing thermal conductivity of the ice matrix. Since I intend to use this model to study relatively high density polar firm, I neglect the temperature dependence of the thermal conductivity.

However, the microstructure is of first-order importance, and its effect on conductivity may be parameterized using the firm density for a variety of snow types. In this study, I use the quadratic equation presented by Sturm and others (1997) to calculate the effective thermal conductivity of the firm for a given density:
where \( \rho \) is the firn density, which I assume is constant. Sturm and others (1997) note that this relation is only valid near -14.6°C. For other temperatures (particularly higher temperatures), a slight correction may be needed, although there is not sufficient data to determine the magnitude of the correction. This equation produces slightly lower values of \( K \) than the more common Van Dusen formula (Paterson, 1994, p. 205).

With these substitutions, the equation of energy conservation in the firn is given by:

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial t} \left[ T \left( \phi (\rho c_p)_a + (1 - \phi) (\rho c_p)_f \right) \right] + \nabla \cdot \left( \phi (T \rho c_p)_a \mathbf{u} \right) - \nabla \cdot (K \nabla T) - Q = 0 \tag{B.10}
\]

In addition, I required that the air flow field satisfy the continuity equation:

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial t} (\phi \rho a) + \nabla \cdot (\phi \rho a \mathbf{u}) = 0 \tag{B.11}
\]

Several investigators (e.g. Patankar 1982) divide the conservation equation (equation B.10) by \( \rho c_p \) in order to simplify the equation and to facilitate discretizing the equation. However, since firn is a composite material, my expression for energy conservation is more complicated than the basic case. Consequently, my solution technique differs from published solutions. I have made an effort to highlight these differences in the following description of my derivation of the discretization equations used to solve the coupled equations (B.10) and (B.11).

### R.2 Discretization Technique

I solve this system of equations using control-volume theory, closely following the technique presented in Patankar (1982), chapter 5. My grid scheme uses \( x \) positive to the right and \( y \) positive down. Grid points are placed at the centers of the control volumes (Patankar, 1982, p.69). See figure B.1 for the grid set-up and indicial notation. Upper-case subscripts refer to values at the centers of control volumes. The subscripts P, E, W, S and N refer to values at the center of the control volume of interest, and the centers of neighboring control volumes to the east, west, south and north, respectively. Lower case subscripts e, w, s and n refer to values at the east, west, south and north interfaces. I replaced the specific heat capacity \( c_p \) with the simpler \( c \) to avoid future confusion. The solution begins by regrouping terms:

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{\partial}{\partial t} & \left[ (\phi (\rho c)_a + (1 - \phi) (\rho c)_f) T \right] + \\
\frac{\partial}{\partial x} & \left[ \phi (\rho c)_a u T - K \frac{\partial T}{\partial x} \right] + \\
\frac{\partial}{\partial y} & \left[ \phi (\rho c)_a v T - K \frac{\partial T}{\partial y} \right] = Q \tag{B.12}
\end{align*}
\]

The source term \( Q \) accounts for latent heat effects due to the condensation or sublimation of water in the firn. The mass of water per unit volume that changes phase \( (S) \) is calculated in the vapor transport model (described in Appendix D). I multiplied this mass per volume per time by the latent heat of the phase change \( L \) to calculate the energy source or sink (such that \( Q = L S \)). I defined two new terms, \( J_x \) and \( J_y \) as the total flux (advection and diffusion terms) in the positive \( x \) and \( y \) directions, respectively:

\[
\begin{align*}
J_x &= \phi (\rho c)_a u T - K \frac{\partial T}{\partial x} \\
J_y &= \phi (\rho c)_a v T - K \frac{\partial T}{\partial y}
\end{align*}
\]

which simplifies equation (B.12) to:

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial t} \left[ (\phi (\rho c)_a + (1 - \phi) (\rho c)_f) \right] + \frac{\partial}{\partial x} J_x + \frac{\partial}{\partial y} J_y = Q \tag{B.13}
\]

I integrated this equation with respect to \( x \), \( y \) and \( t \) over a control volume (see figure B.1):
\[
\frac{\Delta x \Delta y}{\Delta t} \left[ T_\phi (\rho C) + (1 - \phi) (\rho C) \right] - T_\phi \left( \phi (\rho C) + (1 - \phi) (\rho C) \right) + \left( J_x - J_y + J_z - J_n \right) = 0
\]
\[
\text{B.14}
\]

where the terms \( J_x, J_y, J_z \) and \( J_n \) refer to total integrated fluxes over the east, west, south and north faces, respectively. The superscript \( 0 \) refers to values at the beginning of the time step, i.e. the “old” values.

I have assumed that the density of air \( \rho \) is constant with respect to both space and time. In reality, \( \rho \) varies as a function of temperature (Wallace and Hobbs, p.48). Accounting for variations in \( \rho \) would allow for free convection (Benard convection) of air through firm pore spaces, since the density of air decreases with increasing temperature. The possibility of Benard convection in the firm can be estimated with the dimensionless Rayleigh number for a porous media (Powers and others 1985):

\[
Ra = \frac{\rho g \beta \Delta THK}{\mu K},
\]
\[
\text{B.15}
\]

where \( \rho \) is the density of air, \( g \) is the gravitational acceleration, \( \beta \) is the thermal expansion coefficient (= 3.5 \times 10^{-3} \, \text{K}^{-1} \, \text{for air} \), \( H \) is the thickness of the layer, \( \Delta T \) is the temperature difference across the layer, \( K \) is the permeability, \( \mu \) is the air viscosity and \( K \) is the thermal diffusivity (= 2.2 \times 10^{-5} \, \text{m}^2 \, \text{s}^{-1} \, \text{for air} \). Typical values in the firm are \( \Delta T = 10 \, \text{K} \), \( H = 5 \, \text{m} \), \( K = 5 \times 10^{-8} \, \text{m}^2 \), which lead to \( Ra \approx 5 \). Critical values for the onset of Benard convection in porous media are between 15 and 40 (Nield, 1968).

Although my calculated Rayleigh number is somewhat less than the critical values, inhomogeneities in firm permeability or large local temperature gradients could result in the onset of convection. Convecting air in the firm pore spaces would enhance the transport of heat and water vapor in the firm.

However, neglecting variations in \( \rho \) (and the possibility of convection) is a reasonable assumption for three reasons. First, close to the surface where temperature gradients are large (and associated Rayleigh numbers are large), advective velocities \((u,v)\) are much larger than free-convection velocities. Second, where advective velocities are small (below the top two meters), temperature gradients are small; this results in small convection velocities. Third, Bernard convection is most likely during the winter months when cold surface air overlies warmer air at depth in the firm. If convection were active in the winter, a greatly attenuated isotropic thermal fractionation signal would be expected (Severinghaus, and others 2001). In fact, the winter thermal fractionation signal is well-developed and not destroyed by vigorous Bernard convection.

The heat capacity of the air \( c_a \) is also assumed to be constant. The value of this parameter is a function of relative humidity, and will vary slightly with space and time. However, although the amount of heat carried by the air is larger than the amount of heat carried by the compaction of the snow (due to the low advective velocity of the snow), the heat carried by both of these transport terms are small compared to the amount of heat stored in the ice. Consequently, variations in \( c_a \) will have a negligible impact on the temperature profile of the firm.

I multiplied the continuity equation (B.11) by a constant, \( c_a \), since I did not divide the heat capacity out of the conservation equation (B.14). This insured that the dimensions between the conservation equation and the continuity equation would be consistent. I again assumed that the density of air is constant with respect to both time and space, and integrated the continuity equation with respect to \( x, y, \) and \( t \):

\[
\left[ \rho (u) \phi - \rho (u) \phi^0 \right] \Delta x \Delta y + \left[ \rho (u) \phi u - \rho (u) \phi u^0 \right] \Delta y \Delta t + \left[ \rho (u) \phi v \right] \Delta x \Delta t = 0
\]
\[
\text{B.16}
\]

I simplified the above expression by creating a term similar to the mass flow rates used by Patankar (1982):

\[
F = \left( \phi (\rho C) u \right)^0 \Delta y
\]
\[ F_w = (\phi (\rho c)_w \Delta y) \]
\[ F_s = (\phi (\rho c)_s \Delta y) \]
\[ F_n = (\phi (\rho c)_n \Delta x) \]

These terms are identical to Patankar’s, except for the additional presence of the specific heat capacity. I used these substitutions, and multiplied each term of equation (B.16) by \( T_p / \Delta t \):

\[ T_p \frac{\Delta x \Delta y}{\Delta t} \left[ \phi (\rho c)_w - \phi (\rho c)_s \right] + F_s T_p - F_s T_p + F_s T_p = 0 \quad (B.17) \]

Then I combined the equations for energy conservation (equation B.14) and continuity (equation B.17) by subtracting equation (B.17) from equation (B.14) and simplifying:

\[ T_p \frac{\Delta x \Delta y}{\Delta t} \left[ (1 - \phi) (\rho c)_w + \phi (\rho c)_s \right] - T_p \frac{\Delta x \Delta y}{\Delta t} \left[ \phi (\rho c)_w + (1 - \phi) (\rho c)_s \right] + (J_s - F_s T_p) - (J_s - F_s T_p) = Q \Delta x \Delta y \quad (B.18) \]

In order to simplify the above expression, I introduced a new factor \( D \), which is similar to the diffusion conductance defined by Patankar (1982):

\[ D_w = \frac{K_w \Delta y}{(\delta x)_w} \]
\[ D_s = \frac{K_s \Delta y}{(\delta x)_s} \]
\[ D_n = \frac{K_n \Delta x}{(\delta y)_n} \]

where \( K \) is the interface conductivity. Using the above expressions for \( D \) along with the expressions for \( F \), I generated the Peclet number. This non-dimensional number is a ratio of the strengths of advection and diffusion:

\[ P = \frac{F}{D} \quad (B.19) \]

where \( F \) and \( D \) are as defined above. In Appendix C, I used the factors \( D \), \( F \) and \( P \) to show that:

\[ J_s - F_s T_p = [D_s A (|P_s|) + \max (-F_s, 0)] (T_p - T_s) = a_s (T_p - T_s) \]
\[ J_n - F_n T_p = [D_n A (|P_n|) + \max (F_n, 0)] (T_n - T_p) = a_n (T_p - T_n) \]
\[ J_s - F_s T_p = [D_s A (|P_s|) + \max (-F_s, 0)] (T_p - T_s) = a_s (T_p - T_s) \]

where:

\[ a_s = D_s A (|P_s|) + \max (-F_s, 0) \]
\[ a_n = D_n A (|P_n|) + \max (F_n, 0) \]
\[ a_s = D_s A (|P_s|) + \max (-F_s, 0) \]
\[ a_n = D_n A (|P_n|) + \max (F_n, 0) \quad (B.20) \]

and where the function \( \max(\ldots) \) selects the largest quantity contained in the parenthesis. The function \( A (|P|) \) is a weighting function which determines the relative importance of advection and conduction terms in determining the temperatures at the centers of control volumes. Both conduction and advection terms are calculated at control volume boundaries, while temperatures are only known at control volume centers. The function \( A (|P|) \) partitions the influence of the interface flux (both advection and conduction) on the temperature \( T \) at the control volume centers. I chose to use the power law approximation for \( A (|P|) \) (Patankar, 1982, p. 80-99). (see Appendix C for discussion):

\[ A (|P|) = \max (0, (1 - 0.1|P|)^\gamma) \quad (B.21) \]

Using the above substitutions, I simplified equation (B.19), and proceeded directly to the final discretization of the energy conservation equation:
where:

\[ a_P T_P = a_E T_E + a_W T_W + a_S T_S + a_N T_N + b \]  \hspace{1cm} (B.22)

\[ a_P = a_E + a_W + a_S + a_N + a_P^0 \]  \hspace{1cm} (B.23)

\[ b = T_0^0 a_P^0 + Q \]  \hspace{1cm} (B.24)

and

\[ a_P^0 = \frac{\Delta x \Delta y}{\Delta t} \left[ \phi_P^0 (\rho c)_a + (1 - \phi_P) (\rho c)_l \right] \]  \hspace{1cm} (B.25)

This equation is coupled to a similar equation for vapor transport in the firm (described in Appendix D) through the source term \( Q = SL \), where \( S \) is the mass of water which changes phase per unit volume. These equations are solved iteratively using Matlab software to calculate temperature changes in the firm through time as a result of advection of sensible heat by air through the firm, latent heat sources and sinks and heat conduction.

Figure B.1: Control volume centers are placed at the center of control volumes. The subscript P denotes values calculated at the center of the control volume of interest. Neighboring control volume centers are denoted by capital letters. Lower case letters denote the interfaces of the control volume of interest.
Appendix C

DERIVATION OF PARTITIONING FUNCTION

In the control volumes that I used to model vapor transport and energy conservation in 
film, the values of the dependent variable (such as temperature or vapor 
density) are defined at control volume centers, while fluxes (both advective and diffusive) are defined at control volume interfaces. This pattern is reminiscent of the use of staggered grids in finite difference methods. Here, I develop an interpolation scheme to determine the relative importance of advection and diffusion to the values of the dependency variable \( \Psi \) (either temperature or vapor density). My approach closely follows Patankar (1982, Chapter 5).

The goal is to transform expressions for flux at interfaces into a difference equation involving values of \( \Psi \) at adjacent control volume centers. The weighting between adjacent values of \( \Psi \) will be given by an expression involving the Peclet number \( P_e \), which expresses the relative strengths of advective and diffusive transport. Patankar (1982) derived these weighting functions by solving the one-dimensional steady-state advection-diffusion equation for a general dependent variable \( \Psi \). Patankar (1982) then used these weighting functions in the linear, two-dimensional models used to calculate temperature and vapor density (presented in Appendices B and D). The extension from one to two dimensions is warranted since in control volume models based on volumes aligned with the coordinate axes, values of interface fluxes in the \( y \) direction are independent of interface fluxes in the \( x \) direction. Consequently, I can study the expressions for flux at interfaces in each dimension independently. In the following, I present the derivation in the \( x \) direction; the solution for the \( y \) direction follows similarly.

I also extend this analysis of a steady-state case to the non-steady case in Appendices B and D. In the implicit scheme, the new value of \( \Psi \) is used throughout the entire time step, which means that the interface fluxes depend only on values of \( \Psi \) for a single time step (rather than a weighted average of past and present values). Therefore, the same weighting functions calculated from analysis of the interface fluxes in the steady case can also be applied in the non-steady case.

I began by considering the steady-state one-dimensional advective-diffusive equation for an arbitrary dependent variable \( \Psi \), as in Patankar (1982), chapter 5:

\[
\frac{d}{dx} (\rho u \Psi) = \frac{d}{dx} \left( \Gamma \frac{d \Psi}{dx} \right),
\]

where the general diffusion coefficient is given by \( \Gamma \), the density of \( \Psi \) is \( \rho \), the horizontal velocity in the positive \( x \) direction is \( u \). The solution between points \( P \) and \( E \) (see figure C.1 for grid and indicial notation) is:

\[
\Psi = \Psi_P + (\Psi_E - \Psi_P) \left[ \frac{\exp \left( \frac{\Delta x}{\Gamma \tau} \right) - 1}{\exp \left( \frac{\Delta x}{\Gamma \tau} \right) - 1} \right],
\]

where \( \Delta x \) is the distance between the control volume center of interest, and the control volume center to the right (East). \( P \) is the Peclet number, defined as:

\[
P_e = \frac{(\rho u)_{P}}{\Gamma \tau / (\delta x)_{P}} = \frac{F_e}{D_e}.
\]

\( P \) is defined only at control volume interfaces (e.g., \( P_e \) is the Peclet number at the east interface), where the velocity \( u \) and the diffusivity \( \Gamma \) are defined. This solution is strictly valid only when control volume interfaces are located midway between grid points. I chose to place grid points at control volume centers, which means that interfaces will not always be equidistant from adjacent grid points (Patankar, 1982, p.69). However, provided changes in grid spacing are gradual (i.e., \( (\delta x)_{P} / (\delta x)_{E} \approx 1 \)), Equation (C.2) is still approximately valid. Patankar (1982) defined the total flux \( J \) to be the combination of the advection term, and the diffusion term:

\[
J = \rho u \Psi - \Gamma \frac{d \Psi}{dx}
\]
I substituted the values for $\Psi$ and $d\Psi/dx$ into Equation (C.4) and reduced the resulting expression to get:

$$J_e = F_e \left( \Psi_P + \frac{\Psi_P - \Psi_E}{\exp (P_e) - 1} \right),$$

(C.8)

and

$$J_w = F_w \left( \Psi_W + \frac{\Psi_W - \Psi_P}{\exp (P_w) - 1} \right).$$

(C.9)

At this point, Patankar (1982) introduced a new function $J^*$, which is the normalized flux:

$$J^* = \frac{J e x}{D} = J^D.$$

(C.10)

I used this substitution to convert the expressions for $J$ into $J^*$. I also collected the factors of $P$ to express $J^*$ as a function of $\Psi$:

$$J^*_e = \Psi_P \frac{P_e}{\exp (P_e) - 1} - \Psi_E \frac{P_e}{\exp (P_e) - 1};$$

(C.11)

and

$$J^*_w = \Psi_W \frac{P_w}{\exp (P_w) - 1} - \Psi_P \frac{P_w}{\exp (P_w) - 1}.$$

(C.12)

Note that the equality of Equation (C.6) is still preserved through these substitutions, i.e. $J^*_e - J^*_w = 0$. The similarity between the two sets of coefficients lead Patankar (1982) to define:

$$A = \frac{P}{\exp (P) - 1},$$

(C.13)

and

$$B = \frac{P}{\exp (P) - 1},$$

(C.14)

where $A$ represents the coefficient for the value of $\Psi$ ahead of the interface, and $B$ represents the coefficient for the value of $\Psi$ behind the interface. $A$ and $B$ define how the values of the dependent variable in adjacent control volumes are weighted by a function of the Peclet number at the interface to determine the flux of $\Psi$ at the interface. These are the weighting functions that I used in the non-steady temperature and vapor density models. It remains now to manipulate the expressions for normalized flux ($J^*$) into a form that can be substituted into the models for energy conservation.
and vapor transport (Appendices B and D). Using these weighting functions, we can simplify the expressions for $J^*$:

$$J^*_e = B\Psi_p - A\Psi_E$$  \hspace{1cm} (C.15)
$$J^*_w = B\Psi_w - A\Psi_F.$$  \hspace{1cm} (C.16)

Patankar (1982) points out that the functions $A$ and $B$ have a number of useful relationships between them, which are used in later manipulations:

$$A(-P) = B(P)$$  
$$A(P) = B(-P)$$  
$$B = A + P$$  \hspace{1cm} (C.17)
$$A(P) = A(|P|) + \max(-P,0)$$
$$B(P) = A(|P|) + \max(P,0),$$

The last two relations allowed me to again rewrite the expressions for $J^*$:

$$J^*_e - P_e\Psi_p = A(\Psi_p - \Psi_E)$$  \hspace{1cm} (C.18)
$$J^*_w - P_w\Psi_w = B(\Psi_w - \Psi_F)$$  \hspace{1cm} (C.19)

substituting back in the definitions of $J^*$ (Equation (C.10)) and $P$ (Equation (C.3)):

$$J_e - F_e\Psi_p = A D_e (\Psi_p - \Psi_E)$$  \hspace{1cm} (C.20)
$$J_w - F_w\Psi_w = B D_w (\Psi_w - \Psi_F).$$  \hspace{1cm} (C.21)

Using Equations (C.18) and the definition of $P$, Patankar (1982) again rewrote the expressions for $J - F\Psi$ into their final form:

$$J_e - F_e\Psi_p = [D_e A(|P_e|) + \max(-F_e,0)](\Psi_p - \Psi_E)$$  \hspace{1cm} (C.22)
$$J_w - F_w\Psi_w = [D_w A(|P_w|) + \max(F_w,0)](\Psi_w - \Psi_F),$$  \hspace{1cm} (C.23)

and similar expressions for the $n$ and $s$ terms. These forms of the interface flux are substituted directly into the models for temperature and vapor transport in the firm in Appendices B and D.

Patankar (1982) advocates using a power law approximation to $A$, rather than the exponential form (Equation (C.13)) in the interest of computational efficiency. I have found that the exponential form uses the same number of machine cycles as the power law approximation when using Matlab software. Furthermore, the exponential form computes almost twice as fast as the power law approximation. However, the exponential form of $A$ is numerically unstable for small values of $P$. Since $P$ in the firm ranges from large values near the surface, where air flow velocities are large, to $\sim 0$ at depth, where air flow is negligible, I use Patankar’s power law approximation:

$$A(|P|) = \max (0, (1 - 0.1|P|)^2),$$  \hspace{1cm} (C.24)

in place of the exact form of Equation (C.13).
Appendix D  

VAPOUR TRANSPORT MODEL

Water vapor moves through the firm as a result of both advection and diffusion. Moist air flowing through firm as a result of surface-pressure variations (e.g. Colbeck, 1989; Waddington and others, 1996) redistributes water vapor. Water vapor can also diffuse through pore spaces in the firm as the result of temperature gradients, which cause vapor density gradients. Water vapor is added to the air in firm pore spaces through sublimation of snow grains, and removed by condensation of vapor onto snow grains. The vapor transport model that I used models the transport of vapor due to both advection and diffusion. It also incorporates phase changes. The vapor transport model is coupled to the energy conservation model (see Appendix B) through the latent heat released by the phase changes. I expressed the changes in vapor density $\rho_v$ as a conservation law:

$$\frac{\partial}{\partial t} \rho_v + \nabla \cdot (\rho_v \vec{u}) - \nabla \cdot (\kappa \nabla \rho_v) - S = 0,$$  (D.1)

where $\vec{u}$ is the two-dimensional velocity vector $(u, v)$, $x$ is positive to the right, $y$ is positive down and $\kappa$ is the diffusivity of water vapor in firm. This is the same vapor transport model used by Albert and McGilvary (1992). The source term $S$ couples vapor transport to energy conservation, and is described in detail in Appendix E. As in Appendix B, the flow field $\vec{u}$ must satisfy mass continuity:

$$\frac{\partial}{\partial t} (\phi \rho_v) + \nabla \cdot (\phi \rho_v \vec{u}) = 0,$$  (D.2)

where the subscript $a$ represents values for air in the firm pore spaces and $\phi$ is firm porosity. I discretized Equations (D.1) and (D.2) following a solution technique similar to the method in Appendix B. Since the source term depends in part on $\rho_v$ (Appendix E), I separated $S$ into two parts; a constant term $S_c$ that does not depend on $\rho_v$, and a second term $S_a$ that is multiplied by $\rho_v$. A brief summary of the discretization technique follows.

I defined two new factors $J_x$ and $J_y$ that describe the total flux in the $x$ and $y$ directions:

$$J_x = u \rho_v - \kappa \frac{\partial \rho_v}{\partial x},$$
$$J_y = v \rho_v - \kappa \frac{\partial \rho_v}{\partial y},$$  (D.3)

and used these two factors to simplify Equation (D.1):

$$\frac{\partial}{\partial t} \rho_v + \frac{\partial}{\partial x} J_x + \frac{\partial}{\partial y} J_y = S_c + S_a \rho_v.$$  (D.4)

I integrated this equation with respect to $x$, $y$ and $t$:

$$\frac{\Delta x \Delta y}{\Delta t} (\rho_v - \rho_v^0) + J_x - J_x^0 + J_y - J_y^0 = (S, + S_a \rho_v) \Delta x \Delta y,$$  (D.5)

where the subscript $P$ refers to values at the control volume center, the superscript $0$ refers to values at the beginning of the time step (i.e. the "old" values), and $J_x$, $J_y$, $J_x^0$ and $J_y^0$ refer to the integrated total flux through the east, west, south and north interfaces, respectively. See Figure D.1 for indicial notation and grid set-up.

I assume that $\rho_v$ is constant in the continuity equation (Equation (D.2)), as in Appendix B. In reality, $\rho_v$ varies as a function of temperature (Wallace and Hobbs, p. 48). Variations in $\rho_v$ would allow for free convection (Benedick convection) of air through firm pore spaces. See Appendix B for discussion of the motivation for neglecting variation in $\rho_v$. Essentially, neglecting variations in $\rho_v$ is a reasonable assumption for three reasons. First, close to the surface where temperature gradients are large (and associated Rayleigh numbers are large), advective velocities $(u, v)$ are much larger than free-convection velocities. Second, where advective velocities are small (below the top two meters), temperature gradients are small; this results in small convection velocities. Third, Bernard convection is most likely during the winter months when cold surface air overlies warmer air at depth in the firm. If convection were active in the
winter, a greatly attenuated isotopic thermal fractionation signal would be expected (Severinghaus, and others 2001). In fact, the winter thermal fractionation signal is well-developed and not destroyed by vigorous Benard convection. Consequently, I divided $\rho_a$ out of Equation (D.2):

$$\frac{\partial \phi}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot (\phi \mathbf{u}) = 0 .$$

(Int. 6)

Integrating this equation with respect to space and time yielded:

$$\Delta x \Delta y \left( \phi_{\rho} - \phi_{\rho}^0 \right) + \Delta y \Delta t \left( (\phi u)_{\rho} - (\phi u)_{\rho}^0 \right) + \Delta x \Delta t \left( (\phi v)_{\rho} - (\phi v)_{\rho}^0 \right) = 0 ,$$

(7.7)

where subscripts refer to values on control volume faces (Fig. 1). I simplified this expression by defining flux terms $F_j$ similar to the mass flow rate used by Patankar (1982, p. 98):

$$F_x = (\phi u)_{\rho} \Delta y$$

$$F_u = (\phi u)_{\rho} \Delta y$$

$$F_x = (\phi v)_{\rho} \Delta x$$

$$F_v = (\phi v)_{\rho} \Delta x ,$$

(8.8)

Using this simplification and multiplying through by the vapor density at control volume centers, $\rho_{V}\rho_{P}$, Equation (D.6) becomes:

$$\frac{\Delta x \Delta y}{\Delta t} \left( \rho_{V}\rho_{P} \phi_{\rho} - \rho_{V}\rho_{P} \phi_{\rho}^0 \right) + F_x \rho_{V}\rho_{P} - F_u \rho_{V}\rho_{P} + F_v \rho_{V}\rho_{P} - F_w \rho_{V}\rho_{P} = 0 .$$

(9.9)

Then I subtracted this form of the continuity equation from Equation (D.5) and simplified the expression to yield:

$$\rho_{V}\rho_{P} \frac{\Delta x \Delta y}{\Delta t} \left( 1 - \phi_{\rho} + \phi_{\rho}^0 \right) + \rho_{V} \frac{\Delta x \Delta y}{\Delta t} + (J_x - F_x \rho_{V}\rho_{P}) - (J_w - F_w \rho_{V}\rho_{P}) + (J_v - F_v \rho_{V}\rho_{P}) - (J_u - F_u \rho_{V}\rho_{P}) = (S_{x} + S_{w} \rho_{V}) \Delta x \Delta y ,$$

(10.10)

To simplify the above expression, I defined a term similar to Patankar’s (1982) diffusion conductance (p. 100):

$$D_e = \frac{(\phi_{\rho})_{\Delta x}}{\Delta x}$$

$$D_w = \frac{(\phi_{\rho})_{\Delta y}}{\Delta y}$$

$$D_x = \frac{(\phi_{\rho})_{\Delta x}}{\Delta y}$$

$$D_v = \frac{(\phi_{\rho})_{\Delta x}}{\Delta y} ,$$

(11.11)

where the subscripts on $\rho$ refer to the diffusivity at the interface. Using the above relations for $D$ and $F$, I defined the Peclet number for vapor transport in the fin:

$$P = \frac{F}{D} ,$$

(12.12)

which describes the relative strength of advection and diffusion at redistributing water vapor across each interface. Following the methods of Appendix C, I used the relationships between $J$, $P$, $F$ and $D$ to generate:

$$J_x = F_x \rho_{V}\rho_{P} = [D_x A (|F_x|) + \max (-F_x, 0)] (\rho_{p} - \rho_{b}) = a_{a} (\rho_{p} - \rho_{b})$$

$$J_w = F_w \rho_{V}\rho_{P} = [D_w A (|F_w|) + \max (F_w, 0)] (\rho_{w} - \rho_{p}) = a_{w} (\rho_{w} - \rho_{p})$$

$$J_v = F_v \rho_{V}\rho_{P} = [D_v A (|F_v|) + \max (-F_v, 0)] (\rho_{v} - \rho_{b}) = a_{a} (\rho_{v} - \rho_{b})$$

$$J_u = F_u \rho_{V}\rho_{P} = [D_u A (|F_u|) + \max (F_u, 0)] (\rho_{u} - \rho_{p}) = a_{a} (\rho_{u} - \rho_{p}) ,$$

(13.13)

(14.14)

(15.15)

(16.16)

where the function max(...) selects the largest quantity in the parentheses. The function $A$ is a function of the Peclet number and determines the relative importance of
conduction and advection to vapor transport in the firm. Appendix C presents the background and derivation of $A$. I chose to define $A$ using Patankar’s exponential scheme (Patankar 1982, p. 90):

$$ A(|P|) = \max \left( 0, \left(1 - 0.1|P_0|^2 \right) \right). \tag{D.17} $$

Using the above substitutions, I generated the final form of the discretization equations for the vapor transport model:

$$ a_p \rho_{pP} = a_E \rho_{pE} + a_W \rho_{pW} + a_S \rho_{pS} + a_N \rho_{pN} + b, \tag{D.18} $$

where:

$$ a_p = a_E + a_W + a_S + a_N + \frac{\Delta x \Delta y}{\Delta t} (1 - \phi + \phi^0) - S_r \Delta x \Delta y \tag{D.19} $$

$$ b = \rho_{wp} \frac{\Delta x \Delta y}{\Delta t} + S_r \Delta x \Delta y, \tag{D.20} $$

and $D$ and $F$ are as defined in Equations (D.12) and (D.9), respectively. This model of vapor transport in the firm is solved iteratively using Matlab software. The new vapor density at each point $\rho_{pP}$ is calculated according to the above relationships. Since the vapor model is coupled to the energy conservation model (Appendix B) through the source term $S$, I iterated between these two models (vapor transport and energy conservation) to produce a mutually consistent set of temperatures $T_p$ and vapor densities $\rho_{pP}$ at each time step.

Figure D.1: Control volume centers are placed at the geometric centers of control volumes. The subscript $P$ denotes values calculated at the center of the control volume of interest. Neighboring control volume centers are denoted by upper case roman letters. Lower case letters denote the interfaces of the control volume of interest.
Appendix E

TRANSFER OF WATER BETWEEN PHASES

Water molecules in the firn may change phases between solid and vapor. Ultimately, the reason for the phase change is a mismatch between the vapor density of the air in firn pore spaces, and the saturation vapor density of air in contact with the snow grains. If the vapor density in the air is lower than the saturation density, some of the snow will sublime to move the local vapor density towards equilibrium. If the vapor density exceeds the saturation value, some water vapor will condense out of the air onto the ice grains. Both processes influence the temperature of the firn through latent heat effects.

In general, the saturation vapor density over ice is a function of both temperature and the radius of curvature of ice grains. For ice grains larger than about 1 μm, the temperature effect dominates, and the radius-of-curvature effect can be neglected (Colbeck, 1983a).

Many investigators use measurements and estimates of vapor pressure, rather than vapor density. In this model, I converted all measurements of vapor pressure into vapor density using the ideal gas law, since I am interested in the mass of water changing phase per volume of firn in a given time step.

There are several published equations for calculating the saturation vapor pressure over ice (e.g. Hyland and Wexler, 1983; Colbeck, 1990; Marti and Mauersberger, 1993; Albert, 2001) which give slightly different results. Hyland and Wexler (1983) fit a six-term polynomial to measurements of vapor pressure over ice for different temperatures. Several other estimates are based on a form of the Clapeyron equation (also known as the Van’t Hoff equation):

\[
\ln \left( \frac{P_1}{P_2} \right) = \frac{-\Delta H^0}{R} \left( \frac{1}{T_1} - \frac{1}{T_2} \right)
\]

where \(P\) denotes vapor pressure, \(R\) is the gas constant, \(\Delta H^0\) is the enthalpy change between solid and vapor phases for water, and \(T\) is the temperature. Given a reference point where both \(P\) and \(T\) are known, Equation (E.1) can be used to calculate saturation vapor pressure. I found that by using values for \(\Delta H^0\) from Wallace and Hobbs (1982) and reference values at the triple point \((P_t = 6.1165\ mbar, T_t = 273.15\ K)\), Equation (E.1) replicated the results of both Hyland and Wexler (1983) and measured

![Figure E.1: Fit of several published estimates for saturation vapor pressure to measurements by Hyland and Wexler (1983). Hyland and Wexler (1983) developed a six-term polynomial in temperature to fit their observations. Colbeck (1990) uses a similar derivation as that presented here, although uses different values of saturation vapor density at the triple point. Marti and Mauersberger (1993) use a least squares fit to observational data to generate a logarithmic equation. Albert (2001) uses \(\Delta H^0 = 2838.3\ \text{J g}^{-1}\) and a reference temperature of 263 K in Equation (E.1). Johnson and others (2000) do not specify values of \(\Delta H^0\) or the reference temperature and pressure used. This work uses \(\Delta H^0 = 2834\ \text{J g}^{-1}, P_t = 6.1165\ \text{mbar}\) and \(T_t = 273.15\ \text{K}\) in Equation (E.1).]
measurements in the Handbook of Chemistry and Physics (Weast and Selby, 1966) to 1% or better. Figure E.1 shows how the estimate of saturation vapor density given by Equation (E.1) compares with other published estimates. Marti and Mauersberger (1993) show that their data replicate that of Hyland and Wedler (1983) to \( \sim 2\% \), and suggest that 2% is the total uncertainty in each measurement. Consequently, the equations of Johnson and others (2000), Marti and Mauersberger (1993), Colbeck (1990), and Equation (E.1) (with \( \Delta H^0 = 2834 \text{ J g}^{-1}, P_1 = 6.1165 \text{ mbar} \) and \( T_1 = 273.15 \text{ K} \)) all provide an equivalent fit to the available measurements.

If water could move between phases infinitely fast, the expression for the source term in Equation (D.1) of Appendix D would simply be the difference between the local vapor density and saturation vapor density. However, since some time is required for the change, a slightly more complicated expression is required (Albert and McGilvary 1992):

\[
S = h_m a_s \left( \rho_v^w - \rho_v \right)
\]  
(E.2)

where \( h_m \) is the mass transfer coefficient, and \( a_s \) is the surface area per unit bulk volume in snow. The mass transfer coefficient describes the speed with which the surface can move as a result of phase change; it has not been well-studied for snow. I use the value suggested by Albert and McGilvary (1992) \( (h_m = 0.09 \text{ m s}^{-1}) \), which is based on a correlation of characteristic numbers developed by Chu and others (1953) for a variety of materials.

Equation (E.2) is used by both the energy conservation model and the vapor transport model. In the energy conservation model, I calculate the total latent heat release \( Q \) from the mass of water changing phase \( S \). Then \( Q = LS \), where \( L \) is the latent heat released or absorbed by the phase change per unit mass. Since \( Q \) depends only weakly on temperature (through Equations (E.1) and (E.2)), I used the above relation for \( Q \) (Equation (E.2)) directly in the energy conservation model described in Appendix B (Equation (B.10) in Appendix B).

However, the vapor transport model uses \( S \) directly, and Equation (E.2) depends linearly on the local vapor density \( \rho_v \), which is the dependent variable in the vapor transport model. Consequently, I separated \( S \) into a constant part \( S_c \) that does not depend on \( \rho_v \) and a variable part, that depends on \( \rho_v \):

\[
S_c = h_m a_s \rho_v^w
\]
(E.3)

\[
S_v = -h_m a_s
\]
(E.4)

so that:

\[
S = S_c + S_v \rho_v
\]  
(E.5)

This relationship replaced Equation (E.2), and is used in the vapor transport model (Equation (D.1)) in Appendix D.
Appendix F

ISOTOPIC CONSERVATION IN PORE SPACE VAPOR

This appendix contains a derivation for the evolution of the isotopic profile in the pore space vapor as a result of advection from firn ventilation and diffusion along isotopic gradients in the vapor. The end result of the derivation is Equation (4.1), which is an isotopic conservation equation in terms of $\delta$. I begin by defining the number concentration per unit volume of the minor isotope (e.g., O$^{18}$ or D) in the pore space vapor as $N'$ and the major isotope (e.g., O$^{16}$ or H) as $N$. I assume a single diffusivity $D$ for both the minor and major species.

A conservation equation for $N'$ as a result of advection and diffusion in the vapor phase is given as (assuming a uniform density of air in firn pore spaces):

$$\frac{\partial}{\partial t} N' + \nabla \cdot (N'u) - \nabla \cdot (D \nabla N') = 0$$  \hspace{1cm} (F.1)

where $u$ is the two-dimensional air-flow velocity in the firn (in practice, I use the airflow field described in Section 3.3), and $\nabla$ is the two-dimensional spatial derivative. Similarly, a conservation equation for the major isotope can be written as:

$$\frac{\partial}{\partial t} N + \nabla \cdot (Nu) - \nabla \cdot (D \nabla N) = 0$$  \hspace{1cm} (F.2)

The second term in this conservation equation can be expanded to yield:

$$\frac{\partial}{\partial t} N + N \nabla \cdot u + u \cdot \nabla N - \nabla \cdot (D \nabla N) = 0$$  \hspace{1cm} (F.3)

The goal of the derivation is to generate a similar conservation equation in terms of $\delta$, which is defined as:

$$\delta = \frac{N' - s}{s} \times 1000$$  \hspace{1cm} (F.4)

where $s$ refers to a standard isotopic ratio, often taken as the isotopic ratio of Standard Mean Ocean Water, and the factor of 1000 is used to express $\delta$ values as parts per thousand. We can define $N'$ in terms of $N$ and $\delta$ using Equation (F.4):

$$N' = Ns(1 + \frac{\delta}{1000})$$  \hspace{1cm} (F.5)

I define a temporary parameter $\Lambda$ as:

$$\Lambda = s(1 + \frac{\delta}{1000})$$  \hspace{1cm} (F.6)

and use a change of variables $N' = N\Lambda$ in Equation (F.1):

$$\frac{\partial}{\partial t} [N\Lambda] + \nabla \cdot ([N\Lambda]u) - \nabla \cdot (D \nabla [N\Lambda]) = 0$$  \hspace{1cm} (F.7)

The unsteady term expands as:

$$\frac{\partial}{\partial t} [N\Lambda] = N \frac{\partial}{\partial t} \Lambda + \Lambda \frac{\partial}{\partial t} N$$  \hspace{1cm} (F.8)

The advection term expands as:

$$\nabla \cdot ([N\Lambda]u) = N\Lambda \nabla \cdot u + u \nabla \cdot N + uN \cdot \nabla \Lambda$$  \hspace{1cm} (F.9)

The diffusion term expands as:

$$- \nabla \cdot (D \nabla [N\Lambda]) = - (\nabla \cdot (ND \nabla \Lambda) + \nabla \cdot (A D \nabla N))$$  \hspace{1cm} (F.10)

$$= -N \nabla \cdot (D \nabla \Lambda) - A \nabla \cdot (D \nabla N) - 2D \nabla N \nabla \Lambda$$  \hspace{1cm} (F.11)

I collect terms which can be combined as $\Lambda \times$ Equation (F.3):
\[ \Lambda \frac{\partial}{\partial t} N + N \Lambda \nabla \cdot \vec{u} + \bar{u} \Lambda \cdot \nabla N - \Lambda \nabla \cdot (D \nabla N) \]  

(F.12)

Because of Equation (F.3), these terms sum to zero and are dropped from the analysis, leaving:

\[ N \frac{\partial}{\partial t} \Lambda + \bar{u} \cdot \nabla \Lambda - N \nabla \cdot (D \nabla \Lambda) - 2 D \nabla N \nabla \Lambda = 0 \]  

(F.13)

Division by \( N \) yields:

\[ \frac{\partial}{\partial t} \Lambda + \bar{u} \cdot \nabla \Lambda - \nabla \cdot (D \nabla \Lambda) - 2 \frac{D}{N} \nabla N \nabla \Lambda = 0 \]  

(F.14)

If \( \frac{\Delta N}{N} \ll 1 \), then the last term can be eliminated. \( N \) is approximately equivalent to the density of the pore space air (i.e. the number of \( H_2O \) molecules per \( m^{-3} \)) and air density is not significantly affected by small changes in the isotopic content. Consequently, the last term may be safely neglected as it is \( \ll 1 \). Substituting the definition of \( \Lambda \) back into the remainder of Equation (F.14) and dividing out the constant \( s \) yields:

\[ \frac{\partial}{\partial t} \delta + \bar{u} \cdot \nabla \delta - \nabla \cdot (D \nabla \delta) = 0 \]  

(F.15)

Multiplying out the factor of 1000 yields:

\[ \frac{\partial}{\partial t} \delta + \bar{u} \cdot \nabla \delta - \nabla \cdot (D \nabla \delta) = 0 \]  

(F.16)

Adding in the assumption that the air-flow field conserves volume (\( \nabla \cdot \vec{u} = 0 \)), this equation can be written in the form of Equation (4.1). The extent to which my calculated air-flow field conserves mass is discussed in Section 3.7.1.

Appendix G

EFFECTS OF ISOTOPIC EQUILIBRATION ON ICE GRAINS

The effect of isotopic equilibration on \( \delta \) is determined by calculating the number of moles of the major and minor isotopes which change phases during a given time step as a result of isotopic equilibration. This is achieved by first calculating the isotopic ratios \( R \) in the vapor phase initially and after equilibration:

\[ R^0 = S \left( \frac{1000}{1000} R^0 + 1 \right) \]  

\[ R^0 = S \left( \frac{1000}{1000} (\delta_{eq} + (\delta^0 - \delta_{eq}) \exp(-k \Delta t)) + 1 \right) \]  

where \( S \) is a standard isotopic ratio (usually that of Standard Mean Ocean Water), \( \delta_{eq} \) is given by Equation (4.5) and \( k \) is the equilibration rate constant. The superscript 0 reflects an initial value at the beginning of the time step and 1 reflects a final value at the end of the time step. The total number of water molecules in the vapor phase \( N_{vw} \) is given by:

\[ N_{vw} = \frac{1}{m} \rho_v \Delta x \Delta y \]  

(G.3)

where \( m \) is the molar mass of water, \( \rho_v \) is the vapor density in the control volume and \( \Delta x \Delta y \) is the control volume area. I calculate the number of moles of major and minor water molecules at the beginning and end of the time step as:

\[ N_{vw}^0 = N_{vw} - N_{vw} \]  

(G.4)
\[ N'^0 = \frac{N_{sv}}{R'_0 + 1} \quad (G.5) \]
\[ N'^1 = N_{sv} - \frac{N_{sv}}{R'_0 + 1} \quad (G.6) \]
\[ N'^1 = \frac{N_{sv}}{R'_0 + 1} \quad (G.7) \]

where \( N' \) denotes the number of models of the minor isotope and \( R'_0 \) and \( R'_1 \) are given by Equation (G.2) and (G.2) respectively. Note that the total number of isotopes is conserved, i.e. \( N'^0 + N'^1 = N'^1 + N'^1 = N_{sv} \). I now calculate number of heavy and light isotopes changing phase as:

\[ dN' = N'^1_0 - N'^0_0 \quad (G.8) \]
\[ dN = N'^1_1 - N'^0_1 \quad (G.9) \]

Note that \( dN > 0 \) reflects a transfer to the vapor phase, and \( dN < 0 \) indicates a transfer to the solid. In a similar manner, I calculate the initial isotopic ratio in the ice \( R'_0 \) as:

\[ R'_0 = S \left( \frac{1}{1000} \frac{R'^0}{1} + 1 \right) \quad (G.10) \]

The total number of moles of water in the snow is:

\[ N_{sv} = \frac{1}{m} M_t \quad (G.11) \]

where \( M_t \) is the total mass of snow in the control volume. The initial number of major and minor isotopes in the snow are given by:

\[ N'^0_0 = N_{sv} - \frac{N_{sv}}{R'_0 + 1} \quad (G.12) \]
\[ N'^1_1 = \frac{N_{sv}}{R'_0 + 1} \quad (G.13) \]

The isotopic ratio of the snow at the end of the time step is then given by:

\[ R'_1 = \frac{N'^0 - dN'}{N' - dN} \quad (G.14) \]

Finally, the isotopic composition of the snow at the end of the time step is given as:

\[ \delta'_1 = 1000 \left( \frac{R'_1 - S}{S} \right) \quad (G.15) \]

Note that Equation (4.4) assumes that the solid is an infinite reservoir of the minor isotope. In fact, the number of light isotopes in the solid phase is limited, although \( N'_0 \gg N'_1 \) in any given control volume.
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